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Sum m ary
In the first chapter we give an introduction , and a survey of known results, 
which we shall use throughout the dissertation .
In the second chapter we first prove that every projectivity of a connected 
reductive non-abelian algebraic group G over K -  Fp is strictly index­
preserving ( Theorem 2.1.6.). Then we prove that every autoprojectivity of G 
induces an automoiphism of the building canonically associated to O . 
Furthermore we show how certain autoprojecdvides o f G act on the Weyl 
group of G and on the Dynkin diagram of G .
In the third chapter we restrict our attention to simple algebraic groups over 
K . We prove that if G is a simple algebraic group over K of rank at least 2 , 
then the problem whether every autoprojectivity of G is induced by an 
automorphism, is reduced to the problem whether every autoprojectivity of G 
fixing every parabolic subgroup of G is the identity. Namely, if we let
T(G) -  (<p e Aut U G) I P* -  P for every parabolic subgroup P  o f  G} , 
we have
/  Aut U.G) -  r  X I (Aut G)# ,
where (Aut G)* is the group of all autoprojectivities of G induced by an 
automorphism (Theorem 3.4.9. and Corollary 3.4.15.).
In Chapter 4 we prove that actually r  -  {1} if G has rank at least 3 and 
P ^ 2 (Theorem 4.6.5.) , while in Chapter 5 we prove the same result , with 
different arguments. for the case of rank 1 (Corollary 5.2.6.) and 2 .  type Aj 
excluded (Corollary 5.3.8.) ( for groups of rank 1 we impose no restrictions 
on p ) .
Finally , in Chapter 6 we show that for the groups of type A j Theorem 
4.6.5. does not hold . For this purpose we construct a non-trivial subgroup of 
the group H S L ^ n ) )  (Corollary 6.4.15.) .
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R eferences .
Ngtatipn
If S , S | are sets , as usual 
S c S t means that S is a subset of St .
SoS, is the set theoretic intersection of S and St .
SuSj is the set theoretic union of S and St .
S ,\S  is the difference set of S, and S , namely the set of those elements 
belonging to St but not to S . 
x e S means that x belongs to S .
{x.y.x,...} is the set consisting of the elements x .y^... .
N is the set of natural numbers . Mq is the set lhj{0} .
Z is the set of integers .
If m , n c  Z .m ^ n  means that m is greater or equal n ( in the natural order 
of Z ) ,  whereas m > n means that m is strictly greater than n .
(m,n) is the greatest common divisor o f m and n .
m | n means that m divides n , while m In means that m does not divide n . 
m a n  mod r means m , n congruent modulo r .
If G is a group ,
H £ G means that H is a subgroup of G .
H < G means that H is a proper subgroup of G .
H <  G means that H is a normal subgroup of G .
If H £ K £ G t
C(H) is the centraliser of H in G ,
/f(H ) is the normaliser of H in G ,
Ck(H) is the centraliser of H in K ,
J fK(H) is the normaliser of H in K ,
Z(G) is the center of G .
If S C G , <S> is the subgroup of G generated by the elements of S .
If x , y are in G , [x,y] denotes the element x 'y 'xy .
If S , St are subgroups of G , IS.S,) -  < x'V 'xy I x c  S , y c  St > .
G' » [ G,G ] is the derived subgroup of G .
If x , g e G x® -  g'*xg , *x -  gxg'1.
If x . y e G ,  x ~  y means x , y conjugate in G , while x ■ y mod H 
means x‘*y € H .
If g € G H* -  g-'Hg , *H -  gH g' .
If L £ G , HL -  < H* I g c  L>>
If g e G , I g I is the order of g ( I g I -  oo if <g> is infinite cyclic ).
If H x, for X in a set A , are groups, we denote by Cr Hx the cartesian
X « A
product of the H^'s , and by Dr the external direct product of the H^'s .
X « A
If A is finite, A ■ {l,...,n} say , we shall denote Dr H*. by Ht x ... x H„ .
X« A
If H ^ . . ^  are normal subgroups of G such that <Ht .....Hk> is the internal
direct product of H|,...,Hk , then we denote by Hj * ... x H* .
We shall usually denote by ® the internal product of a family (HjJ ^ a of 
X « A
normal subgroups of G , if G is abelian .
If p is a prime , we say that an element x of G is a p-element if the order 
of x is a power of p . We say that x is a p'-element if the order of x is 
finite and coprime to p .
C„ denotes the (multiplicative) cyclic group of order n .
For every prime p , Cp«  denotes the Priifer group relative to p .
If G is a p-group (i.e. every element of G is a p-elem ent) ,
£2i(G) -  < x I x e G and x1^  -  1 > . We denote Gt(G) simply by Q(G).
Sn is the symmetric group over n letters , A„ is the alternating group over n 
letters.
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L(G) is the complete lattice of all the subgroups of G .
[ G /H ) is the lattice of all subgroups of G containing H .
<I> is the set of roots , n  a fundamental system of <I>, <I>+ a set of positive 
roots of <1> and <I>- a set of negative roots of <1>.
For every root a  , X,, is the root-subgroup corresponding to a  , and is a 
fixed algebraic isomorphism x ,,: K —♦ X«, .
Nm are the structure constants ( r , s roots).
Mt.m »  the integer (Ü)-* NM Nr>m ••• Nr>(i_1)rf,  ( r , s roots , i in M ).
If T is a subgroup of G , we denote by w any element of /f ( J )  which is 
mapped to the element w of /fÇT)/T  under the natural projection.
We shall usually write characters , cocharacters , the isomorphisms x«* and 
elements of the symmetric group on the left , while we shall usually write 
isomorphisms and projectivities of groups on the right.
Chapter 1 Introduction
The aim of the present dissertation is to study the group of lattice 
automorphisms of certain algebraic groups . As we shall deal both with 
properties of lattices and of algebraic groups , we give a short survey of the 
results of which we shall make use. We begin with lattices.
8 1.1 A survey on lattices .
Let (P,£) be a partially ordered set, and let X be any subset of P . We 
say that an element y of P is an uppcrbound of X if we have 
x ^ y  for every x in X .
We say that an element a of X is a least element of X if we have 
a £  x for every x in X ( if it exists, it is then unique).
Let us denote by M the set of all upper bounds of X . If M is not empty , 
and it has a least element, then this element is called the least upper bound of 
X , and it is denoted by sup X  . Similarly one can define the greatest lower 
bound of X . which is denoted by in fX .
We can now give the definition of a lattice.
Definition : A lattice is a partially ordered set (L,^) such that for every x , y 
in L , there exist both sup {x,y} and inf {x,y} . L is said to be a complete 
lattice if each of its subsets X has supX and in fX .
It is clear that any non-empty complete lattice contains a least element, 
denoted by O, and a greatest element, denoted by I .
Let L be a lattice. Then , for every x , y in L , sup {x,y} will be denoted 
by x V y  , and it will also be called the join of x and y ; inf {x,y} will be 
denoted by xA y , and it will also be called the meet of x and y .
We also give the notion of sublattice and of cartesian product of lattices.
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Definition : A sublattice of a lattice L is a subset X of L such that 
a e X , b € X aV b  and a A b  e X .
If  we are given a family (LJ—A of lattices, the cartesian product of the L,'s 
is the set {( x j  I x.e L . V a € A } , and it is denoted by by Cr L, . This
1 « A
becomes a lattice if we define the partial order componentwise.
Examples : Let X be any set . Then the set P(X) of all subsets of X 
partially ordered by inclusion is a complete lattice . For any family S of 
subsets of X , inf S is the set theoretic intersection of the elements of S , 
while sup S is the set theoretic union of the elements of S .
A partially ordered set C such that for every x , y in C we have 
either x £ y  o r y £ x ,
is said to be totally ordered , and it is called a chain . Any chain is a lattice . 
The set N of the natural numbers with the usual total order is a chain , but it is 
not a complete lattice.
Let G be a group . We denote by L(G) the set of all subgroups of G 
partially ordered by inclusion . L(G) is a complete lattice . If  (X J „  A is a 
family of subgroups of G , then A X , is the set theoretic intersection of all the 
« A
X , 's , while V X , is the subgroup <X, I ae A > generated by all the X, 's .
m A
A s the union and the intersection o f two normal subgroups of G are normal, 
the subset of all normal subgroups o f G is a sublattice of L(G) .
In any lattice L the following holds.
L I xAx ■ X , x \ / x  ■ X (idempotent)
L  2 xAy -  yAx , xVy -yV x (commutative)
L  3 (xAy)Az -  xA(yAz) , (xVy)V* -  *V(yVz) (associative)
L 4 xA(xVy) -  xV(xAy) -  x (absorption).
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We have the following result:
Let L be a set with two binary operations V  # A  satisfying L 1-L 4 . Then 
L is a lattice , and conversely flBi] Theorem 8 page 10) .
If we are given (L.V.A) satisfying L 1 -L  4 , then the partial order on L 
is given by the definition
x S y n  xA y -  x («-► xVy -  y )
We shall write (L,£) or (L.V. A ) as it is more convenient.
Let (P,£) , (P '^ )  be partially ordered sets . A map 0 : P —♦ P  is said to 
be order-preserving if for every x , y in P such that x £ y , we have
Let (L .V .A ) , (L '.V 'A O  be lattices . A map 0 : L —* L' is called a 
lattice homomorphism if we have
(xAy)e-  xeA 'ye 80(1 (xVy)e -  x®V'ye for every X , y in L .
0 will be called a lattice isomorphism if 0 is bijective , and a lattice 
automorphism if  L -  L ', V “V ’ . A  ~ A ', and 0 is bijective .
If 0 : L  —► L' is a lattice isomorphism , then both 0 and 0'1 are order­
preserving . We also have the converse , i.e. if we have a bijection 0 between 
two lattices L  and L' such that both 0 and 0'1 are order-preserving , then 
0 is a lattice isomorphism . Note that the fact that 0 is order-preserving is not 
enough to guarantee that 0 is a lattice isomorphism , as the following example 
illustrates.
i r
0
B'
A' I k T Aw A' 
B k B' O w O'
o O'
We now introduce the concept of modular and distributive lattices.
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A lattice L is modular if it satisfies the "modular identity" (also called 
Dedekind Law)
*V(yAz) -  (xVy)Ar
for every x , y , z in L such that x £  z .
Example : The lattice of normal subgroups of a group is a modular lattice.
A lattice L is distributive if we have
xA(y V*) -  (xAy)V(xAz) for every x , y , r  in L 
(Note: this is equivalent to
*V(yAz) -  (xVy)A(xVx) for every x , y , z  in L .
(Theorem 9 page 11 in [Bi]).
Example: Any chain is a distributive la ttice.
Before fixing our attention to the lattice L(G) for a given group G , we 
give some other definitions.
Let P be a partially ordered set . Let a , b be elements of P . By "a 
covers b" it is meant that a > b , but a > x > b for no x in P . If a, b are 
elements of P such that a £  b , then the set { x e PI b £  x £  a } is called an 
interval of P .
Let C be a finite chain with n elements . Then the length t(C) of C is 
defined to be n-1 .In  general, the length t(P) of a partially ordered set P is 
defined to be the least upper bound of the lengths of the chains in P . When 
f(P) is finite , P is said to be of finite length . Any partially ordered set P of 
finite length is defined up to isomorphism by its covering relations , i.e. we
have a > b if and only if there exists a  finite sequence xq.....x„ of elements
of P such that x^ -  a , x„ -  b and Xj_t covers xj for i -  l , . . . j i .
If a partially ordered set P has the least element O , then an element a of 
P is said to be an atom if a covers O  .
Let L be a lattice with O and I . Then if x is an element of L , by a 
complement of x in L is meant any element y of L such that xA y -  O 
and xV y “  I • L is called complemented if all its elements have
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complements.
Example : The modular lattice of all subspaces of a vector space over a field is 
complemented.
A Boolean lattice is a complemented distributive lattice . In a Boolean 
lattice complements are unique , and in any Boolean lattice of finite length , 
every element is a join of atoms (ex. 7a page 18 in [Bi]) .
We shall now consider more closely how the lattice L(G) of a given group 
G influences the structure of G .
S 1.2 The lattice U Q )  .
We first give some examples of the lattices L(G) arising from some 
particular groups.
(1) Let G be a cyclic group Cpn of order p " , n i  1 , p  a prime . Then L(G) 
is a chain of length n .
(2) Let G be the direct product of 2 copies of Cp , p  a prime . Then L(G)
is represented by the diagram G
So L(G) is a modular lattice of length 2 , and it has p+1 atoms.
(3) Let G be the symmetric group S3 . Then L(G) is represented by the
We now introduce some standard notation . Let G  , G  be groups . We
diagram G
shall call a projectivity of G ontoG any lattice isomorphism
9 :  KG ) ~*UG) .
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We shall call an »utoprojectivity of G any project!vity of G onto itself. We 
shall denote by Aut L(G) the group of all autoprojecdvities of G . Two 
groups G, G will be called projective if there exists a projectivity of G onto 
G .
We shall use the usual abuse of notation 9  : G —»G to denote a projectivity 9 
of G onto G , but we shall write 9  : L(G) —*L(G) if there could be any 
ambiguity.
Many questions of different kinds arise in the attempt to relate the structure 
of a group to the structure of the lattice of its subgroups . For instance , let 
o: G —* G be an isomorphism of groups . Then we have of course 
N <  G « *  N°< d , Z(0)a  -  Z(G) , (G")“ -  O ' . G i l  nilpotent «*  G is 
nilpotent, and so on .
The situation for projectivities is very different. Let us consider the groups 
G ■ C3 x C3 and G ■ S3 . From the examples (2) and (3), it follows that G 
and G are projective . Let 9  be a fixed projectivity of G onto G . Let o  be 
an involution of G , and let A be the subgroup of G such that A<p « <o> . 
Then we have
A < G  but A * * G ,
Z(G)* -  G , while Z(G) -  {1}
(GO* -  (1> while G' -  A3 ,
G is abelian , while G is even not nilpotent,
A has order 3 , while A* has order 2 .
Many results are nevertheless known . In the following we are going to recall 
those which will be used throughout the dissertation .
Let 9  : G —► G be a projectivity between the groups G and G . Then
(i) . G is finite if and only if G is finite .
(ii) . G is cyclic if and only if G is cyclic (This result was obtained by Ore in 
1938, while classifying the groups whose lattice of subgroups is distributive 
IO I) .
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(iii) . U G) is a cartesian product of lattices L, (a € A) if and only if G is a 
direct product of groups Ga (a € A) such that U G J  is isomorphic to L, for 
every a in A , and the order of any element of G , is finite and coprime to the 
order of any element of Gb for every b in A , b ^ a ( [S] theorem 4 page 5 ) .
(iv) . G is solvable if and only if G is solvable (This was first obtained by 
Zappa in 1951 for the finite case [ Za]. Yacovlev then proved the general result 
in 1970 [ Y]. In his paper Yacovlev also gave a bound for the derived length of 
G in terms of a cubic polynomial in the derived length n of G . The best result 
in this direction was obtained by Busetto and Napolitani in 1988 , and puts the 
bound down to 3n -l [ B,N] ).
(v) . If H , K are subgroups of G such that K £ H and [ H: K] < oo , then we 
have [ H^: K^l < oo (This result was first proved by Rips [ R]. Zacher gives a 
beautiful proof of this result in [ Z J ) .
(vi) . In his book [SI, Suzuki defined <p to be index-preserving if given 
H £ K £ G , K cyclic and [ H: K] -  n , then we have [ H***: K^l -  n .
He also defined <p to be strictly index-preserving if given 
H £ K £ G and [ H: K] ■ n , then we have [ H^: K**1) -  n .
An index-preserving projectivity maps p-groups to p-groups , so that every 
index-preserving projectivity is strictly index-preserving if G is finite . As a 
consequence of (v), it has been possible to prove this in general , i.e. a 
projectivity is strictly index-preserving if and only if it is index-preserving 
([Z2I Corollario 3).
(vii) . If G is finite , and <p is not index-preserving , then G contains a 
normal Sylow complement N such that G /N  is either a cyclic p-group , or 
an elementary abelian p-group ( [ S] Theorem 8 , page 45 ).
(viii) . If N is a normal subgroup of G such that N has no proper subgroup 
of finite index , then N* is normal in G ([ Z2I Corollario 2).
Let G , G be groups , and let a  : G —► G be an isomorphism . Then we 
can define in a natural way the projectivity a* : G —* G given by 
X®*- X® for every X £ G ,
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where X® is as usual the subgroup { x° I x e  X } of G . a* is called the 
projectivity induced by the isomorphism a  . If G -  G , then a* is called the 
autoprojectivity of G induced by the automorphism a  . We therefore have a 
homomorphism • : Aut G —» Aut L(G) given by a  h»a* for every a  in 
Aut G .
An interesting question is whether a projectivity cp : G —» G is induced by 
an isomorphism and , if so , if the isomorphism inducing <p is unique .
A group G is said to be strongly lattice determined if every projectivity 
9  : G —► G of G onto a group G is induced by an isomorphism 
ct : G —► G . As for almost all the groups we are going to study <p will be 
induced by at most one automorphism , we shall use the convention to reserve 
always the term strongly lattice determined for groups such that every 
projectivity <p is induced by a unique isomorphism a  .
It is clear that G is strongly lattice determined if and only if we have 
G projective to G «♦ G isomorphic to G , 
and the homomorphism * : Aut G —» Aut L(G) is bijective .
K now n exam ples  o f  fin ite  groups w hich are s tro n g ly  lattice determ ined  
are
the symmetric group Sn for n £ 4 ([ Z |) ) ;
the alternating group An for n £  5 , n # 3r , 3r+ l , where r is odd and 
greater than 2 [ Sch ];
the projective special linear groups PSL2(q) for q » pf £ 4 , where p is a 
prime ([ Mjl ) , and PSLj(3) ( [M^ ), and the Suzuki groups Sz(2n+!) , where 
n > 0 ( [M2]) .
For the simple groups An Schmidt gave also the structure of Aut L(An) 
for the exceptional values of n ( [Sch]).
It is known that if G is a finite simple group , then we have 
G projective to G 4  G isomorphic to G .
(The proof makes use of the classification of the finite simple groups . To our 
knowledge no direct proof is available at present) . Therefore, in order to prove 
that a finite simple group is strongly lattice determined , it is enough to show 
that the homomorphism * : Aut G —* Aut LiG) is bijecdve . We also note 
tha t, by a result by Cooper ( [Co], 2.2.2. ) , if G is a perfect group , then the 
map * is injective . Hence a finite simple group G is strongly lattice 
determined if and only if the homomorphism * : Aut G —» Aut L(G) is 
surjective.
The groups studied by Metelli are a special family of finite simple groups of 
Lie type , and a conjecture was made that for all finite simple groups of Lie type 
the homomorphism * was surjective . In 1985 Volklein proved this for the 
groups ,
(♦> B, .C , ,  D2 1 , JD 2J.5D « ,E 7 ,E ,,F 4 ,0 2 .
where the characteristic p of the base field is at least 11 ([ V ,]).
From the theory of groups of Lie type , if G is a simple group of Lie type 
in the list (I) over the finite field k , then G arises as the subgroup generated 
by the unipotent elements of the group of k-rational points of a certain adjoint 
simple algebraic group G defined over k . The groups in the list (t) are 
exactly those arising from simple adjoint algebraic groups G whose Weyl 
groups have non-trivial center . Indeed , in 1985 Volklein ( [Vj] ) and the 
author ( [Csj]) proved that for die groups PSL^Cq) the homomorphism * is 
not in general suijective . In 1988 we showed that q -  17 is the least prime- 
power number such that PSLjiq) has autoprojectivities not induced by 
automorphism ( [CS2] ).
This is in a certain sense the starting point for the present dissertation . The 
problem whether few the finite simple groups of Lie type G for which the Weyl 
group of G is trivial, the map * is suijective , turned out to be much harder. 
Then it seemed an important step to consider the problem for simple algebraic 
groups over the algebraic closure of the finite fields Fq .
In the next paragraph we shall make a short survey of the properties of 
algebraic groups that we shall use.
§ 1.3 A survey on algebraic groups .
We shall deal only with algebraic groups over an algebraically closed field 
K . We recall that an algebraic group is a group 0  endowed with the 
structure of an algebraic variety such that the product map
p  : G x G —♦ G given by p(x,y) -  xy for every x , y in G 
and the inversion map
i : G —► G given by i(x) ■ x"1 for every x in G , 
are both algebraic maps.
We shall use the convention to reserve always the term algebraic group for 
those groups whose underlying variety is affine.
Examples : The additive group Ga is the affine line with the group law 
p(x,y) -  x+y . We shall always denote this group by K . The multiplicative 
group Gm is the affine open subset K* of the affine line , with group law 
p(x,y) -  xy . We shall always denote this group by Kx .
If G is an algebraic group , then any closed subgroup of G is an algebraic 
group . If G j , G2 are two algebraic groups then their direct product Gj x G2 
can be made into an algebraic group in a natural way .
The group GL„(K) of all non-singular n x n matrices over K may be 
regarded as an algebraic group as an affine open subset of K"2 (hence as a 
closed subset of K1,2+1). Several other examples of algebraic groups can be 
obtained as closed subgroups of GL„(K), as the special linear group SL„(K), 
the symplectic group Spn(K) , the special orthogonal group SOn(K) , and so 
on .
In fact every (affine) algebraic group over K can be viewed as a closed 
subgroup of GL„(K) for some n ([ Hu ] Theorem 8.6 ).
Let G , G be algebraic groups . A map a  : G —» G ic called a 
homomorphism o f algebraic groups if a  is both an algebraic map and a
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homomorphism of groups . O is an isomorphism if it is bijective and both a  
and a '1 are homomorphisms of algebraic groups. We note that for a map a  it 
is not enough to be a bijective algebraic homomorphism to be an isomorphism , 
as one can see from the following example.
Take K -  Pp , G « K" , and o  : G —♦ G given by x k  xP” for every x in 
K* , where n is any natural number . Then a  is a bijective algebraic 
homomorphism but not an algebraic isomorphism.
Let G be an algebraic group . Then G has a unique irreducible component 
(as a topological space) passing through the identity , which is denoted by G ° . 
G° is a normal closed subgroup of finite index of G . We also have that the 
cosets of G° are at the same time the connected components and the irreducible 
components of G ([  Hu] Proposition 7.3 ).
An algebraic group G is said to be connected if G° -  G . We recall that 
the dimension dim G of G is the dimension of the underlying variety of G .
Let G , G be algebraic groups , and let a  : G —► G be a homomorphism 
of algebraic groups. Then we have
ker a  is a closed subgroup of G ;
Im a  is a closed subgroup of G ;
dim G -  dim ker a  + dim Im a . ( [Hu] Proposition 7.4B )
Also , if (H Jk a  is a family of closed and connected subgroups of G , then 
the group < H. | a e  A > they generate , is a closed and connected subgroup 
of G ( [Hu] Proposition 7.5 ).
For any algebraic group G we can define the usual Jordan decomposition 
that we have for the groups GL„(K). In fact, for any algebraic group G , it is 
possible to give the definition of semisimple and of unipotent element, and then 
to show that for every x in G , there exist a unique semisimple element s and
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a unique unipotem element u in G such that x -  su -  us ( [Hu] Theorem 
15.3 ). This fact is of key importance in the theory of algebraic groups .
We shall now shortly give the structure of abelian and solvable connected 
algebraic groups . Before this we give the definition of a torus and of a 
unipotent group.
A torus is an algebraic group T which is isomorphic to the direct product 
of a finite number , k say , of copies of K*. Every element of a torus is 
semisimple, and the dimension of T is k .
An algebraic group will be called unipotent if each of its elements is 
unipotent.
Let G be an algebraic group . We denote by G, the set of all semisimple 
elements of G , and by Gu the set of all unipotent elements of G . Suppose G 
is abelian . Then Gg and Gu are both closed subgroups of G , connected if G 
is connected , and we have G » G ,kGu ( [Hu] Theorem 15.5 ). Suppose now 
G is solvable and connected . Then Gu is a closed and connected normal 
subgroup of G . If T is any maximal torus of G , then we have 
G -  Gu x  T ( a  maximal torus of an algebraic group is by definition a closed 
subgroup of G which is a torus and which is not properly contained in any 
closed subgroup of G which is a torus ). ( [Hu] Theorem 19.3 ).
We now introduce the concept of semisimple and reductive algebraic group.
Let G be an algebraic group . The radical R(G) of G is the largest closed 
connected normal solvable subgroup of G . The unipotent radical R^G) of 
G is the largest closed connected normal unipotent subgroup of G ( of course 
we have RU(G) -  R(G)U ).
Definition : Let G be a connected algebraic group . We say that G is 
semisimple if G ^ {1} and R(G) -  {1} . We say that G is reductive if
-1 2 -
G * {1} and R*(G) -  {1} .
Suppose G is a connected reductive group . Then the commutator 
subgroup G' of G is closed, connected , and semisimple if G is not abelian . 
If we denote by Z° the connected component of the center Z(G) of G , then 
Z° is a torus, and we have a factorization G -  G'Z0 with G 'A Z° finite .
If G is a connected semisimple group , then G has a finite set of closed , 
connected , normal subgroups Gt ,...,Gk such that
(i) each Gs is a simple algebraic group,
(ii) [G ,.O j]-{ |}  if i r f j .
(iii) G - G . - G k ,
(iv) G jA (Gt ••• G;_i Gj+j ••• Gk) is finite for each i .
( a simple algebraic group is a non-commutative algebraic group which has 
no proper closed connected normal subgroups ) ( I Cj ] 5 1.8 ).
The study of the structure of semisimple groups is therefore largely reduced 
to the study of simple algebraic groups . If G is a simple algebraic group , and 
we denote by Z its (finite) center, then G /Z  is simple as an abstract group 
( [Hu] Corollary 29.5). In particular G is a perfect group (i.c. G ■ G ') .
For the classification of simple algebraic groups, see [ C2 1 §1.11.
We finally introduce the concept of a Borel subgroup of an algebraic group. 
Let G be an algebraic group . A Borel subgroup of G is a maximal closed 
connected solvable subgroup of G .
We summarise some of the properties of Borel subgroups.
All Borel subgroups are conjugate under G ( [Hu) Theorem 21.3 ).
The maximal tori of G are those of the Borel subgroups of G , and they 
are all conjugate ( [Hu] Corollary 21.3A ) . The rank of an algebraic group is 
then defined to be the dimension of its maximal tori .
We have /f(B) = B for every Borel subgroup of G ( [Hu) Theorem 
23.1).
If we denote by U the unipotent radical RU(B) (« Bu) of a Borel subgroup
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B , then we have Af(U) -  B ( [Hu] Corollary 23.1D ) .
Let G be an algebraic group . A parabolic subgroup of G is any 
subgroup of G containing a Borel subgroup of G (parabolic subgroups are 
usually defined to be the closed subgroups containing a Borel subgoup , but it 
turns out , from the theory of groups with BN-pairs , as algebraic reductive 
groups are , that the closed subgroups containing a Borel subgroup are exactly 
all the subgroups containing a Borel subgroup . Then one proves that this is 
true for every algebraic group ). We have /f(P) -  P for every parabolic 
subgroup of G ( [Hu] Theorem 29.3(c) ) .
Let G be a connected algebraic group, and let T  be a maximal torus of G. 
Then the group W(T) -  / / ’(T)/C(T) is finite ( [CJ S 1.9), and it is 
determined up to isomorphism by G , as any two maximal tori are conjugate . 
The abstract group W isomorphic to W(T) is called the Weyl group of G . If 
G is reductive , then we have C(T) -  T , and so W(T) -  / f (T )/T  . We shall 
always write W instead of W (T).
Let us denote by X the group of all algebraic homomorphisms from T 
into K* . Then X can be made into a group by defining
(X1+X2) (0  “  Zi(0Xa(t) for every Xi . X2 in X , every t in T .
X is called the character group of T . If the dimension of T is k , then X 
is a free abelian group of rank k . Similarly we can define the cocharacter 
group Y of T to be the group of all algebraic homomorphisms of K* into 
T . Y can be made into a group by defining
(Y1+Y2) (^) “  Yi(*.)Y2(*) for Yi , Y2 in Y , every X in K " .
Then Y is a free abelian group of rank k .
Let a  be an algebraic endomorphism of K". Then there exists a unique n 
in Z such that o  has the form X ►+ X" for every X in K". Hence we can 
define a map X  x Y —» Z by sending (x,Y) to the unique integer <%,Y> 
such that (XYXX) -  X<X,T> for every X in K“ .
This map is non-degenerate , and gives rise to a duality between X and Y
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(i-c. X * Horn (Y,Z) and Y »  Horn (X,Z) ) .  We make the Weyl group act 
both on X and on Y by defining
WX(0 -  X(tw) and YW(X) -  y(k)w 
for every x i n X , t i n T . Y i n Y a n d X i n K “ ([C2] »1 .9).
Let G be a connected reductive group .Let T be a maximal torus of G 
and B be a Borel subgroup of G containing T . As B is solvable , it has the 
semidirect decomposition B -  UT , where U -  Bu . There exists a unique 
Borel subgroup B‘ in G such that BAB" -  T ( [Hu] Corollary 26.2C and 
the following exercise 6 ) .  Also for B" we have the semidirect decomposition 
B" ■ U"T , where U" -  (B")u . U and U" are closed and connected 
maximal unipotent subgroups of G normalised by T , and satisfying 
UAU" ■ {1} . We consider the minimal non-trivial closed connected 
subgroups of U and U" which are normalised by T . These are all 1- 
dimensional, and isomorphic to K . We therefore have an action of T on the 
algebraic group K , and so each of our 1-dimensional unipotent groups 
determines an element of the character group X of T , as the group of 
algebraic automorphisms o f K is isomorphic to K* . The elements of X 
arising in this way are called the roots of G relative to T . The roots form a 
finite subset <t> of X . For every root a  in d> the 1 -dimensional unipotent 
subgroup giving rise to a  is denoted by Xa , and it is called a root- 
subgroup of G . For every a  in <X> there exists an algebraic isomorphism 
xa  : K —» X« such that we have
txa(k)t‘l -  xa (a(t)k) for every k in K .
( [HuJ Theorem 26.3 ) .  Whenever we consider root-subgroups Xa , we shall 
always assume already fixed the isomorphisms xa .
Let <I>+ be the set of roots arising from subgroups of U , and let <I>' be 
the set of roots arising from subgroups of U" . The roots in <I>" are the 
negative of the roots in <I>+ . <X>+ is called the set of positive roots and d>" is 
called the set of negative ro o ts . Let f l -  {alt...,at} be the set of positive roots
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which are not the sum of two positive roots . n  is called a fundamental 
system of <I>, and the elements of n  are called the simple roots . Each root 
a  in <D+ is of the form a  -  n,Oi+...-Hija|, where each ^  is a non-negative 
integer . The height ht(a) of a  is defined to be the integer nj+...+nt . Every 
root is the image of a simple root under the action of an element of W . Also , 
W contains a unique element w0 such that w0(<I>+) -  (O "). w0 has order 2 .
There are several equivalent definitions o f  roots . It turns out that the set <!> 
is independent of the particular Borel subgroup B containing T , while 
choosing a Borel subgroup containing T  is equivalent to choosing a 
fundamental system n  of d> ( o r , equivalently , a set of positive roots <1>+ of 
<D)(CHu] 5 27.3).
Every root a  determines uniquely an element a v of Y and an involution 
w„ of W . a v is called the coroot corresponding to a , and w0 the reflection 
corresponding to a  . We have < a ,av> -  2 ( (C21 51-9).
Let now B be a Borel subgroup containing T , and let n  -  {<Xi,...,at} be 
the fundamental system associated to B . The elements w0i of W will be 
called fundamental reflections , and will be denoted by S;. W is generated as a 
Coxeter group by the set {sp.-.Sj} , i.e. if my is the order of SjSj for i * j , we 
have
W -  < SJ.....S* I Sj2 -  1 V i, (Sjsp-ij -  1 for i * j > .
Let w be in W . Then a reduced expression for w is an expression
w - f i i - s *  ,
whose length k is as small as possible . k will be called the length f(w) of 
w . w0 is the longest element of W .
We illustrate the above described situation by considering the group 
SL„(K). We may take T to be the subgroup of diagonal matrices in SL^K) . 
We may take B to be the subgroup of upper-triangular matrices . Then U is
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the subgroup of upper-uni triangular matrices . We also have for B“ the 
subgroup of lower-triangular matrices and for U~ the subgroup of lower -  
unitriangular matrices . The minimal proper subgoups of U normalized by T 
are the subgroups
Xq. . -  { I + XEy | X c K }
(where Ey is the elementary matrix with 1 in the ( ij)  position and zero 
elsewhere) for i < j . The minimal proper subgoups of U~ normalized by T 
are the subgroups for i > j . The roots are the elements ay  given by 
diag (X j , . . .^  y* XjXj4 for i + j .
We have <X>+ -  { Oy | i < j ) and <t>~ -  { ay | i > j  } . The fundamental 
system n  is the set { a | 2 ..... a , , . ^  } .For each root Ofy the corresponding 
coroot 04/  is the element given by
X w d iag (U ..,lX l.. J lM ,...,l)  • 
i i
The normalizer N of T is the subgroup of monomial matrices in SL„(K) . 
Thus the Weyl group W will be isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn . For 
each root ay the corresponding reflection w^. is the permutation which 
transposes i j  and fixes the remaining symbols .
Let G be a semisimple group , and let fl -  {aj,...,at} be a fundamental 
system of roots of G . We define the Cartan integer A- to be the integer 
< aJ,a iv> for every i . j .  The matrix A -  (Ay)y is called the Cartan matrix . 
We have Aa -  2 for every i , and A^ € {0 ,- l  ,-2 ,-3} if i ^  j . If 
Ay € {-2 ,-3) , then Ajj ■ -1 . Moreover we have 
Ay -  0  4*  Aji -  0 .
Let us denote by ny the product Ay A^ . Then ny e  {0, 1, 2, 3} . ny is 
connected with the order my of the element SjSj of W . We have 
ny -  0 ++ my ■ 2 , 
ny -  1 «-► my ■ 3 ,
ny« 2  ++ my « 4 ,
ny -  3 my -  6 .
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We defíne the Dynkin diagram of G . This is a graph with £ nodes , one for 
each simple root cq . The nodes corresponding to the roots(*¡,0^  for i ¿  j are 
joined by n,j bonds . If -  2 or 3 then we place an arrow pointing from 
o¡ to Oj if Aj¡ * -1  ([Cjl 9 1.11).
A connected semisimple group is simple if and only if its Dynkin diagram is 
connected . A simple group is determined by its Dynkin diagram and the 
location of the character group X between the root lattice Z<X> and the 
weight lattice f t -  Horn (Z<1>V,Z) . G is called adjoint if X -  Zd>, and 
simply-connected if  X -  Q (i.e. if Y -  Z<Dy) . If G and are the 
adjoint and the simply-connected simple groups with the same 
Dynkin diagram as G , then there exist suijective algebraic 
homomorphisms
G,* —> G and G —* G ^,.
The kernels of these homomorphisms are finite and central . The kernel 
of the latter map is equal to the center of G ( tCJ 81.11) .
If G is a semisimple group , and T is any maximal torus of G , 
then Z(G) coincides with the subgroup
{ t €  T I a ( t)  ■ 1 for every a  in 0  } , 
o f T  , where <I> is the set of roots of G relative to T  (iSt) page 43 ) .
For the definition of diagonal , graph and field automorphisms o f  a 
semisimple group , we refer to [St] § 10 .
We finally recall the striking result that if G is a connected algebraic 
group , then G has a unique class of maximal unipotent subgroups , 
namely the unipotent radicals of the Borel subgroups of G 
( [Hu] Theorem 30.4(b) and the following remark) .
We shall now shortly summarise the results we are going to prove 
in this dissertation .
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The main result of this thesis is that if p is an odd prime , then every 
autoprojectivity of a simple algebraic group G over Pp , not of type A2 , is 
induced by a unique automorphism of G . We prove this first for groups of 
rank at least 3 (Theorem 4.6.3.), and then we treat the case of rank 1 (here 
with no restrictions on p) and 2 (case A2 excluded) with different arguments 
(Corollary 5.2.6.. 5.3.8.).
In the last chapter we prove that in fact A2 represents an exception , by 
exhibiting a family of autoprojectivities of the group SLjiF^) which are not 
induced by any automorphism of S I^ F ^ )  (Corollary 6.4.15.).
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Chapter 2 Lattice autom orphism s o f  reductive algebraic groups
In this chapter we consider a connected reductive algebraic group over the 
field Fp where p is any prime . We shall show that the group Aut L(G) acts 
in a natural way on the building A(G) canonically associated to G and we 
shall start studying this action.
We first give some notation that we shall use throughout the whole thesis. 
Let p be any prime . We shall always denote by K the algebraic closure of 
the field Fp . Also , for every natural number n , we shall denote by K„ the 
unique subfield of K of order pBl. Hence we have 
K„ £ Kn+1 for every n in N , and
U K n - K  .
MN
I  2.1 Index-preserving projectivities .
In this paragraph we shall show that if G is a connected reductive non- 
commutative algebraic group over K and <p is a projectivity of G onto a 
group G , then <p is strictly index-preserving .
For the purpose . we shall construct a family (G,,),*,, of finite subgroups 
of G such that U Gn “ G ca^ 'h Gn has property that every 
n«N
projectivity of Gn is strictly index-preserving .
Proposition 2.1.1. Let X be an affine variety defined over K . Then there 
exists a finite subfield F of K such that X is defined over F .
Proof : We have X C Km for some m in M. The vanishing ideal J(X) of 
X in KI Xi,...,Xai ] is finitely generated , by f , , say . But then there 
exists a finite subfield F of K such that f lt...,fr are all in F lX ! , . . .^ )  . 
Hence X is defined over F([Hu] Proposition 34.1). »
We start now by supposing that G is a simple algebraic group over K . By
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the previous proposition , there exists a natural number n such that G is 
defined over . Then , for every n £  h , we can consider the finite subgroup 
GOC,,) of the K„-rational points of G . Also , we can take n large enough 
such that the derived group GiK*)' is perfect for every n £  h ( tTj) Main 
theorem and Proposition 1.4).
We define -  G fR ^ .,) ' for every n in II .
Proposition 2.1.2. Let G be a simple algebraic group defined over K , and let 
(Ln)n«w family of subgroups of G defined above . Then we have the
following:
L* is a perfect finite subgroup of G for every n in I J ;
L* £ L,*! for every n in N;
U L . - 0 .
n«N
Proof : From the definition of L* , it follows that L* is finite and perfect for 
every n in N . A lso, for every n ^  h we have K„ £ K„+1 and so 
G(K„) <, G iK ^i) . Hence we have
L„ -  G(KR+n_1 )' £  G fK j^ )' -  for every n in (hi .
Finally let x be in G . As G is perfect, there exists elements aj.... apbi,...,^
in G such that x -  [a^bj ... [ar,brJ . From the fact that U K„ -  K , it follows
n2n
that U GfKjj) -  G . Hence there exists M in such that a1,...^r,b1,...,b^
n2n
are all in G iR ^ ,* ). But then x lies in , and we are
done. #
Suppose now that G is a connected semisimple algebraic group over K . 
Then, from the structure of semisimple algebraic groups, we have:
G -  Nj—N, where Ns is a simple algebraic group for every i ■ 1 t
[NpNJ -  {1} for every r , s in {l,...,t} , r  * s .
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From Proposition 2.1.2., for every i -  l,...,t we have a family (H y  ^  of 
finite perfect subgroups of Nt , such that 
H y £  Hy+i for every j in M , and
U H y -N i  . 
j«M
Let us denote by Hj the product H y  ••• Hy , for every j  in N . Then Hj is a 
finite subgroup of G , as [N^NJ -  {1} for every r , s in {l„..,t} , r  * s . 
We have the following
Proposition 2.1.3. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group over K , 
and let (Hj)^», be the family of subgroups of G defined above. Then 
H„ is a perfect finite subgroup of G for every n in N ;
H„ £ H ^ , for every n in l i ;
U H „ - G .
M N
Proof : Clearly each Hj is finite and perfect , being the product of finite 
perfect groups. The remaining statements come immediately from Proposition
2 .1 .2 . .  „
We finally assume that G is a connected reductive non-commutative 
algebraic group over K . Then we have G - T G ',  where T is the connected 
component of the centre Z(G) of G , and the derived subgroup G ' o f G is 
semisimple . For G' we can then consider the family (Hj)jgM of Proposition
2.1.3.. On the other hand , T  is a torus, and so it is isomorphic to the direct 
product of a finite number, k say, of copies of the multiplicative group K" of 
K . Let n be any natural number coprime to p . Then K* has a unique 
subgroup of order n . Call this subgroup D „. For every j  in N , let p“> rj be 
the cardinality of Hj , where (pjj) -  1 . Let us denote by Tj the unique 
subgroup of T  isomorphic to the subgroup of K *x — sK "
(k copies). Then Tj is a finite subgroup of Z(G), and so the product Tj Hj is
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a finite subgroup o f  G  , for every j  in M . We denote this subgroup by Gj .
Proposition 2.1.4. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative 
algebraic group over K , and let (Gj)jcN be the family of subgroups of G 
defined above . Then we have 
Gj £  Gj^j for every n in II;
U G j - G .
j<N
Proof : As we have Hj £  Hj+1 , it follows that rj | r^ j , and so Tj £  for 
every j in N . Hence Gj £  Gj*| for every j in N . To show that 
U Gj -  G , we only need to show that U Gj £  T , as , from Proposition 2.1.3. 
j« N  j« w
we have U Hj ■ G '. Now T is a torsion group , whose p-component is the 
jtu
identity . Hence we only need to show that for every natural number r coprime 
to p , there exists j  in N such that r | I Hjl . For then we get r |  r j , and so if 
t is an element of order r of T then , by construction , t lies in T j . For the 
purpose , we consider G '. We have G' ^ {1} , as G is non-commutative . 
Hence G' ■ Nt — Nt , where each Nj is a simple algebraic group . But then , 
if we take a maximal torus Sj of Nj , we can find in Sj an element s of 
order r . Therefore , with the notation used in the semisimple case , there exists 
j in N such that s lies in H, j  . Hence we have s in Hj and so r | I Hjl, as 
we required. *
Proposition 2.1.5. Let j  be any natural number, and let 9  be any projectivity 
of the group Gj . Then <p is index-preserving .
Proof : Let j be in N , and let 9  be any projectivity of G j. Suppose , for a 
contradiction , that 9  is not index-preserving . Then there exists a Sylow r- 
subgroup R of Gj and a normal complement N of R in G j, with R cyclic 
or elementary abelian ( IS] Theorem 8 page 45) . In particular the group Gj/N
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is abelian . and so N i O / .  But Oj i  Hj +  O / 2  H,' -  Hj .a s  Hj is perfect. 
Hence N 2 Hj , and so r f\  H  ^ as r f\ Nl . Thus we must have r  11 Tjl , 
as Gj -  Tj Hj . But this is a contradiction , because every prime divisor of I Tjl 
is also a divisor of IH^ by construction . Therefore 9  is index-preserving. #
We can now state the following
Theorem 2.1.6. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K , and let 9  be a projectivity of G onto a group G . Then 9  is 
strictly index-preserving.
Proof : As G is torsion free , it is enough to show that I <g>*l «1 <g>l for 
every g in G ( tZJ Corollario 3 ) . So let g be an element of G . By 
Proposition 2.1.4. . there exists j  in M , such that g lies in Gj . If we 
consider the restriction 9j from L(Gj) to L(Gj*) of 9  . we g e t, from 
Proposition 2.1.5., that 9j is index-preserving . Hence we have 
I <g>*l ■ I <g>^l «1 <g>l .
and we are done . #
In (Z2I Zacher also proved that a projectivity is strictly index-preserving if 
and only if it is index-preserving . For the rest of the thesis we shall therefore 
always write for convenience index-preserving to refer to a projectivity with 
the property of being strictly index-preserving.
Note : We excluded the case when G is an abelian connected reductive group. 
i.e. when G is a torus. We shall deal with this case in Chapter 5 .
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5 2.2 The group Aut L(G ) ecu  on the set of all Borel 
subgroups of O  .
In this paragraph we consider a connected reductive non-commutative 
algebraic group G over K , and an autoprojectivity <p of G . We shall show 
that if B is a Borel subgroup of G , then B* is another Borel subgroup of 
G . It will follow that the group Aut L(G) of all autoprojectivities of G acts 
in a natural way on the building A(G) canonically associated to G .
First we recall that in our case an element x of G is unipotent ( resp. 
semisimple ) if and only if x has order a power of p ( resp. x has order 
coprime to p ) . From Theorem 2.1.6. we have the following
Proposition 2.2.1. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K , and let q> be an autoprojectivity of G . Let x ,x t be elements 
o f G such that <x>* -  <xt> . Then
x is unipotent (resp. semisimple) if and only if xt is unipotent (resp. 
semisimple). «
Our aim is to show that if B is a Borel subgroup of G , then B,p is a Borel 
subgroup , too . For the purpose we shall make use of the decomposition of B 
as the semidirect product of its unipotent radical and a maximal torus. We recall 
that in a reductive algebraic group there is a unique conjugacy class of maximal 
unipotent subgroups , which are precisely the unipotent radicals of the Borel 
subgroups of G ( [Hu) Theorem 30.4b ) .
Proposition 2.2.2. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K , and let <p be an autoprojectivity of G . Let U be a unipotent 
subgroup of G. Then U* is a unipotent subgroup of G . If U is maximal 
unipotent, then also U* is maximal unipotent.
P roof: Let U be a unipotent subgroup of G , and let x, be an element of U *. 
Then there exists x in U such that <x>* -  <Xj> , because <p maps cyclic
groups to cyclic groups . Then x is unipotent, and so is xt by Proposition 
2.2.1. . Hence U* is a unipotent subgroup of O . Now suppose U is 
maximal unipotent. and let M be any unipotent subgroup of O containing 
U* . Then , by the first part of the proposition , is unipotent, and it 
contains U . But U is maximal unipotent, hence we have M** -  U , which 
gives M -  U *. Therefore U* is a maximal unipotent subgroup o f O . #
Lemma 2.2,3. Let G be a connected reductive non -commutative algebraic 
group over K , and let cp be an autoprojectivity of G . Let A be an abelian 
subgroup of G such that each element of A is semisimple and such that A 
has no proper subgroup of finite index . Then the closure cl(A*) o f A* in G 
is a torus of G .
Proof : Let C be the closure of A* in G . We shall show that C is 
connected . As the connected component C? of C has finite index in C , it 
follows that A* A C ?  has finite index, n say , in A1V  We want to show that 
n -  1 . Suppose on the contrary that n > 1 . Then there exists a maximal 
subgroup Mt of A9 containing A9 A  C° . Hence M -  is a
maximal subgroup of A . But A is abelian , and so M must have finite index 
in A , which is a contradiction , as A has no proper subgroup of finite index 
by hypothesis . So we get n -  1 , i. e. A* A  C° -  A9 . Hence we have 
A9 £  C° . But C° is closed , and so we get C -  cl(A*) £ C° , which leaves 
us with C -  C° . Therefore C is connected . On the other hand , C is 
soluble because the projective image of a soluble group is soluble ( [Y]) and the 
closure of a soluble subgroup is soluble ( [B] Cor. 2 on page 110) . Hence , 
from the structure theorem of connected soluble algebraic groups, we get C -  
C y X T  , where Q, is the set of all unipotent elements of C , and T  is a 
maximal torus of C . We have A* A  C . -  {1} , as Af  consists only of 
semisimple elements by Proposition 2.2.1.. Hence we get 
A9 *  A *CV C. £  T C . / C .  ■ T .
which implies that A* is abelian ( Note : we could also get this result from 
the structure of locally finite modular groups ) .  Therefore C is itself abelian,
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as the closure of an abelian subgroup is abelian ( [B] (2.1) d ) . So , if we 
denote by C, the set of all semisimple elements of C , from the structure 
theorem of abelian connected algebraic groups , we get C -  C ^xC , , where 
C, is a torus. We are now able to conclude by observing that, as the elements 
of A* are semisimple, we have A* £ C, , and so
C ■ cl(A*) £  C, . Hence C -  C ,, and C is a torus . *
Proposition 2.2,4. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative 
algebraic group over K , and let 9  be an autoprojectivity of G . Let T be a 
maximal torus of G . Then T* is a maximal torus of G .
Proof : T  is isomorphic to a direct product of copies of K* , and so it is a 
divisible group , as K* is a divisible group . Hence T has no proper 
subgroup of finite index . By Lemma 2.2.3. the closure of T* in G is a torus 
of G . Let us denote by T, this closure . The hypothesis of Lemma 2.2.3. 
holds for this group T j , and so c l ( T ')  is a torus of G containing T . But 
T is a maximal torus of G , thus we have cl(T i*') ■ T . Also 
T -  clO*!*4)*  T ^  2 T
gives Tj* ■ T , so that T t ■ 1* . Hence T* is closed in G , and it is a 
torus. Now suppose S is a torus of G containing T*. Then again cl(S*) is 
a torus of G containing T  , and so we must have cl(S* ) -  T  , as T  is 
maximal. Hence we get 
T - c l ( S ^ )  i S *4 I T ,
and therefore T -  S* .S o  S -  T* , and 1*  is a maximal torus of G . #
We finally can consider the behaviour o f Borel subgroups under 
autoprojectivities. 1
1 Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K , and let 9  be an autoprojectivity of G . Let B be a Borel 
subgroup of G . Then B* is a Borel subgroup of G .
Proof: We have B -  U T , where U is the unipotent radical of B , and T is
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any maximal torus of B . Then U is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G and 
T is a maximal torus of G ( [Hu] Corollary A on page 135 ) . By Proposition 
2.22. U* is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G and so it is the unipotent 
radical of a certain Borel subgroup of G . In particular U* is a closed and 
connected subgroup of G . On the other hand T* is a maximal torus of G by 
Proposition 2.2.4., hence T* is closed and connected as w ell. Therefore the 
subgroup generated by U* and T* is closed and connected ( [Hu] Proposition 
7.5 ) . Thus B, » l ) , V ' ^  is a closed and connected subgroup of G . By 
definition , a Borel subgroup of G is a maximal closed connected soluble 
subgroup of G , and it is well known that a Borel subgroup of G is maximal 
even in the family of soluble subgroups of G ( [Hu] Corollary A on page 143). 
From this it follows that B* is a maximal soluble subgroup of G , as a 
projective image of a soluble group is soluble . In particular B* is a maximal 
soluble closed connected subgroup of G , and so it is a Borel subgroup of 
G .  •
We conclude this paragraph with the following
Theorem 2.2.6. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K . Then the group Aut L(G) of all autoprojectivities of G acts 
in a natural way on the building A(G) canonically associated to G , in the 
sense that every autoprojectivity <p of G induces an automorphism of A(G). 
Proof: We recall that the elements of A(G) are all the parabolic subgroups of 
G and that the partial order on A(G) is the reverse of the set-inclusion . Let 
now 9  be an autoprojectivity of G . From Proposition 2.2.5., it is clear that 9 
induces a permutation on the set 8  of all Borel subgroups of G . As the 
characteristic of 9  is to preserve inclusions, it follows that 9  permutes all the 
elements of A(G) and that it induces an automorphism of A(G). *
We get therefore a homomorphism from Aut L(G) to Aut A(G) . Our
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aim is to study in detail this homomorphism.
§ 2.3 The action of Ant L(G) on the Weyl (roup of G  .
In this paragraph we start studying the action of Aut L(G) on A(G) . We 
shall fix a Borel subgroup B of G and a maximal toms T of B , and we 
shall restrict our investigation to the autoprojectivities of G fixing both B and 
T . We shall show that these autoprojectivities act on the Weyl group and on the 
Dynldn diagram of G .
We start with the following
Proposition 2.3.1. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K . Let T  be any maximal toms of G and let <p be an 
autoprojectivity of G . Then we have
a t d * - A t r* ) .
Proof : As T is a toms , it has no proper subgroup of finite index . Hence , 
from T <  A(T) , it follows that T* <  A(T)* ( CZj) Corollario 2 ) . Thus 
we have
(•) ATT)*£ATT*).
Let S -  T* . Then S is another maximal toms of G by Proposition 2.2.4. . 
We can apply (•) to the couple ( S , tp"1 ) to get A(S)*‘ £  ATS* ') , which 
gives ATS) £ ATT)* . Hence we obtain 
A(S) £  ATT)* £ ATT*) -  ATS),
which leaves us with A(T)* ■ ATT*) • #
From the previous proposition , given any maximal toms T  of G and any 
autoprojectivity <p of G , we can define a projectivity 
9 :  ATT)/T -♦  ATT*)/T*.
by the definition (L/T)* -  L*/T*, for every subgroup L such that 
T  £ L £ A(T) . We shall apply this to the case when T* -  T  , to obtain an 
autoprojectivity of A tT )/T .
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Wc fix now a Borel subgroup B of the connected reductive non- 
commutative algebraic group G over K and a maximal torus T  of B .
Lemma 2.3.2. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K . Let <p be any autoprojectivity of G , and let B and T  be as 
above. Then there exists an element g in G such that 
B* -  B* and T* -  T* .
Proof : From Proposition 2.2.5., B* is a Borel subgroup of G . As all Borel 
subgroups of G are conjugate in G , there exists an element x in G such 
that B* ■ B* . Now (T* )* is a maximal torus of G contained in 
(B* )x -  B . So there exists an element b in B such that (T* )K^ -  Tb , as all 
maximal tori of B are conjugate in B . Let g be the element bx of G . Then 
we have
B* -  B* -B 1“  -  B* and T* -  (T Y "  -  T1* -  T* ,
and we are done . «
Therefore , given any autoprojectivity <p of G , we can adjust 9  by an inner 
automorphism of G in order to fix both B and T .
We give the following
Definition 2.3.3. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K . For any couple ( B,T ) , where B is a Borel subgroup of G 
and T is a maximal torus of B , we define r B T to be the group of all 
autoprojectivities of G fixing B and T . »
We recall that once we fixed a maximal torus T of G , then we have the set 
C> of the roots of G relative to T . Also , choosing a Borel subgroup B of 
G containing T , corresponds to choosing an order in 4>, so that we can 
define <D+ to be the set of positive roots of <X>, and <t>~ to be the set of 
negative roots of O . We also denote by T1 the set of simple roots . If we have
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n  -  {a,,...,a|} then , for every root a  in <1>, we have 
o  -  n1a 1+...+n(a ( , where all Oj' * are non-negative integers if a  is in O"4’, 
and all 114' s are non-positive integers if a  is in <!>' . Finally we denote by 
Xa  the root-subgroup of G corresponding to the root a  , for every a  in <!>.
As we noted before , given an autoprojectivity <p fixing T , we can define 
an autoprojectivity $  of the Weyl group W -  /f(T ) /T  of G .
Proposition 2.3.4. Let <p be any autoprojectivity of G fixing T . Then the 
autoprojectivity $  of W induced by <p is index-preserving .
Proof : This follows from the fact that <p is strictly index-preserving , as we 
proved in Proposition 2.1.6.. #
At this point we recall that W is a Coxeter group , and we let
W -  < «,.... s, I 1 V i. -  1 for i * j >
be the presentation of W as a Coxeter group relative to the choice of the Borel 
subgroup B containing T . Then , if <p lies in r B.T , from Proposition 2.3.4., 
for every i ■ 1 ,...,£ . there exists a unique involution Sj in W such that
<Sj>* -  > for every i -  1 ,_JL , as $  maps cyclic groups to cyclic
groups.
Proposition 2.3.5. Let i j  be in { 1.... 1} , i 4 j . Then I Sj Sj I ■ 1% Sjl
< -  *»ij) -
Proof : Let us denote by Wy the group generated by s4 and Sj , and by ifiy 
the order of i j l j  . Then we have Wyf  -  <Sj ,Sj >* -  < \ , I j  > . Hence both 
Wy and Wy* are dihedral groups , and they are of the same order by 
Proposition 2.3.4.. But we have
I Wy I ■ 2mij and lW f l - 2 i f i y .
Hence we must have have ifiy -  m,j and we are done . #
We consider now the minimal parabolic subgroups of G containing B .
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For every i -  1„..,£ let u sfix a  representative ^  in /f(T)  of si . Then the 
minimal parabolic subgroups of G containing B are , where Pj -
< B, nj > for every i -  . Also , for every i -  let fij be an
element of Jf(T) such that <ns>* -  <np>. We therefore have
Ps* -  <B, Bj >
for every i ■ 1 . We have the following
Proposition 2.3.6. There exists a permutation o  of the set {1,...^} such that 
for every i -  we have Pj* -  Pc . and i j  -  .
Proof: Let i be an element of { 1 ,...,£ } . Let us denote by Wj the element TBj 
of W , and let Wj -  s^— s^ be a reduced expression for Wj. Then if we 
denote by J the set { j lt...Jk } , we have < B, Bj > -  Pj ( [CJ Proposition
2.1.5. ) . But < B, Bj > is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G containing B , 
hence J must consist of a single element, Oj say . Hence we obtain 
P,* -  < B, nj >• •  < B, n, > -  P, -  P „ ..
A lso, the previous reduced form of w4 must be Wj -  s0. . Therefore we get 
Tn„, TR,.
and so
<*i>f  -  <Tiij>f -  < T ,n j> * /T -  < T ,B j> /T -  < T B j> - <Tn0 |> -
< s«,. > . But we had < Sj>* -  < Sj> , which leaves us with Sj ■ s ^ .
To show that the map o  : { 1 } —+ { l,...,! } is actually a bijection , we
only need to observe that if we start with the inverse qr* of 9  , then we can
find in a similar way a map x : { 1....1} —» { 1 } . From the fact that 99-’
-  9 ''9  -  1 , it will then follow that ox ■ xa -  1 , and so o  is bijective. #
We can now apply the previous results to get the following
Proposition 2.3.7. Let G be a connected reductive non-commutative algebraic 
group over K . Let B be a fixed Borel subgroup of G , and T be a maximal 
torus of B . Then every autoprojectivity of G fixing B and T induces a
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symmetry of the Dynkin diagram of G , if arrows are disregarded .
Proof : We recall that the Dynkin diagram of G is a graph with l  nodes , 
one for each simple root ctj. The nodes corresponding to the roots Oj, cij with 
i 4 j are joined by ny bonds , where iiy depends only on the order my of 
SjSj. ( The arrows depend on the Cartan integers Ay, but here we are interested 
in the diagram without arrows). Let now 9  be an autoprojectivity of G fixing 
B and T . Then , from Proposition 2.3.6., we have a permutation o  of 
{ l„~Jt ) such that -  $0 . for every i -  , where ij is the unique
involution of W -  (T )/T  such that < ij >* ■ < lj > . Also , from
Proposition 2.3.5., we get
n V j i O j - l s a i S o j ' - I S i V - ' S i S j 1 - “ « •
In particular we have nCj<y. -  ny , and so we obtain a symmetry of the Dynkin 
diagram of G if arrows are disregarded . *
We shall denote by 6  the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram induced by 9  . In 
particular we shall have d (a 4) -  a<,. for every i -  .
Note : If instead of considering an autoprojectivity of a given connected 
reductive non -commutative algebraic group G over K , we consider a 
project!vity 9  : G —* Gj , where G , Gj are connected reductive non- 
commutative algebraic groups over K , then with the same argument it is 
possible to show that if U , T , B are resp. a maximal unipotent subgroup , a 
maximal torus and a Borel subgroup of G , then U* , T* and B* are resp. a 
maximal unipotent subgroup , a maximal torus and a Borel subgroup of Gt. 
Also we still have /f(D *  -  /f(T*) for every maximal toms T of G .
Now let B be a Borel subgroup of G , and T be a maximal toms of B . We 
denote by Bt the Borel subgroup B* of G t and by Tj the maximal toms 
T* of Bt . We can then define a projectivity $  : W —* Wt , where W ■ 
/ i ( T )/T  is the Weyl group of G and W, -  ^ ( T jJ/T j is the Weyl group 
of G j . Let
-3 3 -
W -  < *„....*, | * ,2 -1  V i.iM p " « -  1 fo ri ^  j  > 
be the presentation of W as a Coxeter group relative to the choice of the Borcl 
subgroup B containing T , and
W , — <  t,,...,^  11,* ■ 1 V i, (tjtj)1^  -  1 for i # j  > 
be the presentation of W , as a Coxeter group relative to the choice of the 
Borel subgroup B, containing T , . Let ^  be the unique involution of W, 
such that <Sj>f  -  < ! ,> ,  for every i -  1 ,...,£. We shall have 
(*) 15, Sj I ■ I Sj Sj I for every i , j  in { 1 ,...,£} , i ^ j .
Let f  be the free group on the set { x , , ,  x( } . We then define a 
homomorphism
n :  * — w ,
by extending the position x ,» ! ,  for every i -  1 ,...,£. Then rj is suijective , 
as W is generated by the subgroups < s, > < s, > , and so W, is
generated by the subgroups < 3, > > . Also we have that ker Ti
contains
x,2 Vi -  1„..£, (xptp"Si for i 4 j
from (*) . Hence we can define a suijective homomorphism fj : W —► W, 
such that ■ Sj for every i -  1,...,£. Similarly , starting from y  -  <p-' , we 
can define a suijective homomorphism 
?  : W , —*W
such that V(t,) -Tj for every i -  l,...,m , where 1 , is the unique involution of 
W such that <ti>v -  <1j> , for every i -  l,...,m . Now , considering the 
minimal parabolic subgroups containing B and B , , it is possible to define two 
maps
o  : { 1 ,...,£} —» { 1 ,..., m} and x : { } —» { 1 ..... 1} ,
such that I , -  t«,. for every i -  1 ,...,£ and Tj -  **. for every j -  l,...,m . It 
turns out that ox -TO -  1 , and so £ -  m , and II and V are isomorphisms . 
In particular G and G , have isomorphic Weyl groups . Finally , we note that 
in the case G -  G, , we obtain a homomorphism from the group r BT into 
the group Aut W of all automorphisms of W , given by the map
#
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fi 2.4 The action of the group r *,T oo the Dynldn diagram of
G .
Our aim is now to show that for every cp in r B T , there exists a graph 
automorphism 5 of G which induces the same symmetry on the Dynkin 
diagram as <p does .
From now on we shall assume that G is a simple algebraic group over K. 
Then , for the existence of the graph automorphism 5 we must consider 
separately the case when G has type B2 , F4 or G2 . For this purpose we 
introduce , for every maximal torus T of G , the set S T of all Borel 
subgroups of G containing T . Then it is well known that
where as usual we denote by w any representative of w in /f(T ) for every 
w in W ■ T )/T  , and B is any fixed Borel subgroup of G containing 
T . We also have that for any B in S T , there exists a unique Borel subgroup 
B" such that BAB" -  T ( [Hul Corollary 26.2C and exercise 6 on page 162). 
In fact we have B '-  Bw° , where is the longest element of W . B" is 
called the opposite of B with respect to T .
Proposition 2.4.1. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Let <p be an 
element of TB X. Then 9  induces a permutation of the set S T , and it fixes 
B ". Moreover, if we denote by U , U" resp. the unipotent radical of B and 
of B ", then 9  fixes both U and U" .
Proof: From Proposition 2.2.5., we know that 9  permutes the set of all Borel 
subgroups of G . But then , if  Bt lies in S T , we shall have 
B ,* * T * - T ,
and so Bj* lies in S T . Hence 9  induces a permutation of S T . Now we 
have
T -  T* -  ( BAB" f  -  B*A(B")* .  BA (B")*.
Therefore we get (B")* -  B" because of uniqueness of the opposite . Finally 
we have U* ■ U and (U")* -  IT  because 9  is index-preserving . #
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We shall now show that every element <p of r B T permutes the set of 
root-subgroups of G relative to T  . We recall that the root-subgroups Xq 
are the minimal closed proper subgroups contained in U and IT which are 
normalized by T ( [CJ page 18) . It turns out that the X^s are in fact the 
minimal proper subgroups contained in U and IT which are normalized by 
T  , because it is possible to show that every subgroup o f U normalized by T 
must be closed and connected (and then the product o f the Xq's it contains) 
(tCh] Exp. 13. th. 1 d ) .
Proposition 2.4.2. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Let 9  be in 
r B T , and let V be a unipotent subgroup of G such that T is contained in 
/f(V )  . Then T is also contained in /f(V *).
Proof: Let t be in T and let v be any element of V* . Then there exists v, 
in V and t( in T such that <vt>* ■ <v> and <tj>* -  <t > . By 
Proposition 2.1.4. . there exists n in M such that V j.tj are in Gn . We put 
V . -  V A G . . Then we have
V.H -  (V A G ^ t -  V^lAO.*» -  V A G . -  V . , 
so that V. <  <Vn , tj > . But p does not divide the order of tt , therefore 
Vn is the unique p-Sylow subgroup of <Vn , tt > . It follows that Vnf  
must be the unique p-Sylow subgroup of <V„ , tt >* -  <V„* , t > , as 9  is 
index-preserving . Therefore we get 
V * <  < V .* .t> .
In particular we obtain that v‘ lies in Vn* , as v lies in Vn* . So , few every 
v in V’ .w e  proved that vl lies in V* . Hence we have (V*)1 £ V* for 
every t in T . But then (V*)‘ -  V* for every t in T , and so T is contained 
in ATV*). «
Proposition 2.4.3. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Let X«, be a 
root-subgroup of G (w.r.L the choice of the maximal torus T ) . Then , for 
every 9  in f BT , Xa’  is a root-subgroup of G .
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Proof : L «  9  be in r B>T . We have T £ /f(X a)  , and so , by Proposition 
24.2. , we get T £  M Q if)  . Also . from X* £ U or X* S IT  . it follows 
by Proposition 2.4.1. , that X j*  S U or X^* £ IT . Now suppose V is a 
non-trivial subgroup of X ^  such that T is contained in /f (V )  . Then we 
have V* £  X,, and , by Proposition 2.4.2. , T  $ ) . Hence we must
have V* » ^ . a s  X„ is minimal with respect to the property of being 
contained in U or U" and normalized by T . So we get V -  Xa* , and this 
means that Xa* is minimal with respect to the property of being contained in 
U or U” and normalized by T . Hence Xa* is a root-subgroup of G . #
By the previous proposition , given an autoprojectivity <p in r B T , we can 
define a map
x : <I> —► <I> such that X^* -  X^a) 
for every a  in 9 .
Similarly , if we start with <p"', we can define a map p : <I> —* <X> such that 
X,,* -  Xp(0) , for every a  in <I>. It turns out that xp -  px -  1 , and so x is 
a bijection . From Proposition 2.4.1. , we also have that x(<I>+) = <D+ and 
x(«J>') -  <!»" .
We recall, from the previous paragraph , that for every <p in r B X we have 
a permutation o  of the set { 1 ,...,£ } such that < Sj ># -  < s,,. > for every i *
1.. ..,£ , where { s ,, . . . tS| } is the Coxeter generating set of the Weyl group 
/f(T )/T  with respect to the choice (B,T). We also recall tha t, if for any i «
1 .. ..£ we choose a representative nj of Sj in ,V(T) , then the minimal
parabolic subgroups containing B are P , .... Pt , where P; -  <B,nj> for
every i  -  1 , and that we have P? -  Pc . for every i -  1.... 1 (see
Proposition 2.3.6.).
We now introduce the thin chamber complex I of all parabolic subgroups 
of G containing T . We shall take a closer look at this complex , and in general 
at the building A(G) in the next chapter.
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Proposition 2.4.4. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Let 9  be in 
r B.T. Then we have
( B V  -  b"°‘ for every i -  U ~Jl.
P roof: For every i in { 1 ^ 1 }  , we have Ps -  <B , B"* > ( IC2] Proposition
2.1.5.). Now let us fix i in { l„..0t} . Then , from B"« £ P! , we get
( B V  S P f - P « , .
But T £ B™* 4  T i  ( B Y  . and so (Bn')* lies in 2^ , which is a thin 
chamber complex where the partial order is die reverse of the set theoretic 
inclusion . In particular Pa . contains only two Borel subgroups in , namely 
B and b "®* . Hence we must have (B1*4)* -  b"®> , as B* -  B . #
Proposition 2.4.5. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Let <p be in 
f'e.T .Then we have
(X_o. )* -  X . ^  and X ^’ - X -  
for every i -  1 „..,£ .
Proof : For every i -  l.....f , we have -  ITA U *1 ( IC,J page 101,115 
and ICJ page 50 ,58  ) . From Proposition 2.4.4., we have (Bn‘)* ■ b"°' , and 
so we get (U0*)* -  u "° ‘ , as U1** and U1*®' are respectively the unipotent 
radical of Bn> and B11®*. Therefore we obtain 
( X ^  f  -  (ITA U “* f  -  ITAU"®‘ - X ^ .
We now consider the Borel subgroup B ' . We have B ' -  B "°, where is 
any representative of w0 in W . Then , as BAB"° -  T  , we have 
BniA B n°n‘ -  T for every i -  1,...,£ , and so Bn°n‘ is the opposite to Bn‘ in 
L e . Hence, for every i -  1„..,£, (Bn°ni)* is opposite to (B"4)* -  B1*®* 
and it lies in I *,. Therefore wc must have (Bn°n')® -  Bn°n<»i . So we obtain 
Xa ? - (U A U v 'i )* -U A U v ®» - X , .  . #
Corollary 2.4.6. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Let 9  be in 
r B,r  • Then, for every i ■ , we have
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* (O i)-  Oa. and t(-o* ) -  - a ^  . 
where x and o  are the maps previously defined.
Proof : By the definition of x we have Xq * -  X , ^  and X . ^  -  X ^ . ^ . 
Hence, from Proposition 2.4.5., it follows that x(Oj) -  a c . and
X(”Oj) ■ “o<j. • •
We can now consider the cases when G has type B2 , F4 or G2 .
Lemma 2,4.7. Suppose X , Y are elementary abelian p-subgroups of a group 
G and let <p be an index-preserving autoprojectivity of G . Then we have 
(X .Y )-{1) if and only if [X *.Y *)-{1> .
Proof: Let x , y be elements o f X , Y respectively , and let x , y be elements 
of X * , Y* respectively such that <x>* -  <x> and <y>* -  <y>. Suppose 
[ X,Y] -  {1} . Then we have 
l< x .? > l  - l < x , y > J  i p 2 .
as <p is index-preserving , and so [ x,y 1 -  1 . It follows that [ X* ,Y* 1 -  {1}. 
Similarly [ X* ,Y* 1 -  {1} implies that [ X,Y] -  {1} . Hence we have 
tX .Y l-« }  if and only if [X *,Y *]-{1>. m
Proposition 2.4.8. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Let tp be in 
r B.T . Suppose the symmetry 8  of the Dynlrin diagram of G induced by 9  is 
non-trivial. If G has type B2 or F4 , then the characteristic p of the field K 
must be 2 .  If instead G has type G2 , then we must have p -  3 .
Proof: Assume first that G has type B2 or F4 . Then there exists two simple 
roots a , b interchanged by d  , such that the positive roots which are linear 
combinations of a , b , are : a, b. a+b, 2a+b ( [Ctl page 214 ) .  Let us denote 
by X(a,b) this set of positive roots which are linear combinations o f a , b . 
Assume now that the characteristic p is not 2 . We shall achieve a 
contradiction in a few steps. First we show that the bijection x of <X> induced 
by 9  fixes the set X(a,b). This is clear if G has type B2 , for then we have 
X(a,b) -  <X>+ . So suppose G has type F4 . We have
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IX .. x j  -  x ^ x ^
by Proposition 2.5 and the following remark on page 66 in [B,T]. Hence we 
get X ^bX2^ b  ^  Ut . where we denote by Ut the subgroup < X ., Xb > of 
U . Let be the set of roots y  in <I> such that Xy is contained in Ut . 
Then we have X(a,b) -  'F  , by 3.4 in [B,T] , as X(a,b) is closed by 
construction , Ut is closed and connected as it is the union of closed and 
connected subgroups , T is contained in as T is contained both in
and J /0 Cb) . and finally T A U t -  {1} as TA U  -  {1} (for the 
definition of a closed set of roots see [B,T] 3 .0 ).
Now let i, j  be the elements of (1 ,...,£} such that a -  oq and b -  O j. By the 
definitions of o  and d  , we get Oj ■ j  , Oj -  i . Also , by Corollary 2.4.6., 
we have
x(a) -  x(di) -  a 0. -  ttj -  b . 
and similarly x(b) -  a . Hence we obtain
o ,*  -  X.» V X *’ - X , . , V  X*,, -  X „ v x .  -  u , .
Therefore , if y  is a root in <I>, we have
ire».(«,b) «  x T s u ,  «
*Y>«X<a.b).
Hence T fixes X(a.b). In particular T fixes the set ic(a,b) -  X(a,b)Ma,b}. 
For every root s in <1>, let us denote by c(s) the number of roots r in K(a,b) 
such that [X, , XJ ■ {1} . We prove that c(a) -  c(b) . Let Ylt...,Yk be the 
roots r in K(a,b) such that [X, , X,) -  {1} . Then , by Lemma 2.4.7. , we 
have
K / , X Ti* I -  II) for i .  .
as for every root a  of <I> the root-subgroup X„ is isomorphic to (K,+) , 
which is an abelian p-group . Hence we have 
tXb , X^y.)] -  {1} for every i « 1,... Jc .
But the x(Yi) 's are pairwise distinct, and so we have c(b) £ k ■ c(a), as x 
fixes K(a,b). By symmetry we have c(a) i  c(b), so that c(a) -  c(b).
From Chevalley' s Commutator Formula, we have
-4 0 -
lx ,(l). W l) ]  -  X2^,(±2) ,
DC., -  « } .
DCfc, x ^ J  -  ( 1) .
DCb, x ^  -  {1}.
Therefore we get c(b) -  2 and c(a) -  1 , as p 4 2 . This is a contradiction , 
because we proved that we must have c(a) -  c(b) . Hence if G has type B2 or 
F4 , the characteristic of the field is 2 .
Now assume that G has type G2 • In this case d  interchanges the simple 
roots a t and Oj ■ We choose the notation (a t , o^) -  (a,b) or ( a lt Oj) -  
(b,a) in order to have <I>+ -  { a, b, a+b, 2a+b, 3a+b, 3a+2b } . As in the 
previous case , the bijection x fixes the set X(a,b)\{a,b} -  <X>+\{a,b} , and 
again , if  for every root s we denote by c(s) the number of roots r in 
X(a,b)\{a,b} such that [X, , XJ ■ {1} , we must have c(a) -  c(b) . From 
Chevalley ' s Commutator formula, we have the following relations : 
K k . X ^ J - U } ,
K b . X j - J -  <»• 
txb . x , „ 2b) .  {1 > ,
x f^cCDJ -  < W * l M i 3 )  *3»2bC±3).
[x.(l). « W D 1 -  * W ± 3 )  ,
tx . . Xj^ jJ  -  (1) .
K..X3««J- <*> -
Now suppose for a contradiction that p ^ 3 . Then we have c(b) 2  3 , while 
c(a) -  2 . Hence we do not have c(a) -  c(b) , and this is a contradiction . 
Therefore we must have p -  3 . a
Lemma 2.4.9. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Let tp be in 
Then there exists a graph automorphism 8 of G such that we have 
p * .  p*
for every parabolic subgroup P containing B .
Proof : Let d  be the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram of G induced by 9  . 
We first prove the existence of a graph automorphism 5 of G such that
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X,8 -  X *r) for every simple root r of O . This follows immediately from 
Proposition 12.2.3. in ICJ if all the roots in O have the same length . 
Therefore let us suppose that the roots are not all of the same length . Then , if 
d  -  1 , the choice 8 - 1  will do . If instead we have 6  1 then , by
Proposition 2.4.8., we must have p -  2 if G has type B2 or P4 , and 
p -  3 if G has type G2 • Then the existence of a graph automorphism 5 such 
that X,8 -  Xa(r) for every simple root r  of <D , follows from 12.3.3. and 
12.4.1. in ICjl . To conclude , we need some properties of the graph 
automorphism 8 . Following [Ct] fi 12 .2 ,12.3,12.4, we define a bijection V 
of <I> , and we denote by r the image of r under V for every r  in <I>. We 
remind that V comes from an isometry of the euclidean space spanned by the 
roots if all the roots have the same length, and it is defined by the map 
r  -  L njCti K l - I  ni(oi,a i)(rj)'* a*,, (sum over the set ( 1 ,...,0  ) ,  
in the case & 4  1 and G of type B2 , F4 or G2 .
In any case it turns out that
V(<&*) -  <D+ , V(cq) -  a«,, and v(-0 {) -  -a«,, for every i -  1 
( see iCjl 12.2.2. , 12.3.2. and the following Observation ). Also , from the 
construction o f 8 ( !Ctl 12.2.3. , 12.3.3. . 12.4.1. ) we have X,8 -  X, for 
every root r  of Hence we get U8 -  I IX ,8 -  I]  X, -  U (the product 
being over all the positive roots) . We obtain 
(•) B8 -  W J )8 -  W J 8) -  B .
We also have
(**) x -a *  -  Xv^jjy - X . ^  , for every i -  1 .
We are now able to prove that Pf  -  P* for every parabolic subgroup P 
containing B . We only need to show that this holds for the minimal parabolic 
subgroups P | ,..., P| of G containing B , as the interval [G/Bl is a Boolean 
lattice of finite length . From 2.6.4 in [CJ , we have Pi -  <B, X.«*. > for
every i -  1.....1 . Hence we obtain
Pi* -  <B*. X .«,*> -  <B. X .« ^ > ,
as B* -  B , and X . ^  -  X_^  by Proposition 2.4.5.. On the other hand we
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have
P* -  <B*. > -  <B. > .
as B* -  B by (•) , and -  X . ^  by ( • • ) .  Therefore we have
Pi* -  P* for every i -  1 ,...,£ ,
and so P* ■ P* for every parabolic subgroup P containing B . •
From the previous lemma , given any autoprojectivity 9  of O fixing a 
Borel subgroup B of G and a maximal torus T of B , we can adjust 9  by a 
graph automorphism 6 in order to fix T and all the parabolic subgroups of G 
containing B .
We now give the following
Definition 2.4.10. : Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Then , for 
every Borel subgroup B of G and every maximal toms T of G contained in 
B , we define the group riG/BLT to be the subgroup of all elements of r B T 
fixing every parabolic subgroup of G containing B . #
Therefore , by Lemma 2.4.9., for every 9  in FB>j , there exists a graph 
automorphism 6 of G such that 9(8~')* lies in Tjo/ ^ t  .
In the next chapter we shall study in detail the group rjG/gjj- .
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Chapter 3 T he action o f  Aut L(G) on  the Building A (G ) 
associa ted  to G.
In this chapter we shall consider in detail the action of the group 
Aut H G) on the Building A(G) . First we recall some properties of A(G) , 
and then we shall make use of these to determine the structure of Aut L(G) . 
For convenience we shall write A instead of A(G) when there is no ambiguity 
( we follow rr2) Theorem 5.2 ) .
|  3.1 The Building A .
The elements of A are all the parabolic subgroups of G , and the partial 
order on A is the reverse of the set-theoretic inclusion . Following the usual 
terminology we shall often call the elements of A faces . The chambers of A 
are the Borel subgroups of G . The set of apartments of A is the set 
{ E f | T is a maximal torus of G } ,
where , for every maximal torus T of G , Ep is the (finite) set of all parabolic 
subgroups of G containing T . More explicitly , if B is a Borel subgroup of 
G containing T , we have
Ly -  { #P I P i B  and w € W ■ Af(T)/T } ( recall that for every w 
in W we denote by w any representative of w in /f(T )).
We make G act on A by left conjugation . If we define the normalizer of 
in G by
/fCL-r) -  { g e GI % - £ , ■ } .
then we have -  / f (T) . From the existence of a unique conjugacy
class of maximal tori in G , it follows that if T is a maximal torus of G and 
1  is any apartment of A , then there exists g in G such that £  -  *£p .
Two faces X and Y of A have the same type if and only if X and Y are 
conjugate in G . Hence an automorphism y  of A is type-preserving if and 
only if we have that X and Xv are conjugate in G for every X in A .
Finally we recall that if y  , V : £ —»£'  are isomorphisms between two
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thin chamber complexes £ .£ ' such that X¥ -  Xv for every face X of a 
chamber o f £ ,  then we have y  -  V ( fTJ Proposition 1.7 ) .
We now fix a Borel subgroup B of G and a maximal torus T of B . The 
couple (B,T) will be fixed for the rest of this chapter . We shall denote by U 
the unipotent radical of B , by N the group .V(T) , by Lo the apartment 
1 1^ , and we shall call it the fundamental apartment of A .
Proposition 3.1.1. Let g be an element of G . Let Vg be the set of all 
apartments of A containing the chamber *B . Then the map u h* *“£*, , gives 
rise to a bijection of U onto Vg.
Proof : It is sufficient to consider the case when g -  1 , for then the result 
follows for all g in G . So assume g -  1 . F irst, if u lies in U , then we 
have B -  UB , and so B lies in UI ^ . Now let £  be an any apartment of A 
containing B . There exists h in G such that £  -  *X . We must have 
B -  ^ B  for some n in N , because B is a chamber, and the set of chambers 
of ^  is { hnB I n e N } . Hence we have hn e / f ( B) -  B , and so there 
exist u in U , t in T such that hn -  ut , as B » U T . Therefore we get
Z - X - “ \  - X  .
as tn‘‘ lies in N . Finally , if  u , u' are elements of U such that
u£o -  "2* , then u V  normalizes , and so u V  lies in U A N  -  {1J. It
follows that u = u \ #
Let n,, be a fixed representative of w0 in N . We have the following
Proposition 3.1.2. Let b  be any element of B , and let P be a parabolic 
subgroup of G containing B . If "°P lies in , then b lies in "“P . 
P roof: Suppose that n°P lies in . From the defining axioms of a Building, 
there exists an isomorphism y : b£ 0 such that y  fixes all faces of B
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and "°P , as both B a n d n° P a r c i n I to and ^  . Let 
V : £o —» be the map defined by the position X *X for every X in
Lc . Then V is an isomorphism , and it fixes all faces of B . We have y  -  v 
for Zo and are thin chamber complexes , and XT -  X -  Xv for every 
face X of the chamber B of . But then we get 
bn°P -  ("°P)V -  (-P )T -  “T* .
So b lies in ^ ( " “P ) -  "°P . »
The Weyl group W acts in a natural way on the set of roots <I> ([ C J page 
19 ) . The longest element w0 o f W has the property of being the unique 
element of W such that wc(<I>+) -  O '.  In particular , we have w0(n )  -  -FL 
Also, for any i in {1,...,© , there exists j(i) in {l,...,© such that 
wo*i" 0 » *j(i) ( iCJ page 55) .
Consequently w0(-cq) ■ , for every i -  1.....1 . The mapping i h» j(i)
of I into itself is clearly involutory , in the sense that j-2(i) -  i for every i . It 
is called the opposition involution .
Proposition 3.1.3. Let s be a simple root and let r be the simple root w0(-s). 
For every g in G let Rg be the set of all apartments of A containing ‘B 
and . Then the map given by
is a bijection of K onto Rt .
Proof : It is sufficient to consider the case when g -  1 , for then the result 
follows for all g in G . By Proposition 3.1.1., we only need to show that if u 
is an element of U such that lies in %  , then u lies in the root-
subgroup X ,, as then we use the isomorphism x ,: a ►+ xr(a) between (K,+) 
and X ,. Now, if n°P{i} lies in UL0 , then u lies in ""Pfcl , by Proposition 
3.1.2. Hence we gel that u lies in -  X, (t C2I psge 59) , and we
are done. „
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Proposition 3.1.4. Let t' be a simple root, w an element of W and u an 
element of U . If we denote by r the root w (0  . then for every apartment £  
of A containing U*B and -r*)} , there exists a unique a in K
such that
Proof : It is sufficient to consider the case when u ■ 1 , for then the result 
follows for all u in U . From Proposition 3.1.3. , there exists a' in K such 
that
£ -  **r<*'>£ 0
Now we have vfr -  X, fl Cj) page 57) , and so there exists a in
K such that ^ x ^ a ')'*''1 -  x^a). Hence we obtain
as w lies in . Uniqueness follows from the fact that U A N  -  {1} . #
Observation 3.1.5. Suppose 9  is an autoprojectivity of G . Then we know 
from Theorem 2.2.6., that 9  acts on A . If now £  is an apartment of A , we 
put
£* -  (X * l X «  £ ) .
It is then clear that £* is an apartment of A . In this way 9  acts on the set of 
apartments of A . Suppose now that 9  fixes the Borel subgroup B of G . It 
then follows that 9  permutes the set of apartments of A containing B . 
Hence, by Proposition 3.1.1., we can define a map 
e  : U U , by the rule -  ( " iy * .
We show that this map 0 is a bijection. If we start with the inverse 9 '1 of 9 , 
then with the same procedure we can define a map 
C : U U ; by the ntle .
It turns out that 0£ -  £0 -  idy , and so 0 is bijective.
Suppose now that 9  fixes also n°P{i), for some simple root s . Then, by 
Proposition 3.1.3., we have XTe c  X ,, where r  -  we(-s) . Again we note that 
9 '' fixes ""Pt.) as w ell, and so we also get c  X , , which implies X * -
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X ,. Therefore , for every simple root r , we have X,1 » X ,.
In the previous chapter we proved that if 9  is any autoprojectivity of G , 
then there exist an inner automorphism i g and a graph automorphism 8 of G 
such that the autoprojectivity 9 (1 fixes T and every parabolic
subgroup containing B , i.e. lies in I p / a u  . In the next
paragraph we shall start studying the action of the group on A .
|  3.2 The action of Tio/ b^t 00 the set of apartments containing 
B .
In this paragraph we shall prove the existence , for every 9  in Tig/ bLT . of 
a diagonal automorphism d of G acting as 9  does on the apartments and 
* ^ £ 0  for every simple root r .
For the rest of this chapter we shall denote by r o the group T .
Proposition 3.2.1. Let 9  be in r o . Then the automorphism of A induced by 
9  is type-preserving .
Proof : To show that the automorphism of A induced by 9  is type­
preserving . we have to show that for every X in A , X and Xv are 
conjugate in G . S o  let X be in A ,  and let £  be an apartment of A 
containing X and B (existence of £  comes from the axioms of a building) . 
£* is an apartment containing B as w ell. and so . by Proposition 3.1.1.. there 
exist u , u' in U such that £ - “£*,, and £* -  M £*,. We define two 
isomorphisms between £  and £* . First we denote by e the isomorphism 
induced by 9  , and then we define v by the map Y w u u\  for every Y in 
£ .
Let now P be a parabolic subgroup containing B . Then we have 
P* -  P9 -  P ,
as 9  lies in r o . and Pv -  P as u'u~‘ e U S B .  Therefore we must have
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e  -  V . Hence we obtain X* -  X* -  Xv -  *v ‘x , end »  X and X* ate 
conjugate . It follows that the automorphism of A induced by <p is type­
preserving . #
Proposition 3.2.2. Let 9  be in r o , and let £  be any apartment of A 
containing B . If 9  fixes £ ,  then it fixes every face of £ .  In particular <p 
fixes every face of £*,.
Proof : Suppose 9  fixes £  . The map e : £  —» £  given by X h X’  for 
every X in I ,  defines an automorphism of the thin chamber complex £ 
fixing all the faces of the chamber B . Then e must be the identity on £  . 
Therefore 9  fixes all the elements of £ .  In particular, as T* ■ T 
Lq9» £o , 9  fixes all the faces of 2^  . #
Let r be a simple root, and let s be the simple root we(-r) . If 9  lies in 
r o , then by Proposition 3.2.2. , we have noP(i>* , and so , by
Observation 3.1.5., we have X,® -  X ,. Then there exists a unique k, in K 
such that
* ¿ 1 )* -  x /k ,) .
We must have 1c, in K* , as 0 is bijective, and already 1° ■ 1 . Let x  be 
the character of the root-lattice Z<1> obtained by extending by linearity the map 
of n  into K* given by the position r w k ,  for every r  in I I .  We have the 
following
Lemma 3.2.3. Let 9  be in r o . Then there exists a diagonal automorphism d 
of G such that 
X ' - X *
for every face X of A lying in I „  or in Xr(I^£0 , where r  is any simple 
root.
P roof: Let d be the diagonal automorphism of G induced by the character % 
of the root-lattice Z<D , defined above . Then , by the definition of the 
automorphism d , we have
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xa(k)d -  xa(x(a)k) for every a  in <D and every k in K , 
and
td -  t for every I in T  (l Cj) page 100 ) .
Hence we have 1^ * ■ T  and Xad -  Xq for every root a  . In particular d 
fixes every parabolic subgroup P of G containing B , as P is generated by 
T and some of the root-subgroups Xa  . It follows that the autoprojectivity 
d* of G induced by d lies in r o . Also we have x ^ l)*1 -  x/xW ) ■ x/k,) 
for every r in I I ,  and so
( * < V .  V M v
Let us denote by y  the autoprojectivity ep(d*)‘*. Then y  lies in r o , and so 
we have Xv - X  for every X in I*,, by Proposition 3.2.2. Hence we get 
X* -  X*** ■ X-  for every X in .
Suppose now that r is a simple root. Then we have
Therefore y  fixes every face of by Proposition 3.2.2.. So , for every
r  in II  and every X in , we have X* -  X*1* -  X*1 . »
We give now the following
Definition 3.2.4. : We define r o>n to be the group of all autoprojectivities in 
r o such that i**^^,)* -  for every simple root r . #
Therefore , by Lemma 3.2.3. , for any autoprojectivity (p in T0 , there 
exists a diagonal automorphism d of G such that the autoprojectivity qKd*)'1 
lies in r oJ1.
In the next paragraph we shall take a closer look at the bijection 6 .
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I  3.3 The Injection 0 .
A« we have already noticed . for every 9  in Tc , the map 0 : U - » U ,  
given by the rule “ I*, « (“I*,)* is a bijection fixing the root-subgroups X, 
for every simple root r . We also have that le -  1 , as i f  -  .
We shall now further investigate the properties of 6 in order to define a 
particular Held automorphism of G .
Proposition 3.3.1. Let 9  be in r o . Then we have
C x f -  “*x
for every u in U and every X in I*,.
Proof: Let u be in U and X in Z^.By the definition of 0 , we have 
U £*> “ (**£0)* . and so the map A m A’ , where A lies in u2^,, determines 
an isomorphism e between “l*  and . Let V be the isomorphism of 
*%> onto “8I 0 given by the map A »  " ^ A  , for every A in %  . Then 
for every parabolic subgroup P containing B we have 
P* -  P* -  P « Pv ,
and so we must have e -  V . Hence, if X is any face of I*,, we obtain 
(“X ) * - ( ux )v - ueu"ux - “‘x  .
and we are done . „
We are now able to prove a proposition and two corollaries which will be 
crucial later to define a field automorphism of G .
Proposition 3.3.2. Let 9  be in T0 . Let r be a positive root, and u be an 
element of U . Then , for every a in K , there exists a unique b in K such 
that
(uxT(a))e -  u ^ b ) .
Furthermore , we have b -  0  if and only if a -  0 .
Proof : There exist a simple root f  and an element w in W such that r -
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w(rO (i Cjl Proposition 2.1.8.) . Let us denote by s the simple root wo(-i0 . 
We apply Proposition 3.3.1. to the elements *B and ^P fc}  to get 
( " * B )* -“**B and .
Hence <p induces a bijection of the set of all apartments containing *B and 
Wn°P{,} onto the set of all apartments containing “^ B  and u8* n°P{s} . 
Therefore, by Proposition 3.1.4., for every a in K , there exists a unique b 
in K such that
.
6 ut , by the definition of 0 , we have (“* ^ 2^)* -  > ^  wc
obtain
(u x /t))8 -  u*x /b ).
Suppose now b' is any elemenl of K such that (ux^s))8 -  u8xr(b') . Then 
we get u ^ fb )  -  u8x /b ') , which unplies x /b ) -  a ,» 1) , and so b' -  b as a, 
is an isomorphism . Also, we have
b -  0  4-4 u®x,(b) » u0 «-► (ux/a))® -  u® 4-4 ux^a) -  u 44x^ a )  -  1 4-4 
•  - 0  . #
Corollary 3.3.3. Let <p be in r o , and let r  be a positive roo t. Then , for 
every a in K , there exists a unique b in K such that 
x,(a)® -  x /b ) .
A lso, we have b -  0 if and only if a -  0 .
Proof: This follows immediately from Proposition 3.3.2. by taking u -  1 , as 
1° - 1 . «
Corollary 3.3.4. Let 9  be in r o , and u be an element of U . Let
T j..... rm be pairwise distinct positive roots . Then , for every (at ..... a,,,) in
Km , there exists a unique (bt .... b„,) in Km such that
<“V » t )  " -  “% 0>l> ••• •
Furthermore, for any i in {l,...,m} , we have bj -  0 if and only if -  0 . 
Proof : We shall prove the existence part by induction on m . The case in
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which m -  1 comes from Proposition 3.3.2. . So assume m > 1 , and 
suppose we proved the result for every k less than m . Now let (at ..... a.,) 
be in Km. We put
■' -  Wr,U|> ~  S , . |(*«-|) •
Then , by Proposition 3.3.2., there exists bm in K such that (u'xr (a,,»))® -  
u'exrm(bm) , and , by induction assumption , there exists (bt ..... b ^ )  in 
Km 1 such that u*® -  u®xfl(bj) ... • Hence we obtain
(uXfj(a i) ••• X fjia*))® -  u®xri(b1) ... Xrm0)m) • Uniqueness follows from the 
fact that every element of U is expressible in a unique way as a product 
II  Xric,) for any fixed order on 0 + .
r«<t>+
Suppose now that for some i in {1 m} we have a4 -  0 . Then we get
uxr |(*») " xrm(a» )“ ~  ~  *i.(■■) . *> there
exists (ct ..... c,,,.!) be in Km_l such that
<u* r1<®l> -  xrm<>* » e -  u0* r,(C |) • *rj_1(c t- |)* r j4.|(c l) ~  «tJ c— i ) •
But then , if we take d ,-  C |, . . . ,  di_1— Cj_lt d j« 0 , d^, -  ct .....<!„, -  cm_t ,
we get
<“*r,(*|) -  xrm(*i«))® -  u®xT((di) ... X fjd .)  .
Hence we must have bj -  dj for every j -  l,...m , for uniqueness . In 
particular we obtain bj ■ 0 . Similarly we can prove that bj -  0 implies
*i “  0 . #
We already knew that for every (p in T0 we have X,® -  X, for every 
simple root r . By Corollary 3.3.3., we can now say that this equality holds for 
any positive root r . Hence , for every positive root r  , we can define a 
bijection fr of K onto itself by the map xT(fr(a)) -  (x^a))0 . In the next 
paragraph we shall apply this to the case when <p is an element of r 0,n • The 
the bijection s fr will have the following properties 
fr(0) -  0 for every positive root r , 
fr(l) -  1 for every simple root r .
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We shall prove that if the rank l  of G is at least 2 , then the f/s  are all equal 
to an automorphism f  of K .
S 3.4 The maps fr .
To investigate the properties of the maps fr , we need to know the 
behaviour of the bijection 0 with respect to decompositions of the group U in 
terms of root-subgroups . We shall use a lemma , that we prove in a more 
general context.
Let X be a group , and let Xt .... X„ be subgroups of X such that each
element x of X can uniquely be written as a product x -  x j'-x , , where Xj
lies in Xj for every i -  1.... n . Suppose that we have
tXj^O S X * , ...X , for i -  , and tX ,,* ] -  {1}.
Then , in particular we have that Xi ••• X„ is a normal subgroup of X for 
every i -  . Hence , from [ St 1 page 25 , we get that for every o  in the
symmetric group SB , each element x of X can be uniquely expressed as a 
product x -  x ^  ... xC|t, where each Xj lies in Xj . We now fix i in {l,...,n} . 
Then , for every j -  l,...n , there exists a unique yj in X j, such that
* -  y®, y®t ••• y o u  yo*t -  y®..
as this is precisely the decomposition of x corresponding to the permutation 
V -  o(i i - 1 ... 3 2 1 )  ( Le. Vj -  Oj, Vj -  a t , ... ) . We shall show that
y ® r* * r
Lemma 3.4.1. Let X , a  and i be defined as above. Let x be an element of 
X . We consider the decomposition x -  x0 j ... xCn, where each xj lies in Xj. 
If the decomposition of x relative to the permutation V -  o(i i - 1 ... 3 2  1 )
( i.e. V, -  a ; . V2 -  o , ,...) is x -  yVl y ^ ... yV|>, where each yj lies in X j, 
then we have yVl -  x^ .. Hence we have
x -  xCl ... x<Jb -  X(j. ya i ... yaj l yC|+i ... y ^ .
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Proof: Wc shall proceed by induction on n . If n -  1 , then there is nothing to 
prove . So let n be greater than 1 , and assume the result for n-1 . Let j in 
be such that Oj -  n . Suppose first that i -  j . Then we have n « Oj, 
and so x^. lies in Z(X) . Hence we have
* "  *«t ”• * « ¡-1 • • *oB •
and we are done So let us assume i 4 j  . Hence Oj is less than n . Let us 
define x in Sn by the rule
f a k if  l * k < j
t k m j  °k+i if j i k < n
[ n if k -  n .
To apply the induction assumption , we consider the group Z -  X /X„ , and its 
subgroups Zk -  X ^ /X , ,  <»X k ) for every k -  l,...,n-l . Then we have Z 
■ ••• Z„_| and each element z of Z can uniquely be written as a product
z -  a , -  Z ..J , where z* lies in Z* for every k -  l,...,n-l . Besides , if  k -  
1 .... n- 2  we have
-  [ X k . X l X ^ X . i  X ^ - X . / X . - Z ^  . Z . . , ,  
and [Z*., JZ] m {1 } .
For every u in X let us denote by u the corresponding clement uX„ of Z . 
By the definition of x , we have
* "  *®l -  "  **1 “• •
and so we get
* - V - * v . -
as ^  ^CS *n • Now we have T„ ■ n , and so we can consider the 
restriction t  of t  to the set fl....»n-l} . We fix k in {l,...,n-l} , and we 
consider the decomposition vVj... of x with respect to the permutation 
V « l(k k- 1  . . . 3 2 1 )  ( i.e. Vj -  \  , V2 -  ,... ) , where Vj lies in Z j, for
every j -  l,...,n -l . Then we have
v* t -
by the induction assumption . Now , for every j -  , there exists a
unique Uj in Xj such that Vj -  Uj X* . Therefore we get
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1
1
 J
* ■ U*, ~  «*._! *■ •
so there exists a unique u„ in X„ such that x -  ... jU,,. We note
the condition v ^  -  x ^  , implies uVj -  x ^  , as both u ^  and xtfc lie in 
fo r, by definition of v , we have -  x*. Finally , if we mire 
k - i  if i < j  . and k -  i- 1  if  i > j ,  
then we get
* -  *<j, “o, ~  “a,., “o,., “a . .
as °Oj “  “t,, ■ un Wes in Xjj£ Z(X) . Hence we obtain the decomposition
* "  xvluv2 -  “vB •
with respect to the permutation V . B u t, by hypothesis , the decomposition of 
x with respect to V is x -  yV|~. yVjj, and so we must have 
yvt -  *vt -
for uniqueness of decomposition. #
We apply the previous lemma to the case when X is the unipotent radical 
U of B.
We fix a total order < on <D+ compatible with the height function , and we 
number the elements in <D+ such that r t < r2 <... < rN . Then we have
U -  V - x *  •
with uniqueness o f expression ,
^  ,U1 £ for every i -  . and [X ^ , U] -  {1} .
We can therefore apply the lemma . For short in the following we shall write 
Xj for X r. , for every j -  .
Let o  be in Sj^, and let u be any element of U . Then we can express u 
uniquely as a product u -  x<, 1 ... . where Xj lies in Xj for every j -
1.....N. We shall show that for any 9  in T0 , we have u0 -  xCje ... x^ 0 , 
where 0 is the bijection of U induced by <p.
So let <p be an autoprojectivity in r o and let i be fixed in . By
Lemma 3.4.1., we get
“ - * o iyo1 •..yoi_1 yaM - y o N.
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where for every j in . j  4  i , we have yCj in Xg. . Hence , by
Corollary 3.3.4., for every j in {1.....N} , j  i  i there exists in such 
that
u° -  *Oi0u<i| -  “Oj., “o* , ••• “on •
Now u®, as an element of U , has a unique decomposition
with vj in Xj for every j ■ 1.....N . Again we apply the lemma to obtain 
“0 -  vOi*o, ••• <oM *o*| ••• *oN
with t ^  in X<Jj for every j in {1.....N} , j + i .By Corollary 3.3.3., x«,0
lies in X^. , and so
"*  -  ’‘» ‘ “o , “Oi.1 * ~ i ■ * - V » l ~ V t V i ~ V
are two ways of decomposing u® with respect to the same total order of <X>+. 
Hence these two decompositions must coincide , for uniqueness of 
decomposition. In particular we obtain
x ° - v-  vCj •
But i was any fixed element of {1,..., N} , and so we get 
xo 0-  v0| for every i -  1.....N .
Therefore we get
u# - v« l -  »ON -  V  -  W  •
We can then prove the following
Proposition 3.4.2. Let < be any total order on <D+ , and let us number the 
elements in <t>* such that r, < r2 < ... < rN . Let <p be in . and 8 be the 
bijection of U induced by <p. If 
u -  xN
is the decomposition of the element u of U with Xj in X,.. for every i -
1,...,N , then the decomposition of u® with respect to the same order of <D+ is
(with Xi° in Xr. for every i -  1.....N ) .
P roof: Let <* be any total order on 0 + compatible with the height function.
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Then there exists o  in SN such that we have
rO| <" ro2 ^  ton •
Let us denote by s, the root rc . for every i -  . so that we get
s, <' $2 <'•■■ <' sN . Let V be the inverse of a  . Then , by the previous 
discussion , if u ■ yVj... y ^  is the decomposition o f u with y{ in for 
every i -  1 .....N, we have
Now , for any i -  1.....N , yt in Xj. implies yv. in X . , which leaves us 
with y>»| in X ^ , for every j -  1„.. ,N . So u -  x , -  xN and u -  yVj... y ^  
are two decompositions of u with x, and yv. in Xr. . for every j -  1,...,N . 
But then we must have 
y v j-x , for every j -
for uniqueness of decomposition . Therefore we obtain
and we are done . „
We can now start proving that the maps fr for r  in <D+ , previously 
defined, are in fact all the same.
and this map is multiplicative.
Proof : From the fact that Nr>i -  -1 , it follows that r+s is a root, and so fr+,  
is actually weU defined . Let now a . b be elements o f K . By the commutator 
formula, we have
x.OtfXjfa) -  xT(a)xt(b)xT+4(ab) •••
Thus , by Proposition 3.4.2., we have
« .(b )V *)e -  x,(«)<‘*,(b)V.<»b)S ...
and so we get
Let r , s be simple roots such that Nr>1 -  -1 . Then we
have
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X.(f,(MfeftOO) -  x,(fr<a))xi(fi(b))xm (fm (ab)) -  
But, applying again the commutator formula, wc also have 
x,Cf.(b))xf(fr(a)) -  xT(fr<a))x,(fi(b))x^(fr<a)f.(b)) -  
Therefore we obtain
W * b )  -  Wf.O>)
by uniqueness of expression . As the maps fr are induced by 9  which lies in 
r<j,n. we have f / l )  -  1 -  fB( l ) , and so
W  -  W  • 1 -  W , ( l )  -  fmU) •
and similarly for f , . Hence we obtain 
Besides we have
fr(ab) -  fm (ab) -  t/.:a)f,(b) -  f / a t f ^ ) . 
and so fr is multiplicative. tt
Proposition 3.4.4. Let r  , s be simple roots such that Nr>g -  -1 . Then the 
map f  -  fr (■ f , ) is additive.
Proof : By Proposition 3.4.3., we have f -  fr .  f, .  fm  . Applying several 
times the commutator formula, we get
^ W M D W b )  -  xr(l)xt(a)xrH(a) ••• -  ... -
-  xr(l)x,(a)xr+B(a+b) ...
Hence , by Proposition 3.4.2. and 3.4.3., we have 
x,(f(a))xr(l)xm (f(b)) -  xT(l)x,(f(a))xr^(f(a+b))...
But, applying again the commutator formula, we also have 
x#(f(a))xr(l)xm (f(b)) -  xr(l)x#(f(a))xm <f(aHf(b))... . 
and so we must have 
f(a+b) -  f(a) + f(b)
by uniqueness of expression . #
We finally have the following
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Proposition 3.4.5. Let r , s be simple roots such that NM -  -1 . Then the 
map f  -  fr (■ f, ) is a field automorphism of K .
Proof : This comes from Proposition 3.4.3. and 3.4.4. , as we already know 
that the maps fr are bijective ( for the map 0 : X, —» X, is a bijection from 
Observation 3.1.5.). u
From now on we shall assume that the rank l  of the simple algebraic group 
O is at least 2 .
Our aim is to show that the maps fr are all the same for every positive root 
r , and that this map is a field automorphism of G . Hence we need only to 
show that for every r  , s in <1>+ we have fr « f, , for then this map will 
automatically be a field automorphism, by Proposition 3.4.5..
Proposition 3.4.6. Let r , s be positive roots . Then we have
* r - f .  •
Proof: As G is a simple algebraic group , its Dynldn diagram is a connected 
graph. Then, if a , P are simple roots, there exists a sequence of simple roots
« i .... a,« , such that a  -  a t , P -  a,,, , and a¡ ,a i+l are not orthogonal for
every i -  l r . ,m - l  . Hence we have N0. ai+1 -  ±1 . Now , in general, we 
have N^t -  -N t>8 for any 8 , y in  0 ( f C t] Theorem 4.1.2.) , and so we can 
apply Proposition 3.4.3. to get
f(Xj -  fo4+1 for every i -  1 .....m- 1 .
Therefore we obtain f0 -  fp . But a  , P were arbitrary simple roots , and so 
we can define a function f (which we already know is an automorphism of K) 
such that
f  -  f0  for every simple root o .
We shall show that f  -  fr for every positive root r , by induction on the height 
ht(r) of r . If ht(r) -  1 , then r is a simple ro o t, and we are done . So now 
suppose that ht(r) is greater than 1 , and assume the result for every positive 
root s of height less than ht(r) . By [Ctl Lemma 3.6.2., there exists a simple 
root a  such that r - a  is still a positive root .Let r0 -  r-m a  be the first term
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of the a-chain through r . Then we have m i l  , by the choice of a  . Also 
r0 is a positive root because if we consider the decomposition r -  £  nyy (sum 
over the simple roots), then we have
a , i  0  for every simple root y  , and there must exist a simple root 0 4 a  
such that np # 0 ,  as ht(r) > 1 , and r is not a simple root. Now 
r -  r0+ma and m i l  imply 
ht(ro) < ht(r), 
and so we get
by the induction assumption . Also, by the commutator formula, we get 
*oO)Xf0U) -  xro(a)xa ( l ) ... x^ria) - ,
where r\ -  ( - l )m Mr()i0Mn . But we have Mf() ajn -  ± 1 , as r0- a  does not 
lie in (by the choice of m ) . Hence we obtain r\ -  ± 1 . Applying the 
bijection 0 , we get
X a d ^ f U ) )  -  x ^ a ^ l )  ••• x^T )«)) ••• .
B ut, from the commutator formula, we have 
x ^ D x ^ fU )) -  xTo(f(a))xa ( l ) ... xr(rif(a))... , 
and therefore we are left with 
fr(ria) -  rif(a),
for uniqueness of expression . Hence we obtain 
f^a) -  f(a),
because f  is an automorphism of K (here we need only that f  is an 
automorphism of the additive group of K ). Therefore we have fr * f . #
Thus , for any autoprojectivity <p in r an  , we got an automorphism f of 
the field K such that
x,.(a)® -  xr(f(a)) for every r  in d>+ and every a in K , 
where 0 is the bijection of U induced by <p .
Let us denote by F the field automorphism of G induced by f . We recall 
that F is defined by the map
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*r<*)F -  *r(f(»)) for every r in <X> and every a in K .
We shall refer to the automorphism F simply as to the field automorphism of 
G induced by 9  , where 9  lies in I \ n  .
Proposition 3.4.7. Let 9  be in r 0j i . •nd let F be the field automorphism of 
G induced by 9  . Then we have
for any u in U.
Proof: Let u be in U . Let rt <... < r^ be any fixed total order on <b+ . Then 
there exists kt ..... kN in K such that 
»-*»,<*!)
By Proposition 3.4.2. we hsve u8 -  x^flt,)8 ... x ^ l t *)8 . *nd so 
u8 -  x,I(f(k1) ) ... x^tfCk*))
by Proposition 3.4.6. and the definition of f . B ut, by the definition of F , we 
have
uF -  x,|(f(ki))... x^ffOtN»
as w ell, and so we obtain u® -  uF . If now we prove that ZoF -  Lq , then we 
shall have
(•%)» -  “6I 0 -  -  "Fff0)F.  < % )'' ,
and we shall be done . Now, by the definition of F , we get 
UF .  U Mid (U ')F -  IT  , 
and so
BF .  B end (B ')F -  B" , 
as B > /T(U) and B” ■ / i (U") . Hence we get 
TF -  (BA B ')F -  BAB“-  T .
Therefore we have -  £q . #
We finally are able to prove the following 
Lemma 3.4.8. Let 9  be in r o n , and let die rank of G be at least 2 . Then
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there exists a field automorphism F of G such that we have X* -  XF for 
every face X of A.
Proof : Let F be the field automorphism of G induced by 9  . We first 
observe that the autoprojectivity F* of G induced by F lies in r 0>n . We 
already know that F* lies in r B T , as we proved that F fixes both B and T. 
From the fact that XTF -  Xj for every root r , it follows in particular that F 
fixes every parabolic subgroup of G containing B , and so F* lies in Tig/blt 
■ r 0. Finally , for every simple root r , we have
( ■ ¿ ' v 7' -  "■‘» v  * » i o .
as x,(l)F -  Xjfffl)) -  Xyd) . Hence F* lies in r an  .
Now let X be any face of A . Then , by the defining axioms of a Building , 
there exists an apartment £  of A such that B and X are both in £ .  By 
Proposition 3.1.1., there exists u in U such that £  -  u£o . Let us denote by 
y  the autoprojectivity 9  (F*1)* of G . Then y  lies in r 0J1, and we have 
(u£ o)¥  -  %
by Proposition 3.4.7.. Therefore , by Proposition 3.2.2., we get 
Y¥  -  Y for every face Y of %  .
In particular we obtain Xv  -  X . as X lies in u£q . Hence we have
X* -  x F* . XF . «
We are now able to prove the following
Theorem 3.4.9. Let G be a simple algebraic group over the field K -  Fp, 
where p is any prime . Then , if the rank of G is at least 2 , for every 
autoprojectivity 9  of G there exist an inner automorphism i f  , a graph 
automorphism 6 , a diagonal automorphism d and a field automorphism F of 
G such that the autoprojectivity
9  ((FdAig)'1)*
fixes all the faces of the building A canonically associated to G .
Proof: The result now comes immediately, by applying Lemma 2.3.2., 2.4.9.,
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3.2.3. and 3 .4 .8 ..
Now that wc know that for any autoprojcctivity 9  of G there exists an 
automorphism a  of G such that 9  and a  act in the same way on the 
building A , we prove the uniqueness of a  .
Proposition 3.4.10. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . If a  is an 
automorphism of G fixing every face of A , then a  is the identity .
Proof : F irst, as a  fixes B and B ' , it must fix also U and U” . Now let 
u be in U . Then we have
which gives ua  -  u by uniqueness . Similarly one can prove that for every 
apartment £  of A containing B " , there exists a unique u in U ", such that 
L -  “Zq . Again then we get u° -  u , for every u in U" . It follows that 
g° -  g for every g in G ,
as G ■ < U, U” > . Hence o  is the identity . #
Remark : The previous result holds in the more general case when G is 
semisimple , as the crucial point is that G ■ < U, U" > which holds in fact in 
the case when G is semisimple .
Corollary 3.4.11. In the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4.9., for any autoprojectivity 
9  of G , there exists a unique automorphism a  of G such that 9  and a  
act in the same way on the building A .
Proof : Existence follows from Theorem 3.4.9. , by taking a  -  Fd8i g . 
Uniqueness then follows from Proposition 3.4.10. . *
We are also able to obtain the well known structure of the automorphism 
group of G .
Corollary 3.4.12. In the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4.9. , for every
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automorphism a  of G , there exists an inner automorphism t g , a graph 
automorphism 6 , a diagonal automorphism d and a field automorphism F of 
G such that a  -  Fd6 t g .
Proof : By Theorem 3.4.9., there exists an inner automorphism i g , a graph 
automorphism 5 , a diagonal automorphism d and a field utomorphism F of 
G such that a  and Fd8i g act in the same way on the Building A . Then we 
must have a  -  Fd6i g by Proposition 3.4.10.. #
As a corollary of Proposition 3.4.10., we also obtain
Corollary 3.4.13. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Then the 
homomorphism
• : Aut G -*  Aut UG)
which assigns to every automorphism a  of G the autoprojectivity a* of G 
induced by a  , is injective.
Proof : Let a  be an automorphism of G fixing every subgroup of G . Then , 
in particular , a  fixes every face of A , and so it is the identity by Proposition 
3.4.10. (This result follows also directly from a result by Cooper (I Co) 2.2.2.) 
that says that the homomorphism * is injective for every perfect abstract group 
G , but in our case we can give a proof from the previous discussion). «
Remark : From the previous remark , it is then clear that Corollary 3.4.13. 
holds also in the case when G is semisimple ( It doesn't always work for 
reductive groups , as one can see by taking G to be a torus .and a  to be the 
inversion automorphism ).
We shall therefore identify the groups Aut G and (Aut G)* . We also 
give the following
Definition 3.4.14. For every simple algebraic group G we define T to be the
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kernel of the action of the group of autoprojectivines of G on the Building A ,
Le.
r .  ( f i  AutL(G)l X * -  X V X c A} .
We shall call the elements of T exceptionalautoprojectivitics o f  G . •
Corollary 3.4.11. then implies
Corollary 3.4.15. Let G be a simple algebraic group over the field K . Then , 
if the rank of G is at least 2 , we have
Aut L(G) -  T x  Aut G . 9
We shall see in Chapter 3 , using different arguments , that this relation 
holds also when G has rank 1 .
Remark : The procedure we followed gives actually a constructive way to obtain 
the automorphism a  acting on A as the autoprojectivity 9  does , for , a 
posteriori, one has that if 9  lies in r<m , then the field automorphism F 
induced by 9  acts on U in the same way as the bijection 0 induced by 9 
does. Similarly it is possible to defíne a bijection 0“ on IT  and show that F 
coincides with 0" on I T . Hence F is completely determined by 0 and 
0” . It is also clear that the bijection 0 is an automorphism of U .
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Chapter 4 The case  rank G  at least 3 .
In the previous chapter we showed that for any simple algebraic group G 
over K of rank at least 2 , the group Aut U.G) is the semidirect product of 
the group T and the group Aut G . Hence the problem whether every 
autoprojectivity of G is induced by an automorphism of G is reduced to study 
in which cases the group T coincides with the identity subgroup of 
Aut L (G ).
In this chapter we shall show that this happens if the rank of G is at least 
3 , and the characteristic p of K is not 2 .
5 4.1 Some properties of the group T  .
To prove Corollary 3.4.13. , we fixed a Borel subgroup B of G and a 
maximal torus T  of G contained in B . We defined subgroups r , . T . 
FKj/ blt “  r 0 . r 0 n  and finally T depending on the choice of the couple 
(B,T) . But clearly T does not depend on the choice of (B,T) . It will be 
useful , for later use , to summarize some properties of the exceptional 
autoprojectivities of G (i.e. the autoprojectivities of G lying in T ) , properties 
which can be directly deduced from results we got in the previous chapter.
Proposition 4.1.1. Let <p be in T . Then 9  fixes every maximal torus and 
every maximal unipotent subgroup of G . Also . i f  { I a e  d>} is the set of 
root-subgroups of G relative to the choice of a maximal torus T , then we 
have
Xa’ - X .  
for every a  in <I>.
Proof : Let T be a maximal torus of G . Let B be a Borel subgroup of G 
containing T , and let B~ be its opposite relative to T  . Then we have T  -  
B A B " , and so
T* -  ( BAB")* -  BAB" -  T .
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Now let U be a maximal uni potent subgroup of O . Then U is the set of 
unipotent elements of a Borel subgroup B of G (in fact B -  U)) . Hence
we get U * -  U as B* -  B . Finally let T  be a maximal torus of O , and 
let { X ,, I o teO } be the set of root-subgroups of G relative to the choice of 
T . Let a  be in Then there exists a Borel subgroup B of G containing 
T such that a  lies in the fundamental system fl of <D relative to the choice of 
B . Then we have X«* -  U A  P "°. where P is the parabolic subgroup 
<B , np> , np is any representative in / f (D  of the fundamental reflection sp 
and (3 is given by the relation WqSqWq -  sp , where w0 is the longest element 
of the Weyl group / f ( r ) /T  ( [Cjl page 59 ). So we get
x«* -  (UA p"0)* -  UA  p"° -  x „ . *
Observation 4.1.2. We note that in general, to show that an autoprojectivity 9 
of a group H is the identity , we only need to show that <x>* -  <x> for 
every x in H . If H is a torsion group it will be even enough to restrict our 
attention to prime-power elements x of H.
In our case it will be therefore enough to show that we have 
<s>* -  <s> for every semisimple element s of G and 
<u>* -  <u> for every unipotent element u of G . #
We shall show that if the rank of G is at least 3 , then every 9  in T fixes 
every subgroup of G generated by a semisimple element . To do this we first 
consider in general autoprojectivities of maximal tori of G .
S 4.2 Autoprojectivities o f  tori .
In this paragraph we consider in general autoprojectivities of tori . 
Incidentally we shall also fill the gap left in Theorem 2.1.6. , where we 
considered only non-commutative reductive groups , by showing that the 
autoprojectivities of a one dimensional torus are almost all not index­
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preserving.
So let T  be a torus , of dimension t  say . Then T  is isomorphic to the 
direct product of l  copies of the multiplicative group K* of K . Let q be any 
prime . For every torsion group X we denote by X , the q-component of 
X. In our case we shall have K% » for every q + p , and K"p -  {1} . 
Therefore we get
T , ai Cj» a  ... k ( t  copies ) if  q + p , and
Tp -  {1} .
Proposition 4.2.1. Let T be a torus of dimension l . If l  is at least 2 , then 
every autoprojectivity of T is index-preserving . If t  is 1 , then every non­
trivial autoprojectivity of T is not index-preserving.
Proof: Suppose first 1 2 2 . Let <p be an autoprojectivity o f T . To show that 
9  is index-preserving , it is enough to show that for every x in T of prime 
order q , we have I <x>*l -  q . So let x in T have prime order q . As 
l  *  2 , there exists y  in T such that < x ,y > a iC q * C , .  Therefore <x,y>f  
is a P-group (tSl Proposition 1.4 page 11), and it is abelian as it is contained 
in T  . Hence <x,y>* is an elementary abelian r-group for some prime r , 
and we must have r  -  q , as both <x,y> and <x,y>* have q+ 1  minimal 
subgroups . In particular we get I <x>*l -  q , and 9  is index-preserving . 
Suppose now l  -  1 . Then we have T  ® KM , and so T  a  Dr C -  ( product 
over all primes q * p ) . Hence we obtain U T) m Cr U C ([SI Theorem 4 
page 5). We observe that for every q the lattice JL (C ^ is a chain ( {1} < Cq 
< Cq2 < — ) . and so has only the trivial autoprojectivity. Therefore, for 
every permutation o  of the set of all primes different from p , we have a 
unique autoprojectivity 90 of Dr Cq00 ( product over all primes q 4 p ) 
such that <Po -  , and these are all the autoprojectivities of Dr C ^
( thus Aut L(Dr C ^ J  »  SN) .  In particular every non-trivial autoprojectivity 
of ^  >s not index-preserving , and so the same holds for T . »
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By the previous proposition we can say that Theorem 2.1.6. holds also in 
the case when G is a connected abelian reductive algebraic group of rank at 
least 2 , while it drastically fails if the rank is 1 .
If the dimension of the torus T is at least 3 we can say much more .
Proposition 4.2.2. Let T be a torus of dimension l . If l  is at least 3 , then 
every autoprojectivity of T is induced by an automorphism of T .
Proof: Let 9  be an autoprojectivity of T . By Proposition 4.2.1., we have 
Tq* -  Tq for every prime q .
Let us denote by 9q , for every prime q , the restriction of 9  to L(Tq) . Then 
9 q is an autoprojectivity of the abelian q-group Tq . We have 
Tq m * ... » ( l  copies ) for every prime q 4 P •
Hence , as l  i  3 , for every prime q * p there exists , by a theorem by Baer 
(IS) Theorem 2 page 35) , an automorphism fq of Tq inducing 9 q . Then , as 
T ■ 0  Tq ( sum over all primes q different from p ) , 
if we define f  -  0  fq ( sum over all primes q different from p ) in the 
obvious way , we get that f is an automorphism of T  inducing 9  . (Note that 
f  is not unique , as for instance the inverse automorphism induces the identity 
autoprojectivity). #
We recall that if X is any group , then an automorphism a  of X is called 
a power-automorphism of X if , for every x in X , there exists n in Z 
such that x“ - x n . We denote by P(X) the group of power-automorphisms 
of X . It is then clear that 5*(X) is the kernel of the homomorphism 
•  : Aut X —* Aut L(X) which assigns to every automorphism a  of X the 
autoprojectivity a* of X induced by a  .
Suppose now that 9  lies in T , and let T be any maximal torus of G . If 
the rank of G is at least 3 , then , by Proposition 4.1.1., 4.2.2., there exists an 
automorphism f  of T inducing 9  on LCD . We shall prove that f  is in fact
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a power-automorphism of T . To do this , we shall consider separately simple 
algebraic groups G of different isogeny types.
We conclude this paragraph with the following
Lemma 4.2.3. Let F be an automorphism of the group K* k K" . Let us 
denote by D the diagonal { (a,a) l a c  K*} o f K* * K* . If F fixes the 
subgroups
K" x {1} , {1} x K* and D of K" x K" ,
then , for every a  in N , there exists n in { 1.....pa - 1 > such that
SF - s n
for every s in Fpo" x .
Proof: Let a  be in U . Let k be an element of Kx such that < k > -  Fpa*. 
Then there exist a unique n, and a unique n2 in { l,...p ° - l}  such that 
(k,l)F -  (k"'.l) and (1J[)F .  ( ljt"2) .
as F fixes K" « {1} and {1} « K* . Bui F fixes also D , and so . as (lcJt)F 
■ (kni,k"2) , we must have k"1 -  k"2 . Hence we get nt -  n2 by the choice 
of nt , n2 . Call this common value n . Now let s be in Fpo* x F ^*  . Then 
there exist r , s in Z such that s -  (kr,k*). We therefore have 
s '  -  (k',l)F(lJi*)F -  (k"M) ( l V )  -  -  s " .
and we are done . #
S 4.3 The adjoint case .
In this paragraph we shall assume that G is a simple algebraic group over 
K of adjoint type ( Lemma 4.3.7. excluded). We shall prove that if the rank of 
G is at least 3 , then every autoprojectivity in F  fixes every subgroup of G 
generated by a semisimple element.
We introduce some notation that we shall use also later on . Let T  be any
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maximal torus of G . We denote by X the character group of T . Therefore X 
is the group of all algebraic homomorphisms from T into K" . X is a free 
abelian group of rank equal the dimension of T  . Let d> be the set of roots 
relative to T . Let B be a Borel subgroup of G  containing T and let n  -  
{a1,...,a(} be the fundamental system of <& relative to the choice of B . As 
we suppose G to be adjoint, we have X -  Zd> .
We consider the map 
T * X —» K“
given by (t ,x) h» X(0 for every t in T and every x “> X .
For every closed subgroup S of T we define S 1 by 
S A -  { X «  X I  x(*) -  1 Vs € S > , 
and for every subgroup A of X we define A a by 
A1  -  { t € T I a(t) -  1 V a  € A } .
It turns out that A1  is a closed subgroup of T  ( [Cjl page 26 ) . We are 
interested in the family of subgroups { S11 S is a subtonis of T  } of X.
Let us denote by A  the set of all subgroups A of X such that X/A 
is torsion free (i.e. X /A is free), and by S  the set of all subtori of T . We 
have the following well known result:
Proposition 4.3.1. The map given by the position A w A x for every A in 
A  , is a bijection of A  onto 5  , its inverse being the map S h S1  for 
every S in S . Also we have 
dim A 1  ■ rank (X/A) 
for every A in X.
Proof: This follows from the fact that for every torus S we have 
dim S -  rank Horn (S,KK) ,
and from the fact that a diagonalizable group S is a torus if and only if 
Horn (S,K") is a free abelian group (iSpl Proposition 2.5.8 ) . #
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Definition 4.3.2. Let I be the set {1.....0 . For every J c I . w e  denote by A, 
the subgroup < a i l i c J > o f X .  •
Proposition 4.3.3. For every subset J of I the group A,x is •  subtorus of T 
of dimension £ -  I J I .
P roof: We have A j -  0  ZOj, and so we get
i«J
X /A | -  e Z o q /e Z o q  » ©Zd* .
H i I* J ic l '
where J '-  I \J  . Therefore Aj lies in A , and so Aj1  is a subtorus of T of 
dimension Z — IJI by Proposition 4.3.1.. •
We shall now introduce some one-dimensional subtori o f T .
Definition 4.3.4. For every i in I we define
T ^ - { t « T  I 0 / 1) .  1 V j a l . j d i } .  ,
Proposition 4.3.5. T0] is a one-dimensional subtorus of T  for every i in I . 
P roof: Let i be in I . We observe that T„. -  A,x . where J -  I \( i)  . Then the 
result follows from Proposition 4.3.3.. #
Proposition 4.3.6. We have T -  Ta i x ... x T0^ .
P roof: Let us consider the direct product T0l x ... x Taj  . This is an 
¿-dimensional torus . If now we consider the map 
x : Tq |  k ... x Tq£ — T
given by ( )  »-» t | ••• tt where tj lies in Ta . for every i in I , then we 
get that x  is an algebraic homomorphism. Let ( t,^..,tt ) be in leer x . By the 
definition of the subtori T ^  , we have
OrCT«]^ ) -  {1} for every r , s in I such that r  4 s .
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Let us fix i in I . We get
l - 0 | ( l ) - a f ( t |~ f c ) - a f ( t i ) .
Therefore we have Oj(tj ) -  1 for every j in I and so we must have t| ■ I , 
as G is adjoint. Hence the algebraic homomorphism k is injective . But 
then it must be also surjective , because dim T -  l  -  dim T0l k ... m TCj  . 
Therefore we have T -  Ta j x ... x Ta j . #
Note : As far as now, we can only say that the decomposition 
T  -  Ta j x ... x T0£ coming from the above proposition , is just of abstract 
groups , because we did not prove that X4 is an algebraic map . In fact this is 
so , and this will come from the following result , that we prove in a more 
general context.
For the moment let us suppose that G is a semisimple algebraic group over 
an algebraically closed field K . Let T  be a maximal torus of G , and 
C Xt—**Xi ) • ( T|»—»Yt) be dual Z-bases resp. of the character group X and 
of the cocharacter group Y of T , in the usual duality X x Y —* Z . Let us 
denote by Ts the subgroup {t € TI Xj(0 -  1 for every j  i } , and by L, the 
subgroup YiOO of T . Then both Tt and Lj are 1 -dimensional subtori of 
T . For every i -  1 , we consider the algebraic homomorphisms
Mi : Tj —» K“ given by Hj(t) -  Xj(0 for every t in Ti t and 
*4 : K“ —* L, given by Xj(k) -  yj(k) for every k in K ".
Then we have
Lemma 4.3.7. With the above notation for every i * 1 ,...,£, we have Ts -  L j, 
and m Jki are one the inverse of the other (in particular they are algebraic 
isomorphisms).
Proof: Let i be in (1.... 0  . We recall that for every x in X and every y  in
Y , we have
k<x'y> -  XYOO for every k in K“ .
Suppose now that x is an element of L*. Then there exists k in K" such that
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x -  YiOO • Thus , for every j 4 i , we get 
*,<*> -  XjTi(k) -  k iX j.r .»  .  k °  -  1 .
so that X lies in Tt . Hence we have L, £  T4 and so Lj -  T; as they are both 
connected . Also we have
XiYi(k) -  k<Xi» Yj > ■ k for every k in K , 
so that XiYi ■ »die* • We observe that Xi » injective , as if t is in ker %i. we 
have X /0 -  1 for every j in (1,...,£} , so that t -  1 . Therefore m is 
bijective , and so we must have m 4 -  \  , which also implies that \  is 
bijective with inverse ^ . #
We now go back to the case when G is simple adjoint over K -  Fp .
Let us denote by ^  the restriction to T0. of the algebraic homomorphism 
(Xj: T —♦ K* . We have the following
Proposition 4.3.8. For every i in I the map ^  is an algebraic isomorphism 
from Tq. onto K" .
Proof : As G is adjoint. ( o , .... a t ) is a 2-basis of X . Therefore we can
find in Y a dual basis ( Yi- .Yt) of ( a , .... a t ) . Then the result comes from
Lemma 4.3.7.. «
We shall denote by Vj the inverse of ¿¿i for every i in I .
Definition 4.3.9. For every i , j  in I such that OfKXj lies in <D , we define 
Sjj -  (A ker a k ) and Ty -  S4j A  ker (aj+aj).
k d
w y
Proposition 4.3.10. Let i , j  be elements of 1 such that Oft-aj lies in <I>. 
Then Ty is a 1 -dimensional subtorus of T .
Proof : Let us denote by Ay the subgroup < a * , a,-KXj I k e I , k 4 i , j  > .
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Then we have
Ay -  (© Za* ) © Z(otfHXj ) .
Hence we get
X/Aÿ ai (Zoti © ZOj ) /  Z(ttj-KXj ) ai Z .
From the definition of Ty , we have Ty -  Ay1 , and so Ty is a 1-dimensional
We shall now show that all the subtori of T previously defined are fixed by 
every element of T . For this purpose we shall use the following
(ker a )*  -  leer a  
for every root a .
Proof : Let a  be a roo t. We note that for every non-trivial u in the root- 
subgroup Xo , we have ker a  -  TAC(u) . For let u be any non-trivial 
element of X^, . There exists a unique k in K\{0} such that u -  Xo(k) . 
Then , for t in T , we have
u -  tuf* 4*  Xa(k) -  xa (a(t)k) *+  a(t) -  1 4*  t c  ker a  .
Hence we have ker a  -  TA C (u).
Fix any non-trivial element u in X,, . By Proposition 4.1.1., we have X*,9
-  XOL, and so there exists a non-trivial 0 in X«, such that < u > 9  -  < Q > . 
Let now s be in k e r o .  As T ^ - T ,  there exists ? in T such that < s >9
-  < s > . The group < u , s > is cyclic .as  0 ul ,1 si ) -  1 . Therefore < Q ,1 >
-  < u , s >9 is cyclic as w ell, and so s lies in C(u) . Hence 1 lies in
TAC(u) « ker a  . We have so obtained (ker a )9 £ ker a  . Similarly we can 
prove (ker a )9* £ ker a , and so we get (ker a )9  -  ker a  . #
Proposition 4.3.12. All the subtori Tq. , Ty previously defined , are fixed 
by every element of T .
Proof : It is enough to obverve that all these subtori are elements of the
subtorus by Proposition 4.3.1..
Let 9  be in T . Then we have
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sublattice of U T)  spanned by die set { ker a  I aed> } , and then use 
Proposition 4.3.11.. #
We introduce , for every i , j  in I such that Oj-KXj lies in , the 
isomorphism
given by the map (a,b) h  V; (a)Vj<b'*) for every a ,b in Kx . py is an 
algebraic isomorphism by Proposition 4.3.8..
We have the following
K "k K". Then , for every i , j  in I such that 0 ,-KXj lies in <I>, we have 
D*! -  Ty .
Proof: It is enough to show that D^i £  Ty , as py is injective, D and Ty are 
1 -dimensional connected algebraic groups, and py is an algebraic map. So let 
a be an element of K*. We have to show that the element 
t ■ Vj (a)Vj(a'1) of T  lies in T y . Let m be in I , m 4 i , j . Then we have 
<*»(Vi (a)) -  (^(Vj (a4)) -  1
as OjnCTop -  {1} for every r  * m . Therefore t lies in Sy . Also we have 
(OfKXj XVj (a)Vj(a ')) -  a,v, (a) a,V, (a-*) 
again because <*,0 *0^  -  {1} for every s + t  . But , for every s in I and for 
every k in K“ , we have a,V,(a) -  S,v,(a) -  a , by the definition of • 
Hence we get
(cq-KXj XO -  otjVj (a) OjVj (a-*) -  aa-1 -  1 .
So t lies in Ty ■ Sy A  ker (Of+Oj) . »
Let now 9  be an element of T . Then , by Proposition 4.1.1., for any 
maximal torus T  of G , we have T*- T and so , by Proposition 4.2.2., as 
the dimension of T  is at least 3 , there exists an automorphism f  of T 
inducing <p on L(T). We are now able to prove the following
Py : KM k K*
Let us denote by D the diagonal {(kjc) I k e Kx} of
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Proposition 4.3.14. Let 9  be in T , and let T  be any maximal torus of O . 
Then any automorphism of T inducing 9  on U J)  is a power- 
automorphism .
Proof: Let f  be an automorphism of T inducing 9  on L(T) . Let t be in 
T . From Proposition 4.3.6., we have T -  Tttl k ... x Ta£ , and so , for every i 
in I , there exists a unique tj in T,*. such that t -  tt — tt . Let us denote by 
kj the element ^(t*) of K* for every i in I , and let Fpa be the subfield of 
K generated by kt . Let also k be a generator of the multiplicative 
group of . From Proposition 4.3.12., we have Ta .9 -  Ta . for every i 
in I , and so we get
Ta .f -  Ta . for every i in I .
Hence , for every i in I , there exists a unique nj in { 1.....p°-l}  such that
V;(k)f -  Vjik"*) . Let now i , j be in I such that 0 ,-KXj lies in <I>. By 
Proposition 4.3.12., we have 
V - T * .
We consider the automorphism fy : T ^  * x T0 . induced by f.
Let us denote by Fy the composite
Py fy Py-1 ! K* X K" -► K" X K" .
where the isomorphisms py are those defined above . Then Fy is an 
automorphism of K* x Kx. We have (K“x{l})p*i -  T ^  , ({l}x Kx)PiJ -  T0j 
by the definition of py and D^J -  Ty by Proposition 4.3.13.. From the fact 
that Ta .f ■ T q . , Ta /  ■ Ta  ^ and Tyf ■ Ty ,  it follows that
(K"x{1})FU -  K*x{l) . ({l)x K")F« -  (I)*  K" and DP*i -  D .
Hence we can apply Lemma 4.2.3. to obtain n in M such that 
(a,b)F*i -  (a,b)n for every a ,b in F ^ * .
We therefore get (k,l)n -  (k,l}F« -  (k ^ l)  and (ljc)" -  (lJc)F« -  (lJc“J). 
It follows that
n4 ■ n ■ nj mod p ° - l  ,
and so ns -  nj by the choice of iij and nj . Hence we have nj -  nj for 
every i , j  in I such that (Xj-KXj lies in O . As the Dynkin diagram of O is
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connected , we conclude that ^  -  nj for every i , j  in I . Call this common 
value n , so that we have
Now we go back to our element t in T . We had t -  tt ••• tt , with q in 
for every i in I , and we denoted by the element ) . There exists 
r t in Z such that Iq ■ Ic** for every i in I . Hence we obtain
of adjoint type G of rank at least 3 . Then we have 
< s > * «  < s >  
for every <p in T .
P roof: Let 9  be in T . There exists a maximal torus T of G such that s lies 
in T . By Proposition 4.2.2. , 4.3.14. , there exists a power-automorphism f  
of T inducing 9  on L(T) . Therefore we have < s > * « < s > f » < s > .  tt
In the next paragraph we shall prove that the same result holds also when G  
is simply-connected.
ft 4.4 The simply-connected case .
In this paragraph we shall always assume that G is a simply-connected 
simple algebraic group of rank at least 3 .
First we introduce some notation .
Let T be any maximal torus of G . We denote by Y the cocharacter group 
of T , i.e. the group Horn (K*,T) of all algebraic homomorphisms of K" into 
T . Let <I> be the set of roots of G relative to T , let B be a Borel subgroup o f
Vj(k)f  -  V,(kn) for every i  in  I .
t -  ••• tj -  V|(kj) Vt (kj) -  V,(kri) ... Vt (kr*).
and so
t f -  v^k*1/  — V,(kr*)f -  vl(k"r*) ... v,(k“ <).  I," ... t," . 1 “ .
Therefore f  is a power-automorphism of T .
Let s be a semisimple element of the simple algebraic group
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G containing T and let IT -  {04....04} be the fundamental system of
relative to the choice of B . For every a  in & there is a unique a v in Y 
such that < a .a v > -  2 in the duality X x Y —» Z ( iSp) 8.1.2., 9.1 J . , 
[C2I page 19 ) . a v is called the coroot corresponding to o  . If we denote by 
Ov the set of coroots , then the map o w a *  defines a bisection between <X> 
and <1>V . It turns out that the set n v -  {a,v,...,alv} is a fundamental system 
of <I>V ( ICjJ page 50). In our case . as G is simply-connected , we have 
Y -  Z<X>V . and so IT' is a Z-basis of Y .
T -  TidC“).« -.« -a iT " ).
Proof: This follows from the fact that there exists an isomorphism 
Y ® K“—» T sending to yOO for every y in Y and every k in K*
( [C2] Proposition 3.1.2.). *
Definition 4.4.2. For every o  in <D , we define Lo» to be the subgroup 
o v(KB) of T. «
Lq* is therefore a 1 -dimensional subtorus of T for every a  in <1>.
Corollary 4.4.3. We have T - L  ,  x - x L  v .
° t at
Proof : This follows from Proposition 4.4.1. , as {a1v,...,(X|V} is a Z-basis 
of Y . «
As we noticed for the decomposition T -  T0l x ... x Ta j  in the adjoint 
case, for the moment we can only say that the decomposition 
T -  L ^ ,  x ... x we got in the previous proposition is of abstract groups . 
In fact this is a decomposition of T as an algebraic group , as this incidentally 
will come from the following argument.
Let (Y|,...,y¿) be any Z-basis of Y . Then we have
We need an explicit bijective algebraic homomorphism from K* into 
for every i in I .
Definition 4.4.4. For every i in I , we denote by ^  the map K* —» L ^v 
given by (^(k) -  C4v(k) for every k in  K*. #
It is then clear that 2^  is an algebraic epimorphism for every i in I . But , 
in view of Lemma 4.3.7., we can say even more .
Proposition 4,4.5. ^  is an algebraic isomorphism for every i in I .
Proof : As G is simply-connected , {a *  «  •  I-basis of Y , and so
we can find in X a dual basis (Xj.... X|J • Then the result
comes from Lemma 4.3.7.. *
For every i , j  in I such that Oj+Oj lies in 4>, we define the map 
Hij: K" « K *  —*  L^„ k La _„ 
by (a,b) »  ^ (a ^ /b )  for every a .b  in K".
Then , by Proposition 4.4.5., Hy is 40 algebraic isomorphism for every i . j 
in I such that Of+Otj lies in <I>.
Proposition 4.4.6. If we denote by D the diagonal { (lcjc) I k 6 K“} of 
K" k K", then , for every i , j  in I such that Oj+Oj lies in <I>, we have 
D^J -  L ,  * .
Proof : F irst we note that 0,-KXj lies in <I> if and only if a ,v+ aJv lies in <DV, 
as we have
< 04,0 /  > * 0 h <  a j,04v > -  0  ( tC?] page 23 ) .
Therefore L ,  v is well defined . But then we have
w : (^ .
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which coincides with D^i by the definition of p y .
We shall now show that all the subtori L v of T  previously defined aie 
fixed by every element of T . For this purpose we shall use the following
Proposition 4.4.7. Let a  be in O . Then we have 
LqV -  TA O C«. .
Proof : L « is a 1 -dimensional torus , and so it is a maximal torus of a
<Xa , X ^>  , which is a simple algebraic group of rank 1 . Let no be any 
representative of the reflection wa  of W -  /f(T )/T  in <Xa , X ^ >  ( [CJ 
page 19). Then we have the Bruhat decomposition 
<*«.X -«>  -  La , X . U  L ^ X ^ X ,  
of <XŒ,X_a> .  But L^v X„ na Xa n  T -  0  , as B n  BnaB -  0  , and so 
we have
T A ^ . X ^ , »  C Tn ( L ^ v  X«) -  L  * .
Hence we get
Lqy -  T A < X ,.X _ > t
as clearly L^» c  TA<Xa , X_a> . #
Proposition 4.4.8. Let a  be in <I>. Then , for every 9  in f , we have
Proof : Let 9  be in T . By Proposition 4.4.7. we have L^y ■
TA<Xa , X ^ >  , and so we get
La ,*  -  T*A <X .,1 X ^’ > -  T A < X „, X ^>  -  La .  ,
by Proposition 4.1 .1 .. «
Let now 9  be an element of T . Then , by Proposition 4.1.1., for any 
maximal torus T  o f G , we have T *- T  and so , by Proposition 4.2.2., as 
the dimension of T  is at least 3 , there exists an automorphism f  of T
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inducing 9  on L (T ) . Wc are now able to prove the following
Let 9  be in r  , and let T  be any maximal torus of G . 
Then any automorphism of T  inducing 9  on L(T) is a power- 
automorphism .
Proof : The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3.14. . The only 
difference is that here , for every i , j  in I such that OfKXj lies in <I>, we 
use the automorphism Vy of K“ » K“ given by the composite fy py4 
(where the isomorphism py is the one defined above , and
: L^v * Lq V —» * L^v is the automorphism induced by f ) .  We
have
• L v and (il)«  K’T ü -  L *
°4 «j
by the definition of and 
D*J -  L * v ,Oi-H^
by Proposition 4.4.6. . From the fact that L /  -  L v , L J
f Oj Oj Oj
L y v ■ L ,  v , it follows that®i +aj °i -HSj
(K“«{l»vü .  K“«{1> , ({«« K")VÜ .  {1}« K" and DVa .  
Then we can proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4.3.14..
Corollary 4.4.10. Let s be a semisimple element of the simple simply- 
connected algebraic group G of rank at least 3 . Then we have 
< s > f  -  < s >  
for every 9  in T .
Proof : Let 9  be in T . There exists a maximal torus T of G such that s 
lies in T . By Proposition 4.2.2., 4.4.9., there exists a power-automorphism 
f of T inducing 9  on L(T). Therefore we have < » > * ■ < » > * - < « > .  #
In the next paragraph we shall deal with the cases left out so far .
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|  4.5 The case when O is neither adjoint nor simply-
connected .
In this paragraph we finally consider the case when G is neither adjoint nor 
simply-connected . Such a group is therefore forced to have rank at least 3 , 
and to have type A( or D( . In particular, the Dynkin diagram of G has only 
single bonds.
Let T be a maximal torus of G . Let X , <I> , II , Y , d>v and n v be 
defined as in the previous paragraph . For every subgroup A of Y we denote 
A" the subtorus < y(K“) I ye  A > of T . A“ is a subtorus as it is closed 
connected . being the union of closed and connected subgroups of T . Note 
we have 
A" -  a,(K ")... «/K")
whenever {a,,...^} is a set of generators of A . We have the following
Proposition 4,5.1. Let A be a subgroup of Y of rank r . Then the dimension 
of A~ is r .  In particular we have 
T -  a , v(K") .. a ,v(K ").
Proof : From the structure theorem of finitely generated abelian groups , there 
exists a Z-basis (Yi.--.Yt) of Y and positive integers nt ,.... n, . such that 
(n1Yi,...,nrYr) is a Z-basis of A . Then we have
T -  Y|(K“) « ~ « Y|CK").
by Proposition 4.4.1. , and so A* -  n1Yi(Kx) x ... x n/y^K*) as K* is 
divisible and nj are non-zero . Hence the dimension of A* is r . In particular,
as a 1v,...,otv are linearly independent. we have rank < a ,v.... a tv > ■  t ,
and so « tv(K") -  o*v(K") -  T  . »
Remark . The decomposition T ■ a 1v(Kx) — a tv(Kx) is in general not a direct 
decomposition of T , as one can see for instance when G has type At . ( It 
is enough to take the non-adjoint, non-simply-connected algebraic group of 
type A3 ) .
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In the following we shall use the same notation we introduced in the 
previous paragraph . Therefore , for every a  in <X> we have the 1- 
dimensional subtorus La* -  a v(K*) of T , and for every i in I , the 
surjective algebraic homomorphism
given by the map COO -  a jV(k) for every k in K*. By Proposition 4.5.1. ,
Htj : K“ x K“ - *  L ^ ,  « L ^ ,
for every i , j  in I such that Of+Oj lies in 0  . In our case we do not know a
by the map (a,b) Ci(»Kj(b) for every a , b in K* , so that is a 
surjective algebraic homomorphism . We shall show that in fact the map pjj is 
injective (hence , in particular, L v L « is a direct product ) . This will allow
°i °j
us to use again Lemma 4.2.3. to show that every autoprojectivity f  in T 
fixes every subgroup of T generated by a semisimple element of G .
Proposition 4.5.2. Let i , j  be elements of I such that a,-HXj lies in d>. 
Then the map jiy is a bijective algebraic homomorphism . In particular C is 
injective for every i in I .
Proof : We already know that ^  is a surjective algebraic homomorphism . We 
shall prove that it is injective . Let (a,b) be in ker ^  . Then , by the definition 
of ptj and of Ci • Cj . wc have a iv(a)aJv(b) -  1 . From the fact that the rank 
of G is at least 3 , and that the Dynkin diagram of G has only single bonds, 
there exists k in I , k 4 i, j  , such that we have one of the following 
subgraphs
L
we have T -  L »... L » 
i «I
. In the previous paragraph we also had the
isomorphism
IL: : K* k  K* L v L »J Oj Oi. V >«4 «J
k * j
•— •— •
k j i
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Without loss of generality , we may suppose we are in the first situation . 
Therefore we have <04  ^ XjV> -  -1 , <0^  ,Ojv> -  0  and <oq ,otjV> -  -1 
( ICJ page 23). We recall that for every r , s  in I we have 
a r(agv(c)) m c<a*'a* > for every c in K*.
We therefore have
1 -  a ^ l )  -  a k(a iv(a)ajv(b)) -  *+ , 
and so we get a -  1 , and consequently ajv(b) -  1 . But then we have
1 -  « , . (1)  -  ttj(ttjV(b ) )  -  b-1 .
which gives b « 1 . Hence we obtain (a,b) -  (1,1) , and p^ is injective . Now 
let i be in I . As the Dynkin diagram of G is connected , there exists j in I 
such that OfKXj lies in <1>. But then we proved that the map p^ is injective , 
and so £i must be injective. #
We now observe that the equation LqV -  T A < X a, X_a> for every a  in 
that we proved in Proposition 4.4.7. , holds independently of the isogeny 
class of G . Hence in our case we still have L^v * -  LqV for every a  in <I>. 
We are now able to prove the following
Proposition 4.5.3. Let 9  be in r  , and let T be any maximal torus of G . 
Then any automorphism of T inducing 9  on L(T) is a power- 
automorphism .
P roof: Let f be an automorphism of T inducing 9  on L fJ) . Let t be in 
T . By Proposition 4.5.1., for every i in I there exists an element q in L^ v 
such that t ■ t | — t | (this decomposition being possibly not unique) . By 
Proposition 4.5.2. , the homomorphism ^  is injective for every i in I , and 
so , for every i in I , there exists a unique lq in Kx such that ^¡(lq) -  q . 
We can now use the same procedure we use in the adjoint and simply- 
connected case . So let F^  be the subfield of K generated by kt ,...jc| . Let 
also k be a generator of the multiplicative group of Fpa . For every i in I ,
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wc have L y *  -  L v , and so L /  -  L * . Therefore , for every i in I ,
°i °4 °i °i
there exists a unique rq in { 1,..., pa— 1} such that ^¡(k/ -  . For every
i , j  in I such that oq-KXj lies in O , we consider the automorphisms 
fy : L ^ v k x  Lq ,  induced by f  , and we denote by Vy the
automorphism jiy fy Py"1 of K* x K ". From the fact that L ^ /  -  L ^v .
L /  -  L « and L v / « L  v Vl it follows that
O j O j O j- H I j  O j+ O j
(K*ic{l})Vii -  K*k{1} . ({1}* K“)Vy -  {1}* K* and DVU -  D 
(where , as usual, D denotes the diagonal of K* x  K* . Note that we still have 
D11*! -  , as we proved in Proposition 4.4.6. for the simply-connected
case) . Hence, by Lemma 4.2.3., and the connectedness of the Dynldn diagram 
of G , we get iq -  nj for every i , j  in I . Call this common value n , so 
that we have
Ci(k)f -  CiCk") for every i in I .
We had t -  t | — tt , with q in L ^ v for every i in I , and we denoted by Iq 
the unique element of K* such that Cj(lq) ■ q . But then , as we showed in the 
proof of Proposition 4.3.14. , there exist rlt..Jt in Z such that Iq -  k1' for 
every i in I . Hence we obtain
t -  t , ... t , -  ; , < k , ) ... ( k , ) .  5 , 0 / 1) . . .  5,  ( k - i ) .
and so
1 '  -  Ci(k'1)f ... C. ( k V  -  5,(k“ i ) ... 5, (k " i) .  t ,* ... t,* - 1 " .
Therefore f  is a power-automorphism of T . •
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In the next paragraph we shall summarise the results so far obtained , and 
we finally deal with unipotent subgroups of G .
S 4.6 The general case .
In this paragraph we prove that if G is a simple algebraic group over K of 
rank at least 3 and if the characteristic of K is not 2 , then the group T 
coincides with the identity subgroup of Aut U.G) , i.e. we have 
Aut L(G) -  A utG .
As we noted before , to show that T ■ {1} , it is enough to show that 
< s >v -  < s > and < u ■ < u >
for every <p in T , every semisimple element s of G and every unipotent 
element u of G . We have already proved the following
Proposition 4.6.1. Let s be a semisimple element of the simple algebraic 
group G . Then , if the rank o f  G is at least 3 , we have 
< s > 9 -  < s >  
for every <p in I".
Proof: This follows from Corollary 4.3.15., 4.4.10. and 4.5.4.. #
We are now interested in the behaviour of subgroups generated by a 
unipotent element under the action of T . We shall make use of the 
classification of unipotent classes of G .
Lemma 4.6.2. Let G be a simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed 
field. Then every unipotent element u of G is conjugate under G to its 
inverse u'1.
Proof : We can give a proof from the classification of unipotent conjugacy 
classes if the characteristic o f the field is 0 or a good prime . So let u be a 
unipotent element of G . From the Bala-Carter theorem ( [CJ Theorem
5.9.6.) and the results of Pommerening ( [PJ , [P2J ) (we recall that the
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classification of unipotent classes is independent of the isogeny class of G ) , 
there exists a Levi subgroup L of G and a parabolic subgroup P of the 
derived subgroup L' of L , such that u lies in the unique conjugacy class C 
of L' such that C o  R.(P) is open and dense in R„(P) flCJ Note on page 
132) . In the following we shall denote by U the unipotent radical RU(P) of 
P . Now we consider the inversion map
e : L'—* L' given by x xA for every x in L '.
This map is an automorphism of affine varieties . Let {Cj (*} be the 
(finite) set of unipotent conjugacy classes of L '. Then e permutes this set, as 
v is u n i p o t e n t v *1 is unipotent, and v ~ v ' «■* v"* W * . Now Cr»U is 
open and dense in U , and so (CriU )-1 must be open and dense in U , as e is a 
homeomorphism of topological spaces .and U 1 -  U . But (CnU )’1 -  C ’n U ' 
“ C 'o U  , hence we must have C"' ■ C ,a s  C is the unique conjugacy class 
C of L' such that Cr»U is open and dense in U , and C  satisfies this 
condition as w ell. Therefore u'1 lies in C , which implies u ~  u‘‘ in L ' . In 
particular u and u 1 are conjugate in G . If p is a bad prime the classification 
of unipotent conjugacy classes may be different ( [Cal 5 5.11 ) . However it has 
been shown by J.N. Spaltenstein (private communication) that u is always 
conjugate to u‘‘ in this case also. #
From the previous important result we get the following
Proposition 4.6.3. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K . Then , for 
every unipotent element u of G , there exists an element g of G such that 
gug'1 -  u'1 and the order of g is a power of 2  .
Proof: Let u be a unipotent element of G . By Lemma 4.6.2., there exists an 
element h of G such that huh'' -  u*1 . Let 2*m be the order of h . with 
21m . Then , if we take g -  hm, we have gug"1 -  u(_1)m ■ u'1, and the order 
of g is 2*. #
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Wc can finally prove
Proposition 4.6.4. Let G be a simple algebraic group over K of rank at least 
3 , and let u be a unipotent element of G . Then , if  the characteristic p of K 
is not 2 , we have
< u >* -  < u > 
for every <p in T .
Proof : By Proposition 4.6.3. , there exists an element g in G such that 
gug'1 -  u'1 and the order of g is a power of 2 . As p ^ 2 , both g and gu 
are semisimple elements of G (note that (gu)2 -  g2 ) . Therefore , from 
Proposition 4.6.1., we have < g >* ■ < g > and < gu >* ■ < gu > for every 
<p in r . Hence we get
< g,u > 9 -  < g, gu >* -  < g, gu > -  < g,u > for every <p in T .
But then we must have < u >* -  < u > for every 9  in T .a s  < u > is the 
unique p-Sylow subgroup of the group < g.u > , and 9  is index- 
preserving . #
We are now able to prove the announced
Theorem 4.6.5. Let G be a simple algebraic group over the field K -  Fp . 
Then , if the rank of G is at least 3 , and the characteristic of K is not 2 , 
every autoprojectivity of G is induced by a unique automorphism of G .
Proof : We already know that it is enough to prove that the subgroup T of 
Aut L(G) coincides with the identity subgroup of Aut L(G) , and 
furthermore that it is enough to show that < s >* -  < s > and < u >* ■
< u > for every 9  in T , every semisimple element s of G and every 
unipotent element u of G . But then this follows from Proposition 4.6.1. and
4.6.4.. #
In the next chapters we shall deal with the case when the rank of G is less 
than 3 .
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Chapter 5 The case rank G  less than 3 .
In the previous chapter we proved that for simple algebraic groups of rank 
at least 3, in odd characteristic , every autoprojectivity is induced by an 
automorphism . We made a crucial use of the hypothesis on the rank to be able 
to use a theorem by Baer . Here we consider groups of rank 1 or 2 . In this 
case the above mentioned theorem by Baer drastically fails . Nevertheless we 
are able to prove the same result we proved for rank G £ 3 , for groups of rank 
1 and of rank 2 , if we exclude the case when G has type A2 .
9 3.1 Simple algebraic groups of rank 1 o r 2  .
We give a description of groups of rank 1 or 2 . First we consider the case 
when G has rank 1. Then there are just two possibilities :
either G is simply-connected , and in this case G is isomorphic as an 
algebraic group to the special linear group SL^OC),
or G is adjoint, and in this case G is isomorphic as an algebraic group to 
the projective general linear group PGL^CK).
Note that the algebraic groups SL^CK) and PGL^CK) are never isomorphic as 
algebraic groups , even when the characteristic of K is 2 , ie . when SL^CK) 
and PGLjOC) are isomorphic as abstract groups .
Suppose now that G has rank 2 . Then G has type A2 , B2 or G2 . If 
G has type A2 or B2 , then there are two possibilities : either G is simply- 
connected or G is adjoint. We have
(A*)* -  SLj(K) and (Aj)«, -  PGLj(K) , 
while
(Bj)«. is the symplectic group Sp4(K) and (B J *  is the projective 
conformal symplectic group PCSp4(K) .
Finally , if  G is the exceptional group of type G2 , then there is only one
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possibility for G , which is both simply-connected and adjoint.
We make the following
Observation 5.1.1. Our aim is to study the group Aut L(G) . But clearly our 
aim will be achieved if we determine the group Aut L(G) where G is any 
abstract group isomorphic to our given algebraic group G . Now , if G is any 
simple algebraic group, there exists an isogeny x  : G —* G ^ , where G ^  is 
the adjoint simple algebraic group of the same type of G . We have ker x  -  
Z(G) , and so G/Z(G) is isomorphic to G— as an abstract group . Note that 
G/Z(G) has in a natural way the structure of an algebraic group (as a quotient 
of an algebraic group over a closed normal subgroup). But G/Z(G) and G^j 
are in general not isomorphic as algebraic groups , as one can see by taking G 
“ SL j(K ), G,,! -  PGl^fK) and K of characteristic 2. Nevertheless we 
have G/Z(G) » G ^  (as abstract groups) and so every autoprojectivity of 
G/Z(G) is induced by an automorphism of G/Z(G) if and only if every 
autoprojectivity of G ^  is induced by an automorphism of G ^ . #
In view of the previous observation , we introduce the abstract groups
PSLj(K) -  SLjiKj/ZfSLjflC) and PSp4(K) -  Sp4(K)/Z(Sp4(K)) .
Hence we have
PGLjiK) -  ( A ^  a  PSLj(K) and PCSp4(K) -  (B j)* «  PSp4(K) . 
as abstract groups.
S 5.2 The case rank G -  1 .
In this paragraph we consider groups of rank 1 . Therefore either G is 
isomorphic to S I^K ) or to PGLj(K). We shall first determine the group
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Aul LfPSL^K)) and so , by Observation 5.1.1. , we shall automatically 
determine the group Aut LiPGLjOC)). We recall the following result by C. 
Metelli ( cf. [ Mt] ) .
Let q -  p* , where p is a prime and f is any natural number . Then , if q is at 
least 4 , for every projectivity x of the simple group PSLjCq) onto a group 
H , there exists a unique isomorphism o  : PSL^q) —* H inducing x .
We can now prove
Theorem 5.2.1. Let <p be an autoprojectivity of PSLjOC) . Then there exists a 
unique automorphism of PSLjOC) inducing 9 .
Proof : Let us denote by Z the centre of SLjflC) . For every n in II . we 
denote by Gn the finite subgroup SL2(pn!)/Z  of PSL^K) (This matches a 
definition we gave in chapter 2). Then Gn coincides with PSL2(pn!) for every 
n in N . We have
G„ £ GIM.l for every n in I I , and
U GB -  PSLjCK) . 
naM
For every n in M , we consider the restrictions 
9 n : U G J  —► L(Gn*) induced by 9
Therefore , for every n in N . 9n is a projectivity of G„ onto Gn* , and so, 
by Metelli's result, for every n -  2,3,..., there exists a unique isomorphism 
a „ :G n - . G n*
inducing 9„ . Let n be in I I , n 2  2 . We have 
Gn°* » 1 -  Gn* * 1 -  Gn* -  Gn^ ,
so we can define (5„ : G„ —> G j  by the rule g^" -  g“1**1 for every g in 
G „. Then ^  is an isomorphism between G„ and Gn* inducing 9„ . 
Therefore we must have £„ « a,, by the uniqueness of <x„ . Hence we have 
g°n = g0"*1 for every g in Gn , 
for every n in N , n 2  2 . This enables us to define the map 
a  : PSLjiK) -► PSLjCK)
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by g° -  g0” for g in PSL2(K) , where n is any natural number greater 
than 1 such that g lies in Gn . a  is clearly an injective homomorphism, ^  
it is also surjective , as U Gn9 “  V  Gn9 -  (V  Gn)9  -  PSLjfK).
new  n«N  n«N
Hence a  is an automorphism of PSLjfK) .L e t X be a finite subgroup of 
PSL^fK). Then there exists n in N ,n 2 2 ,  such that X £ Gn . We have
x ° -  x “ -  -  x*" -  x * .
This is enough to say that a  induces <p , as every subgroup of PSLjCK) is 
the union of a family of finite subgroups of PSL^fK) .
Uniqueness of a  follows from the fact that the group of power- 
automorphisms of a perfect group is the identity group. #
We have therefore also proved that if G is a simple adjoint algebraic group 
of rank 1 over K , then every autoprojectivity of G is induced by a unique 
automorphism of G , i.e.
A utL(G )- A u tO .
We shall now consider the other possibility for groups of rank 1 , i.e. the case 
when G -  SL^fK) . We need some preliminary results .
Proposition 5.2.2. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over K . 
Then we have 
Z (O f  -  Z(G)
for every autoprojectivity <p of G .
Proof : The result is trivial if G is abelian . So assume G is not abelian . Let 
q> be in Aut L (G ). By Proposition 2.2.5. , <p permutes the set of all Borei 
subgroups of O . and so we gel Z(G)’  -  Z(G) , as Z<Q) is Ihe intersection 
of all Borei subgroups of G ( [ Hu) ex. 2 page 162) . #
Lemma 5.2.3. Let H be the abelian 2-group <y> x <o> , where y has order 
2a  with a  £  1 , and o  is an involution . Then we have
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Frat (H) ■ <y2> .
Proof: This follows immediately from the fact that the three maximal subgroups 
of H are <y> , <ya> and <y2> x <o> . #
We now prove a lemma of which we shall make use also in the case when 
G has type B2 .
Lemma 5.2.4. Let G be one of the groups SLjdC), Sp4(K ). Suppose 9  is 
an autoprojectivity of G fixing every subgroup of G containing the centre of 
G . Then 9  is the identity .
Proof: Let us denote by Z the centre of G . If the characteristic p of K is 2, 
then we have Z -  {1} and so there is nothing to prove . So let p * 2 . Then Z 
is cyclic of order 2 . To show that 9  ■ 1 , it is enough to show that <x>* -  
<x> for every element x of G of prime-power order . So let x be an 
element of G of order r° , where r is a prime, and a  2 1 . If r  is odd , then 
<x> is the unique r-Sylow subgroup of <x,Z> . Hence we must have 
<x>?  -  <x>
as , by hypothesis <x,Z><p -  <x,Z> , and 9  is index-preserving . Now let r
-  2 . We have two cases . If <x> ^  Z , then we have <x> 9 -  <x> by 
hypothesis . Otherwise we have <x> £ Z . There exists a maximal torus T of 
G containing x , as x is a semisimple element of G . As T  is a divisible 
group , there exists y in T such that y2 -  x . We have
<y> £ Z , as otherwise <x> i  Z (recall that a i l ) .  Hence the group <y,Z>
-  <y> x Z satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2.3., and so we get
Frat (<y,Z>) -  <y2> -  <x>.
But then we have
<x> 9 -  (Frat (<y,Z>))<p -  Frat (<y,Z>*) -  Frat (<y,Z>) -  <x> , 
as the Frattini subgroup is clearly an invariant under projectivities. #
We can now prove the following
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Proposition 5.2.5. Let <p be an autoprojectivity of SL^fK). Then there exists a 
unique automorphism of SL^QC) inducing <p.
Proof : Let us denote by Z the centre of SLjCK) . Suppose first that the 
characteristic p is 2 . Then we have Z -  {1} , and so SI^OC) -  PSLjfK) . 
Hence the result follows from Theorem 5.2.1.. So let us assume p ^ 2 . By 
Proposition 5.2.2. , we have Z* -  Z  , and so we can define the 
autoprojectivity $  of PSLjCK) by the rule 
(X/Z)f  -  x * /z  ,
for every subgroup X of SL^fK) containing Z . By Theorem 5 2 .1 ., there 
exists an automorphism a  of PSL^CK) inducing $ .  Also, from the structure 
of the group Aut PSL^K) ( [ D] > . there exists an automorphism a  of 
SLjfK) inducing fi on PSLj(K) . We therefore have
X* -  X ° for every subgroup X of SLjfK) containing Z .
Let us denote by y  the autoprojectivity yia"*)* of SLjflC). Then we have 
X¥  -  X for every subgroup X of SL^K) containing Z , and so , by 
Lemma 5.2.4., we get y  -  1 . Hence we obtain <p -  a* . Uniqueness follows 
again from the fact that SL^QC) is a perfect group. •
We can now summarize the previous results in the following
Corollary 5.2.6. Let G be a simple algebraic group of rank 1 over K . Then 
every autoprojectivity of G is induced by a unique automorphism of G.
Proof : This follows from Theorem 52.1. , Observation 5.1.1. and 
Proposition 5.2.5.. #
Therefore, for every simple algebraic group of rank 1 over K , we have 
Aut L(G) -  Aut G (identifying the groups Aut G and (Aut G)* ) . In 
particular we can now say that Corollary 3.4.15. of Chapter 3 , holds also 
when the rank of G is 1 (with T -  {1} by Proposition 3.4.10. ) .
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Remark . For simple algebraic groups of rank 1 over K we did not restrict our 
attention to odd primes (we did so in the case of groups of rank at least 3).
§ 3.3 The case rank O  -  2  .
We finally consider the case when G has rank 2 . We shall show that if the 
characteristic p is not 2 , then we still have Aut LQG) -  Aut G if  G has 
type B2 or G2 . We shall deal with the case A2 in the next chapter.
From the results we got in Chapter 3 , we only have to prove that the 
subgroup r  of Aut U.G) coincides with the identity subgroup of 
Aut U.G) . We recall that T is the subgroup of all autoprojectivities of G 
fixing every parabolic subgroup of G . In this paragraph we shall use the 
notation r(G ) instead of T to specify directly the dependence of T  on G . 
We shall make use of the following result, which we prove in a more general 
context.
Lemma 5.3.1. Let G be a simple simply-connected algebraic group , and let 
T be a maximal torus of G . Suppose there exists an element n in .V(T) 
such that
sn -  s'1 for every s in T .
Then n2 lies in the centre of G .
Proof : We first prove that n2 lies in the centre of / i (T ) . Let x be any 
element of /f (T ) . For every s in T we have
,« "» • . -  d * v  -
and so x 'nxn-' lies in C(T) -  T  . Therefore we have nx -  x'Hnmln -  hn , 
where we denote by h the element x 'nxn'1 of T . Then we get 
(n2)x -  (nx)2 -  hnhn -  n n ’hnhn -  nh'hn -  n2 .
Hence n2 lies in the centre of /f(T ) . Let us denote by Z the centre of 
#(.T ) . We shall now prove that Z lies in Z(G) . Let X be the character 
group Horn (T, K*) of T . We know that Z(G) coincides with the subgroup 
{ s€T I a(s) -  1 Vae<l>} of T ( Chapter 1), where <D is the set of roots of
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G relative to T  . We can make W act on X by the rule (w,x)»  w(x), for 
every w in W  and every x in X , where w(x) is the character defined by 
the map (w(x))(s) -  x(sw) for every s in T ( Chapter 1). For every o  in O 
let wa and a* be respectively the reflection and the coroot associated to a . 
It results
wa(x) -  x -  <x,a¥> a  for every x in X ( IC2] page 1 9 ) , 
where < ,  > : X x Y—♦ Z is the usual duality between X and the cocharacter 
group Y of T . As G is simply-connected , for every root a , the coroot 
a v lies in some Z-basis of Y , and so there exists a character x of T such 
that <x,av> ■ -1 . Therefore we have 
w0(x) ■ x -  <x,a¥> a  -  x + a ,
which leaves us with a  -  wa(x)- x . Hence every root a  is of the form 
a  -  w(x)- x for some w in W and x in X .
We now note that Z is contained in T , as we have
z -  z ( W ) ) *  * c b c n -  t .
We can then consider the subgroup Zx-  { x e  X I x(s) - 1  V s e Z } of X . 
Let w be any element of W and let x be any element of X . We prove that 
w(x)- x lies in Z x . So let s be in Z . We have to show that (w(x)- x)(s) -  
1 . But s in Z  implies sw-  s , and so we get (w(x)- xX*) -  x(sws‘l) -  
x(ss ') -  1 . It follows that every root a  lies in Z x and so we obtain 
a(s) -  1 for every a  in and every s in Z .
But this means that every element s of Z lies in Z (G ). In particular n2 lies 
in Z (G ). »
Lemma 5.3.2. Let G be an adjoint simple algebraic group whose Weyl group 
has a non-trivial centre . Then , for every maximal torus T of G , there exists 
an involution o  of G such that 
s ^ - s -1
for every s in T .
Proof : We first make an observation . Let G be any simple algebraic group , 
and let T  be a maximal torus of G . Let W •  /f (T ) /T  be the Weyl group
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and X be the character group of T . The centre of W has order 1 or 2 . 
Suppose we are in the second case . Then the non-trivial element of Z(W) is 
the longest element w0 of W , and we have w<>(x) -  -x  for every x in X, 
under the same action of W on X we considered before ( [ Bo] corollary on 
page 146). Therefore we get
(w0(x))(s) -  x(s ’) for every s in T and every x in X .
But by the definition of w0(x) , we have (wq(x))(s)  -  x(sw°) and so we obtain 
x(swo s) -  1 for every s in T  and every x in X . This implies that sw° s -  1 
for every s in T  , as the identity is the unique element of T  fixed by every 
character of T . Hence we have 
swo -  s'1 for every s in T .
We now go back to the proof of the proposition .L e t Gj be the simply- 
connected covering of G , and let ic : Gj —♦ G be the associated isogeny . 
Then we have ker x -  Z(Gt) , as G is adjoint. Let T be a maximal torus of 
G , and let us denote by T , the maximal torus W,(T) of Gt . The Weyl group 
Wt -  JTCTO/Ti is isomorphic to the Weyl group W -  /f (T )/T  of G , and 
so its centre is non-trivial. By the previous observation , we have sw° -  s'1 
for every s in Tl t  where w0 is the longest element of W ,. Let n be any 
representative of w0 in /fC T j). Then we get sn -  s'1 for every s in Tt , 
from which it follows also that n2 lies in Z(Gt) by Lemma 5.3.1.. If now we 
take o  to be the image of n under x , we get 
s° -  s"1 for every s in T ,
and a 2-  1 as ZiGt) -  ker x . #
We start now to prove that T(G) is the identity by proving the following
Proposition 5.3.3. Let G be an adjoint simple algebraic group of rank 2 over 
K . If the characteristic of K is not 2 ,  then for every <p in r(G ) we have 
<o>* -  <o>
for every involution o  of G .
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Proof : Let <p be in r (G ) , and let o  be any involution of G . As p 4 2 , a  
is semisimple , and so there exists a maximal torus T of G containing o . Let 
II -  {alf otj} be a fundamental system for the set of roots of G relative to the 
choice of T . With the notation we introduced in $ 4.3 , we have 
T - T a i «Ta 2 .
We recall that T,,. is a one-dimensional subtorus of T for every i ■ 1, 2 . 
Therefore , being isomorphic to KM, has a unique involution Xj for every 
i ■ 1. 2 . By Proposition 4.3.12., <p fixes both TQl and T ,^ , and so we must 
also have <X|>* ■ <Tj> and <t2>,p -  <Xj> as <p is index-preserving . 
Then we get <x1,x2>^ -  < tl,X2> t from which it follows .
But then we conclude by observing that a  must coincide with xt or x2 or
X,Xj .
Proposition 5.3.4. Let G be an adjoint simple algebraic group of type B2 or 
G2 over the field K of characteristic not 2 . Let <p be in T(G) . Then we 
have
<s>* -  <s>
for every semisimple element s of G.
Proof: Let s be a semisimple element of G , and let T  be a maximal torus of 
G containing s . As G has type B2 or G2 , the centre of the Weyl group of 
G is non-trivial. Therefore, by Lemma 5.3.2., there exists an involution o  in 
G such that t° -  t*1 for every t in T . In particular we have s° -  s'1. We 
consider the dihedral group <s,o> . Being generated by involutions, this group 
is therefore fixed by 9 , by Proposition 5.3.3.. If now s has order 2 , then we 
conclude by Proposition 5.3.3. . Otherwise <s> is the unique maximal cyclic 
subgroup of <s,o> , and therefore it must be fixed by 9  , as 9  fixes <s,o>. #
For the behaviour of unipotent subgroups under the action of T(G ), we 
can use the result we proved in Chapter 4 concerning the classification of 
unipotent conjugacy classes. We therefore have the following
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Proposition 5.3.5. Let G be an adjoint simple algebraic group of type B2 or 
G2 over the field K of characteristic not 2 . Let <p be in r(G ) . Then we 
have
<u>* -  <u>
for every unipotent element u of G .
Proof: We can use the same proof of Proposition 4.6.4.. #
We are now able to state
Theorem 5.3.6. Let G be an adjoint simple algebraic group of type B2 or G2 
over the field K of characteristic not 2 . Then every autoprojectivity o f G is 
induced by a unique automorphism of G .
Proof : We know that this is equivalent to prove that T(G) -  {1} . This then 
follows from Proposition 5.3.4. and 5.3.5.. #
Let us now consider the simply-connected case . As we already observe 
that the simply-connected simple algebraic group of type G2 is also adjoint, 
we only have to deal with the simply-connected group of type B2 , i.e. with 
the symplectic group Sp4(K ).
Proposition 5.3.7. Let G be the group Sp4(K) over the field K of 
characteristic not 2 . Then every autoprojectivity of G is induced by a unique 
automorphism of G .
Proof : It is enough to show that T(G) -  (1) . So let q> be in T(G) . We 
consider the isogeny ji : G —* G ^j. Then k induces an abstract isomorphism 
li between G/Z(G) and G ^ (see also Observation 5.1.1.). We also recall that 
K induces a bijection between the set of parabolic subgroups of G and the set 
of parabolic subgroups of G ^  (Corollary 21.3C and Proposition B on page 
148 in [ Hu) ) . By Proposition 5.2.2. , we have Z(G)*« Z(G), and so we can 
define the autoprojectivity 9  of G/Z(G) by the rule 
(X/Z(G))f  -  X */Z(G ),
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for every subgroup X of G containing Z(G) . If we denote by y  the 
projectivity of G/Z(G) onto G— induced by the isomorphism p , then we 
can define the autoprojectivity y  of G^j by the map y  -  Y 'tyy . From the fact 
that 9  lies in T(G) , it follows that y  lies in r(G *j). But then we must have 
y  ■ 1 , by Theorem 5.3.6., and so we are left with $ -  1 . Hence we get
(X/Z(G))f  -  X/Z(G) ,
for every subgroup X of G containing Z(G ), and so we have X*- X for 
every subgroup X of G containing Z(G) . But then we must have <p -  1 , 
by Lemma 5.2.4.. #
We can now summarize the previous results in the following
the field K of characteristic not 2 . Then every autoprojectivity of G is 
induced by a unique automorphism of G .
Proof : This follows from Theorem 5.3.6. , Observation 5.1.1. and
In the next chapter we shall deal with the case left out in the discussion so 
far developed , i.e. the case when G has type A2 .
Let G be a simple algebraic group of type B2 or G2 over
Proposition 5.3.7.. »
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Chapter 6  The case w hen G  has type A 2 .
In the previous chapters we proved that if O is a simple algebraic group 
over K , where K has odd characteristic , then every autoprojectivity of G is 
induced by a unique automorphism of G if O is not of type Aj . In this 
chapter we shall prove that the case when G has type A j is indeed an 
exceptional one . In fact we shall show that for the group G -  SLjCF^). the 
corresponding group T of exceptional autoprojectivities of G is non-trivial. 
Therefore every non-trivial element of T will be an autoprojectivity of G not 
induced by any automorphism of G .
We shall make use of a result obtained by H. Vdlklein for the finite groups 
SL3(q) in [V,1. Unfortunately we found a mistake in the proof of this result, 
and in fact we could exhibit a counterexample showing that Proposition 3 and 
the following corollary in [Vl] are not correct. Nevertheless we were able, by 
modifying the assumptions , to show that the thesis stated in the above 
mentioned proposition is still valid ( [Csj] ) . In the next paragraph we shall 
construct the above mentioned counterexample.
5 6.1 The group SLjCCT) is strongly lattice determined .
First we give some notation that we shall use in this and in the next 
paragraph . By G we shall denote the group SLj(q) unless otherwise 
specified .where q is a power of a prime p . We shall denote by U thegroup 
of upper uni triangular matrices of G , and by T  die group of diagonal matrices 
of G . We also define the following three subgroups of U by
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U |, U2 and U3 arc the usual root-subgroups of G .
Wc recall Proposition 3 and the following corollary in [Vjl.
Prppositipn ? . Let G be one of the groups SL^q) , SU3(q ), and let X be an 
autoprojectivity of the group T of diagonal matrices of G . Then X can be 
extended to an autoprojectivity of G fixing every p-subgroup of G and 
commuting with the inner automorphisms of G , if the following holds:
(i)  . X commutes with the action of *V(T)/T;
(ii) . X fixes every subgroup of T  which is fixed by a non-trivial element 
of W ) / T ;
(iii) . X Axes every 2-subgroup and every 3-subgroup of T ;
(iv) . X fixes every subgroup of T which does not act irreducibly on each 
of the groups Uj for i -  1,23 .
Corollary. The group T of exceptional autoprojectivities of SL^ip1) is not 
trivial if there exists a prime £ 2 1 1  such that pf ■ 1 mod t  , pr # 1 mod 12 
and p* # 1 mod l  for every s such that 0 < s < f .
We shall show that the group S 1^(27) is strongly lattice determined , so 
that the corollary is not correct as one can see by taking p -  3 , f  -  3 and the 
prime t  to be equal 13 . Also we shall construct a family o f non-trivial 
autoprojectivities of T satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 3 , but which of 
course cannot be extended to autoprojectivities of the whole G fixing every 3- 
subgroup of G (and commuting with the inner automorphisms of G ).
So let G -  SL}(27). G is a simple group , and so we already know that to 
show that G is strongly lattice determined , it is enough to show that every 
autoprojectivity of G is induced by an automorphism ( Chapter 1). We define 
r  to be the group of all autoprojectivities of G fixing every 3-Sylow 
subgroup of G . This matches the definition we gave in Chapter 3 . Identifying
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Aut G with the subgroup of autoprojectivities of G induced by 
automorphisms , we have, by Proposition 2 in |V jl,
Aut L(G) ■ r  x  Aut G .
To show that G is strongly lattice determined , it will be enough to prove that 
r  is the identity subgroup of Aut L(G ).
From the corollary on page 11 of [V2] , to prove that T -  {1} we only 
need to show that X* ■ X for every subgroup X of T  and every 9  in T . 
In our case T is isomorphic to x C j* , and so , by Lemma 1 in [V21, it is 
enough to show that every 9  in T  fixes every subgroup of order 13 of T . 
Let M  be the set of the 14 subgroups of order 13 of T . If we male* the 
Weyl group W -  /f (T )/T  act naturally on M  , we get four orbits , of 
which two have three elements, one has two elements and one has six elements. 
Let us call this last orbit E . We now fix an element 9  of T . As we 
showed in [Cs2] , 9  fixes every subgroup of T which lies in the orbits with 
two or three elements . To prove that the same holds for the elements of E , 
we need a description of these subgroups . Let u be a fixed element of order 
13 in Fj," , let e be the element diag(u, u10, u2 ) o f T , and E -  <e> . 
Then E lies in E and for every E' in E there exists a unique w in W 
such that E' ■ Ew. Let now P be the following subgroup of the group of 
. upper-uni triangular matrices
From a direct calculation , it follows that E is contained in / f ( P ) , and even 
that E is the unique subgroup in E satisfying this condition . Also, we 
observe that E* lies in E , as 9  is index preserving and we already know 
that it fixes all the subgroups of order 13 of T not in E . Now P is the 
unique 3-Sylow subgroup of the group EP , thus P* is the unique 3-Sylow 
subgroup of <E*, P*> . Hence we get
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E* S X(P").
Finally , as by Proposition 1 in [V2I p  is fixed by 9 , we are left with 
E* $  /f(P ) , which gives E* -  E , since E is the unique subgroup in B 
contained in «Af(P). If now E' is any element of B , we just need to take 
any g in <Af(T) such that E' -  E* , and apply the previous argument to the 
groups E' and P* . Thus V is the identity group , and G is strongly lattice 
determined.
Now we shall construct for every w in W an autoprojectivity <pw of T 
satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3 in tVtl . So let w be a fixed 
element of W . We define 9W to be the identity on the 2-subgroups of T 
and on the subgroups of order 13 which lie in orbits of length two or three of 
X  . If E' is any element in B , there exists a unique p in W such that E' 
■ Ep . We then put 
E'*w -  Ewp.
There exists a unique way to extend <pw to an autoprojectivity of T . From a 
direct calculation it is possible to show that, for every w in W , <pw satisfies 
the conditions (i).-(iii). of Proposition 3 ( and also that few every 9  in Aut 
LiT) satisfying (i).-(iii). of Proposition 3 there exists a unique w in W 
such that 9  -  9W) • From the fact that 13 does not divide 3r- l  for r -  1 or 
2 , it follows that 9W satisfies also condition (iv).. Therefore we can say that 
for every non trivial w in W we have a non trivial autoprojectivity 9W of T 
which satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3 , but which does not fit with 
the thesis , because we already know that T -  {1}. Besides , by taking the 
prime l  equal 13 , we see that G represents a counterexample also for the 
corollary following Proposition 3 in(Vil.
The point is that if X satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3 , X is a 
subgroup of T not fixed by X and P is a p-subgroup of SL(3,p,>) such that 
X £ /f(P ) , then condition (iv). is not enough to guarantee that Xx £ / f (P) 
( step 3 in the proof of Proposition 3). In the following paragraph we are going 
to modify the content of condition (iv)..
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i  6.2 A procedure for extending autoprojectivities o f  the 
group of diagonal matrices o f SL}(q) to the whole of
L(SL,<q>).
We keep the same notation we introduced in the previous paragraph , so that 
G will always denote the group SL^Cq) . Also , just for this paragraph we 
shall denote by K the field Fq . If F is a subfield of K , we denote by T(F) 
the subgroup of T whose elements have entries in F .
Let s -  diag(X, n, v) be an element of T . Then we p u t:
0 ,(» >  -  , OtjCs) .  HV-* ,  O j ( f )  -  XV* ( -  O i(s ) tt2 (s ) )  •
We shall just write oq for <Xj(s) when there is no ambiguity . Also .fo r i ■ 1, 
2, 3 , we denote by P|(s) the minimum polynimial of CXj(s) over Fp . Again 
we will just write p; for Pj(s) when there is no ambiguity .
Definition 6.2.1. We say that an element s in T satisfies (•) if
(i). I s I -  I Oj(s)l for every i -  1 , 2 , 3 ;  (which implies that deg P| ■ 
deg pj for every i, j  -  1 ,2 ,3 ) ;
(u). Pi Pj for every i * j  .
We say that an element s in T satisfies (•*) if nsn'1 satisfies (*) for 
every n in MXD  • »
Suppose that s is an element of T  satisfying (•) . Then we have 
Fp(aj) -  Fp(a2) -  Fp(o3) -  Fpn .
where n is the degree of the P i '% . We shall denote this subfield of K by 
F(s) , and simply by F if there is no ambiguity .
We shall aim to show that for any p-subgroup P of G , and every
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element 5 of T  satisfying (*•) we have T(F(s)) £  ZfÇP) . The next few 
propositions will be devoted to a proof of this fact.
Proposition 6.2.2. Let s be an element of T satisfying (*). Then the map 
FpDfl -» F s F i F
given by
6 K  (0(0!). 0(02), 0(0,))
is a suijective Fp-  algebra homomorphism.
Proof : It is clear that 'F is an F p-  algebra homomorphism. To show that is 
suijective we observe that condition (*) implies that ker 4* -  (Ui U2 H3) • 
Hence we have an induced Fp-  algebra monomorphism 
♦  : FpIXl /  Oit u j uj) -♦ F i F x F  . .
But now FpDC] /(U1M2M3) and F x F x F are both Fp-spaces of dimension 
3n , where n is deg m . Hence NK is an isomorphism, and Hf is suijective .#
We now consider the three monomorphisms Xj : K -a U defined by
for every k in K .
We therefore have the commutator formula
X2(b)x!(a) -  x,(a)x2(b)x3(ab) for every a. b in K .
A lso, from the fact that Imx; , for i -  1 ,2 ,3 , are exactly the three root- 
subgroups of G relative to T  contained in U , for every u in U there 
exists a unique 3-tuple ( a. b. c ) with a. b, c in K such that 
u -  x,(a)x2(b)x3(c ) .
In the following we fix an element u in U and hence three elements a, b, c of 
K  such that u -  x1(a)x2(b)x3(c) .
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Proposition 6.2.3. For every n in Z there exists h(n) in Z such that 
un -  x,(na)x2(nb)x3(nc+h(n)ab) .
Proof: We can take h(n) -  0  if n -  0 , 1 ;  h(n) -  n(n+l)/2 if n i  2 and 
h(n) -  (-n+lK~n+2)/2 if n < 0 .  The result then comes by induction . #
We now fix s in T such that s satisfies (•) .
Proposition 6.2.4. Let 8 be an element of Fp[X]. Then there exists y  in F 
such that
* i (6(Oi )a)x2(<Ka2)b)x3(8(tt3)c+'yab)
lies in <u><*>.
Proof : We use induction on deg8 . Suppose deg© -  0  , then 0 ■ k lies in 
Fp . Choose n in Z such that n n k  under the natural map x  : Z -* K given 
by m h* m .lK for every m in Z . Then, from Proposition 6.2.3., there 
exists h(n) in Z such that
u" ■ xt(na)x2(nb)x3(nc+h(n)ab) .
But then x 1(ka)x2(kb)x3(kc-Kh(n).lK)ab) -  un lies in <u><1> , k -  8(0 ^ 
for every
i -  1 ,2 ,3  and h(n).lK is in F . So now assume the result for all 0 in Fp 
such that deg© i r  and let 8 be of degree r+1. Then we have 
8 -  8 ' + k ^ jX **1 .
where 8 ' has degree £ r , and k ^ , is in Fp . Then , by induction , there exists 
Y  in F such that
v -  x1(©'(a,)a)x2(0'((x2)b)x3(8 '(a3)c+yab) 
lies in <u><*>. Choose n ^  in Z such that xin^.,) -  k^.,, and let 
w -  ( s ^ u s -*'*1))"1*1 .
Then w lies in <u><*>. Also we have
w -  x1(nM.1o 1^»a)x2(nM.lo^^»b)x3(nM.la 3^»o+h(nrfl)a 3^ iab) 
as a 3 -  a t0 2  •
Let y" -  h(nr+1) a 3r+1» s° that y" is in F . Consider now the element vw,
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which is in <u><*> . Using the commutator formula, we have
vw - x1((8' ( a , ) « v 1i 1'*l)a)x2((e'(aj>«vtlo /* l)b).
*3((8'(04>Mi„1o ç r 1)c -K y+ y« i„ 1a ,~ 'e '( a 2))ab),
which gives the result we want. by defining
y -  V + y  + tv ttt^ te 'fo i)
and noting that
e ’(Oi) + n,t l a l'*i .  8(0 ;)
for every i -  1 , 2 ,3  . #
Proposition 6.2.5. For every A , B , C in F there exists k in F such that 
x t ( Aa)x2(Bb) x3 (Cc+kab) 
lies in <u><*>.
Proof : By Proposition 6.2.2., there exists 0 in Fp[X] such that 
©(at) -  A , 6(02) -  B and 6 (0 3) -  C .
Then , by Proposition 6.2.4., there exists y in F such that 
x i (0(a  t )a)x2( 0 (a2 )b)x3 (0 ( a 3 )c+yab)
lies in <u><*>. So we just need to take k ■ y  to get the result. «
Proposition 6.2.6. Let D be in F .  Then 
x3(Dab)
lies in <u><*>.
Proof : Suppose we have . $ 2 • C . C' in K and let 
y -  X jf c ^ x ^ x j io  . y' -  x & M M M O  .
Then we have
yyM -  «i« i)x2K2)xj(C) x jC -O u rf-W * ,« ,)  -  xjiC-O
as Im X3 ■ Z(U) .
We apply this to the following situation.
Let A , A ', B , B' be elements o f  F . From Proposition 6.2.S. there exist k , 
k' in F such that
v -  x j (Aa)x2(Bb)x3(kab) and w -  xi(A'a)x2(B'b)x3(k'ab)
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are both in <a><*>. Then vw and wv are both in <u><*> , and we have 
v w -  x1((A+A')a)x2((B+B')b)x3((k+k'+A'B)ab) , 
wv -  xt((A+A')a)x2((B+B')b)x3((k+k'+AB')ab) .
Hence x3((A'B-AB')ab) -  (vwKwv)*1 lies in <u><*> .
Finally .ifw e le t A’ - D . B - l . A - B ' - O .  then we obtain that x3(Dab) 
lies in <u><*>, as we wanted. #
Proposition 6.2.7. Let A , B , C , D be elements of F . Then
x t( Aa)x2(Bb)x3(Cc+Dab) 
lies in <u><s>.
P roof: From Proposition 6.2.5., there exists k in F such that 
v  -  xj(Aa)x2(Bb)x3(Cc+kab)
lies in <u><*> . Then take k' -  D -  k and apply Proposition 6.2.6. to obtain 
that
w -  x3(k'ab) is in <u><s>. Hence 
x t (Aa)x2(B b)x3 (Cc+Dab) -  vw
lies in . #
We are now able to state the result that we shall use in the final step.
Lemma 6.2.8. Let s be an element of T satisfying (•) . If  P is a subgroup 
of U such that s lies in /T(P), then T(F(s)) is contained in / f ( P ).
P roo f: Let t be in T(F(s)), i.e. t -  diag(X\ v*) .  with A\ v* in F (s). 
Then , if  u -  x1(a)x2(b)x3(c) lies in P , we have 
tuf* -  x1(X'pM*)x20iV-|b)x3(X'vMc ) ,
which is in <v><*> by Proposition 6.2.7. . Hence , for every u in P and 
every t in T(F(s)), we have 
tut’* e  <u><s> £ P ^  -  P .
So for every t in T(F(s)) we have P* ^ P , which implies that T(F(s)) is 
contained in P ) . „
We are now in the position to prove the following statement , which
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represents the announced modification of Proposition 3 in [V,]
Proposition 6.2.9. Let O  be one of the groups SL^Cq) , SU3(q) where q is a 
power of a prime p . Let X be an autoprojectivity of the group T  of diagonal 
matrices of G . Then X can be extended to an autoprojectivity of G fixing 
every p-subgroupof G and commuting with the inner automorphisms of G , 
if the following holds
(i) . X commutes with the action of /f (T )/T ;
(ii) . X fixes every subgroup of T which is fixed by a non-trivial element 
of W ) / T ;
(iii) . X fixes every 2 -subgroup and every 3-subgroup of T ;
(iv*>. if s is a prime power order element of T not satisfying (**) , then 
X fixes the subgroup generated by s .
Proof : We shall prove that if P is a p-subgroup of G normalized by a 
subgroup X of T , then also X* and X* normalize P . It is then possible to 
follow the proof of Proposition 3 in [V,] from step (5) to get the result. So let 
X be a subgroup of T  and P be a p-subgroup of G normalized by X . If 
X is fixed by X , then there is nothing to prove . So assume that X does not 
fix X . Without loss of generality we may assume that X is cyclic of prime 
power order. By condition (ivO., there exists a generator s of X satisfying 
(**) . We can apply the same argument of step (4) in the proof of Proposition 
3 in [Vjl, to obtain an element n in <Af(T) such that nPn'1 is contained in U. 
Now nsn'1 satisfies (*) , and so we can apply the Lemma 6.2.8. to get
T(F(nsn ')) £  •V(nPn') .
Then we have that nXXn*' and nXX n*1 are both contained in n/f(P)n’' , as 
T(F(nsn ')) contains every subgroup of order I s I of T , and X is index­
preserving . Hence we have that both X x and XX' are contained in / f ( P) , 
and we are done. »
Our aim will be to extend certain autoprojectivities of the subgroup of
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diagonal matrices of the group SLjfF^) to the whole of LfSLjfF^)). In the 
next paragraph we begin by considering more closely the group of 
autoprojectivities of 2 -dimensional tori.
fi 6.3 Autoprojectivities of 2-dimensional tori
We are interested in the group of autoprojectivities of 2-dimensional tori . 
The reason for this is that in the next paragraph we shall extend certain 
autoprojectivities of the group of diagonal matrices ( which is a 2 -dimensional 
torus) of SL^CF^) to the whole of ¿X SI^fF^)).
So let T  be a 2-dimensional torus . Then T is isomorphic to the direct 
product of 2 copies of K ". From S 4.2 we have 
Tr »  C«, m if r is a prime , r  * p .and 
Tp -  {1} .
We also recall from Proposition 4.2.1. that every autoprojectivity of T is 
index-preserving . Hence , for every <p in Aut U T) and every prime r , we 
shall have 
T,’  -  T , .
As the group of autoprojectivities of the group Dr (C ^  >c ) (r prime ,
r i  p) is the cartesian product of the groups Aut ) (r prime ,
r i  p) . we are therefore left with the problem to study the group of 
autoprojectivities of the group u where r is a prime .
For this purpose we introduce the concept of the meet-semilattice of a 
group .
Definition 6.3.1. For every group H , we define SL(H) to be the set of all 
cyclic subgroups of H . *
SL(H) is a subset of the lattice L(H) with the property that for every A ,
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B in SL(H) , then AAB lies in 5L(H) . Such a set is called a meet- 
semilattice (for a more general definition see [Bi] page 22). A bijection 9  of 
SL(H) onto itself will be called an automorphism of SL(H) if the following 
holds
A S B  if and only if A<P £ B* for every A , B in SL(H) .
If 9  is an autoprojectivity of H , then clearly the restriction of 9  to SL(H) is 
an automorphism of SL(H) . We are interested in the converse , i.e. we would 
like to know whether an automorphism of SL(H) can be extended (uniquely) 
to an autoprojectivity of H . This is not in general true, as one can see from the 
following example. Let H be the group C, x C, *c C,.. Then every permutation 
of SL(H) fixing the identity subgroup is an automorphism of SL(H) , but 
clearly the automorphism 9  interchanging the cyclic subgroups 
C , x {1} x (1) and (1) x {1} x  Q  , and fixing all the other elements of 
SL(H) cannot be extended to an autoprojectivity of H . However we shall 
show that for the groups C*, x C «  every automorphism of S K . x C ^  
can be extended (uniquely) to an autoprojectivity of C*, x .
So let r be a fixed prime. We denote by R the group x .
Observation 6.3.2. Every finite subgroup M of R is of the form M - A x B ,  
where A , B are in SL(R). A a  C,a , B * C #  and a  * 0 . Also , for every 
a  in IN , there exists a unique subgroup Ra  of R isomorphic to C,« x C,a 
(namely Rq -  Oa (R) -  { x € RI x ^  -  1} ). »
In the following 9  will always denote an automorphism of SL(R) . Note 
that 9  is index-preserving.
Proposition 6.3.3. Let C , D be in SU R ) . Then we have 
(CAD)* -  C *A D *.
Proof : From C A D  £ C , D  we get (CA D)*£ C * , D* and so (C A D )*£ 
C*AD*. Similarly we have (C*AD* )*'* $  C**"1 A D **"1 -  C A D  ,
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which gives (C A D )** C *A D *. Hence we get (CAD)* -  C *A D *.
From Proposition 6.3.3. , it follows that if A , B are in SLÇR) and 
A A B  -  {1} , then we also have A *AB* -  {1} . If M -  A x B is a subgroup 
of R with A , B in SLÇR) , we wish to define « A* x B* . We have to 
show that this definition is independent of the particular choice of A and B .
Proposition 6.3.4. Let A , B be elements of SLÇR) , A a  B a  C,« and 
A A B -  {1} . Then we have A x B -  A* x B* -  R0  .
Proof : From the hypothesis and Proposition 6.3.3., we have 
A B - A i c B a  Q a  x C,a a  A* x B*.
Hence A x B »  A* x B* « Ra  from the above Observation 6.3.2.. #
Proposition 6.3.5. Let A , B , C be elements of SLÇR) such that A a  C a  
CfO. , B ai Cjjj, A A B ■ {1} and o > p .  Then if AC ■ A x B ,  we have 
C* £ A* x B* .
Proof : From Proposition 6.3.3., we have I A*AC* I -  I A A C I , and so 
I A*C* I -  I AC I -  .
But then we must have A*C* a  C,œ x , as A «PC* is contained in R0 , and 
so A*C* contains Rp . Thus we get B* £ A*C* as B* £ Rp . Therefore 
we have A* x B* £ A*C* , and we must have equality as they both have order 
. Hence C * S A * x B * .  „
Proposition 6.3.6. Let A , B , C be elements of SLÇR) such that A a  C^a , 
B •  C j , A A B  -  (1) and a  *  0 .  Then if C $ A x B , we have 
C* £ A* x B* .
Proof : If a  -  p , we have A x B -  RQ and so from C £ Ra  we get 
C* £ Rçj « A* x B*
by Proposition 6.3.4., and we are done . Now let
X -  {(a, P)€ N0 x N01 0 £ P < a  , 3 A , B . C in SLÇR) such that
-1 1 5 -
A •  Q a , B » C ^ ,  a A B - { 1 } ,  C S A x B andC*jE A »xB»l .
We want to show that X is empty . Suppose this is false and take (A, $) in X 
such that
( a ,p ) 6 X * a 2 £  and (A, P ) € X ^ P * & .
Choose A , B ,C  in T such that A * Q<i , B m C j  , A A B  -  {1} ,
C  £  A x B and C* £ A* * . We shall find a final contradiction in a few
steps:
(i) . We must have $ i  1 . For if -  0 , then B -  {1} and so C ^ A  gives 
C* £ A9 which is a contradiction . Note that this also implies that A £ 2 .
(ii) . We have I C I -  I A I . Otherwise we would have C £ Ar x B . But then 
either A ■ ft + 1 and so Ar x B -  Rjj, which gives C* £ Rg -  (Ar)* * B* £ 
A* x Bv ,or A > (5 + 1 and so we must have C* £ (Ar)* x B* by minimality 
of A . But then we get C* £ A* x B *. In both cases we have a contradiction .
(iii) . We have AC -  A x B . Suppose this is not the case , i.e. AC < A * B  .
We can choose generators a , b , c  for A , B , C resp. such that c -  abrT 
where 0 £ y  £ fi-1 . So we get I A A C  I -  . But then , AC < A x B
implies y ^  0 ,  hence we have C £ A x Br . Also , as j5 i  1 , we must have
C* £ A* x (Br)* , otherwise (A, ji-1) lies in X , which contradicts 
minimality of . Thus we obtain C* £ A* x B *, which gives a 
contradiction.
(iv) . At this point we can apply Proposition 6.3.5. to get C* £ A* x , 
which gives the final contradiction. Hence X is empty and the result is proved.#
Lemma 6.3.7. Let A , A ', B , B' be elements of 5L(R) such that A a> A' 
® Cftx, B » B' * C,(i, A A B  -  A A B ' -  {1} . Then we have 
A x B - A ' x B '  if and only if A» x B* -  A * x B ^ .
Proof : Without loss of generality we may assume a  2: |$ . Then the result 
follows from Proposition 6.3.6. applied to 9  and 9 '1. #
We can now extend the definition of 9  to all finite subgroups of R .
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Let M be a finite subgroup of R . Then we have M - A x B  for some A and 
B in SUR) such that A ■ Q a  , B » C,* and a 2 f ) .  We define M* to 
be A* x Bv . Lemma 6.3.7. guarantees that this is a good definition .
Proposition 6.3.8. $  is inclusion preserving .
Proof : Let M , N be finite subgroups of R such that M £ N . Choose A, 
B, C, D in SIXR) such that A *  Q a .B a C ^ .C a Q y .D a iC ,*  , a  £ 0 , 
y * 8  and M - A x B ,  N - C x D .  Then M £ N A, B £ C x D .  So, 
by Proposition 6.3.6., we have A* B* £ C*x D *. Hence we get 
M* -  A » x B » £  C * x D * -N * ,
and we are done . »
Lemma 6.3.9. Let X be a group . Suppose that for every n in BJ we have a 
subgroup Xn of X and an autoprojectivity <{)„ of X„ such that 
X„ £ Xn+i for every n in II,
U X . - X .
n-l
Y9" -  Y^ n+> for every n in II and every subgroup Y of Xn .
Then there exists a unique autoprojectivity <p of X such that 
Y9  ■ Y9»
for every n in N and every subgroup Y of X„ .
Proof: For uniqueness , suppose we have 9  and y  in Aut L(X) such that 
Y9 -  Y9n -Y v  for every n in IJ and every subgroup Y of X„ . Now 
suppose Y is a subgroup of X . If we put Y „ - Y A X b for every n in BJ , 
then we get
Y* -  U Yn* -  U Yn*» -  U Y.v _ Y* .
n - l  n - l  n - l
Hence 9  -  V . For the existence of 9 . let Y be any subgroup of X . Define
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Y„ -  Y A X „  for every n in M and Y* -  U Y„*n . From the hypothesis
n - l
we get
Yn*> !S YB* » ‘ £ Yb+1,iy+1
and so Y* is actually a subgroup of X . We have therefore defined a map 
9 : L(X) -* L(X) • This map is inclusion preserving : for suppose Y and Z 
are subgroups of X such that Y i Z .  Then we have 
Y . .  y A x ,  s  zA x . -  z„ 
for every n in I I , and so
Y* -  U Y„*" £ U Zn’ " -  Z* .
n - 1 n-1
Now if we consider the family {y„ I y „  -  9 ,,"', n e N) , we still have Y^" -  
YVn+1 for every n in II and every subgroup Y of X„ . So we may define 
an inclusion preseving map y  : L(X) -* L(X) , in the same way we defined 
9  . If now Y is any subgroup of X we have
Y "  -  ( U Y n* > *  -  U Y„*** -  U Y „ -  Y ,
n - l  n-1 n-1
and similarly Y** -  Y . Hence we get 9y  -  y 9  -  1 and 9  is an 
autoprojectivity of X . *
We can now extend the definition of the map 0 , previously defined, to the 
whole o f L(R) •
Consider the family { R,, I n c M } of finite subgroups of R . Then we have 
Rg <, Rg+i for every n in N and
U Rn « R . Now we observe that with the same procedure we used to 
n-1
construct the inclusion preserving map $  on the set of all finite subgroups of 
R , we can construct an inclusion preserving map y  starting from the bijection
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9*  of SIXR) , and verify that 9 9  -  -  |  . So , actually . 9  is bijective
and it induces an autoprojectivity of every finite subgroup of R which is fixed 
by 9  . Therefore we can define autoprojectivities for every n in II by 
restricting $  to IXRJ . as Rn is fixed by $  . At this point we can apply 
Lemma 6.3.9. to obtain an autoprojeedvity $  of R . We can finally state
Lemma 6.3.10. If 9  is an automorphism of the meet-semilattice SIXR) of 
all cyclic subgroups of R , then there exists a unique autoprojectivity 9  of R 
inducing 9  on SL(R) .
Proof : We have already shown how to construct 9  from 9  . Uniqueness is 
then clear, because if M is any subgroup of R and 8 is an autoprojectivity 
of R inducing 9  on SIXR) . then we have 
M® -  V<x>® -  V<x>* -  M f .
xcM xcM
So e  -  9  . m
We can now prove the following
Proposition 6.3.11. Let T be a 2-dimensional torus. If for every prime r , 
r  * p , we have an automorphism 9r of SIXJr) , then there exists a unique 
autoprojectivity 9  of T such that 
X * -X *
for every prime r  different from p and every subgroup X of Tr .
Proof: By Lemma 6.3.10., we can extend every 9 , to an autoprojectivity 9 r 
of Tr . Then , if  X is any subgroup of T , we define X* -  
( r  prime , r jt p ) .  Then 9  is an autoprojectivity of T and clearly we have 
X 91 -  X9  for every prime r different from p and every subgroup X of Tr . 
Uniqueness follows from the fact that a projectivity is determined by its action 
on the meet- semilattice of cyclic subgroups. #
Remark : We actually have Aut IXT) *  Cr Aut SU Tt) , as 9  is index­
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preserving . ( In general it is not true that
UO) ■ Cr L(Ox) - +  Aut UO) * Cr Aut U Q i)  . 
as one can see by taking G -  K* ) .
We shall apply Proposition 6.3.11. to the case when T is the subgroup of 
diagonal matrices of SLjCF^) .
8 6.4 The group SL^CF^) has autoprojectivities which are not 
induced by any automorphism .
If G is a simple algebraic group of type A2 , then G is isomorphic as an 
algebraic group either to SLjfK) or to PGL3CK) . We shall show that for the 
groups SL^CK) the group T is not in general trivial , by showing that 
r(SL3(F23)) contains a finite subgroup isomorphic to S3 . To do this we shall 
first define a family of autoprojectivities of the group T of diagonal matrices of 
SLj(f jj) .
From now on we shall denote by p the prime 23 , by K the field F23 
and by G the group SLjCK) and by T the subgroup of diagonal matrices of 
G (so that T  is a maximal torus of G ). We shall also denote by r the prime 
11.
We fix our attention on the r-component R of T . Then we have 
R “  0 “  * Cjm. The Weyl group W -  /f(T )/T  acts on T and on U J)  in 
the usual w ay . We have
RW -  R and R«," -  Rq for every w in W and every a  in M .
Ri has 12  subgroups of order r , which are subdivided in three classes under 
the action of W on L(T) . To give a description of these three classes , we fix 
an element £ in Fpx of order r and we let
•  -  d ug ft , V*. 1 ) , b -  , c -  d U f ít . { \  V*) .
Then , if  we put A  -  <a>w , S  -  <b>w , E -  <e>w , where
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x w ■ { Xw I we W} for every subgroup X of T , 
we get that A  and 8  have three elements , while E has six elements , 
i.e. W acts faithfully on E ( this is because /f(<e>) -  T  ) .  Let E -  <e>.
We start now by constructing a family (<pw)w€w autoprojectivides of R. 
Fix w in W . We define
{1}*» -  {1} and E?" by E * * -E w.
A lso , if X is any cyclic subgroup of R containing E , we put X*w -  Xw . 
Let then Y be any cyclic non-trivial subgroup of R . We define 
Y*" -  Y if Q(Y) lies in A  or 8  .
Otherwise Q(Y) must lie in E , and so there exists a unique p in W such 
that C X Y )  “ Ep . We then put 
Y * - Y ^ .
So fa r, we have defined <pw on all cyclic subgroups of R , i.e. on SL(R ).
Proposition 6.4.1. Let w be in W . Then <pw is inclusion preserving .
Proof : Let X , Y be cyclic subgroups of R such that X £ Y . If X ■ {1} , 
there is nothing to prove . So let X ^ {1} . Then we must have C2(X) -  i!(Y) . 
Hence , if 0(X ) lies in A  or 8  , we have X*w -  X £  Y -  Y *". 
Otherwise let p be the unique element of W for which £2(X) -  Ep . Then we 
have
X ' W - X ^ S Y ^ - Y * .
and we are done . #
Proposition 6.4,2. Let w , w' be elements of W . Then we have 
<Pw<Pw' -  9w'w •
In particular <pw is bijective for every w in W , with inverse <pw > .
Proof : Let Y be a cyclic subgroup of R . We want to show that Y*w*w' = 
Y*w w . If Y -  {1} , the there is nothing to prove . So assume Y ^ {1} . If 
Q(Y) lies in A  or 8  , we have 
Y** ■ Y*w' -  Y*» * -  Y .
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and so we are done . Otherwise let p be the unique element of W for which 
OOO -  Ep . Then we hive Y*» -  Y***' and Y*** •  Y*’^ * 1’ . Aim , 
£KYp1wp) .  ( O m ^  .  Ewp. Hence
Ye«*» _ (y *5 Vp)*w' -  Yi,‘wp<wp,'w'(wp) _ Y*’*Vwp .  y*vw
and we get the result. In particular, as from the definition it is clear that 9 , is 
the identity. we have 9 . 9, .  -  9 w 9w -  -  l , »nd 10  9 .  i* bijective with
inverse 9w i . #
Proposition6.4.3. Let w be in W . Then 9W commutes with the action of W 
on the cyclic subgroups of R .
Proof: Let Y be a cyclic subgroup of R , and o  be in W . We need to show 
that (Y°)*w -  (Y*")° . If Y -  {1} , the there is nothing to prove . So assume 
Y * {1}. If Q(Y) lies in A  o r  S ,  then the same is true for ilCY°). 
Hence we have (Y°)*w -  Y° and Y*w -  Y , which leaves us with (Yc)fw = 
Y° -  (Y*w)° , and so we are done . Otherwise let p be the unique element 
of W for which 0(Y) -  Ep . Then we also have OCY°) -  E**1 . Thus , by 
definition, we get Y*w -  Yp w^p and (Y°)*» -  y°<po) “wpo -  Yp wpo .  
(Y*w) ° , and the result is proved . #
At this poin t, in view of Proposition 6.3.11., we can extend the definition 
of 9W to the whole of L(T). As usual, if s is a prime, we denote by Tg the 
s-component o f T . Then , for every prime s and for every w in W , we 
define the element y t w of Aut SL(TJ as follows:
Yr.w -  <P* .
Vm* -  1 if  * ^ r  .
Then , by Proposition 6.3.11. , we obtain a family Cyw)w€W of 
autoprojectivitiesof T .
Proposition 6,4.4. Let w, w' be elements of W and let X be a subgroup of
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T such that X, -  {1}. Then we have 
¥*  ¥*■ -  ¥w w
y w commutes with the action of W on L(T) , and 
Vw fixes X .
Proof: This comes from the way we constructed y w and Proposition 6.4.2.,
6.4.3.. m
Proposition 6.4.5. The map given by 
w »-* ¥ w for every w in W , 
defines an antimonomorphism of W into Aut LCD ■
Proof : From Proposition 6.4.4. , we have that this map is an 
antihomomorphism, and it is clearly injective as
w ^ 1 implies E,w -  Ew + E . #
Our aim is to show that it is possible to extend the definition of \|/w to the 
whole of L(G) , for every w in W . For this purpose we introduce the 
groups Gn ■ SL^ip"1) for every n in M , and the groups H„ of diagonal 
matrices of G . Then we shall have Gn £ G ^ j for every n in M , and 
U Gj ■ G . We recall the notation we introduced in $ 6.2. There we considered
j« N
the finite field Fq and for every subfield F of Fq , we defined T(F) to be the 
group of diagonal matrices with entries in F . Here we just extend this 
definition by saying that for every subfield F of K , we defined T(F) to be 
the subgroup of T whose entries are in F . Therefore we shall have H„ -  
T(Fp,i) for every n in M. Furthermore , for every element s -  diag(X, u, v) 
of T , we define Oj(s) and m(s), for i -  1 ,2 , 3 , as we did in fi 6.2 . Also 
we recall Definition 6.2.1. for the definition of s to satisfy condition (*) or 
( • • ) .  If s satisfies ( • ) ,  then we still define F(s) to be the subfield Fp(aj(s)) 
(■ Pp(a 2(s)) ■ Pp(a 3(s)) ) of K . As we did in 8 6.2, we shall write 04 ,
H i. and F instead of otj(s) , ^¡(s) and F(s) if there is no ambiguity .
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Observation 6.4.6. We observe that if X is a cyclic subgroup of T , and there 
exists a generator s of X satisfying ( • ) ,  then every generator of X satisfies 
(*) . Also , if there exists a generator s of X satisfying (••)  , then every 
generator of X satisfies (**). #
We shall use the properties of the autoprojectivities y w to define certain 
autoprojectivities of the groups G „, by using Proposition 6.2.9..
Proposition 6.4.7. Let y  be an autoprojectivity of T . Then for every a  in 
N , and every subfield F of K , we have 
Ra ’r -  Ra  and T(F)'r -  T(F) .
Proof: Let a  be in N . We have R¥  -  R , because y  is index-preserving . 
Hence we have Ra ¥ -  Ra as every autoprojectivity of R fixes Rq (being 
generated by all the cyclic subgroups o f R of order p° ). Let now F be a 
subfield of K . Assume first that F is finite . Then T(F) is the subgroup of T 
generated by all cyclic subgroups of T  of order p*-l .and therefore it is fixed 
by y  . In general , F will be the union of the family (Fa) ^ A of its finite 
subfields F, 's . Hence we get T(F) -  V T (F J  (for all ac A ) , and so T(F)V 
-  V T (F J¥-  V T (F J  -  T(F) . .
We need an explicit description of certain elements of R .
For every i in { 0 . 1 , . . .  , r - l  ) , we define 
ej -  diag(£, V, $->-*) (so that e -  ^ )
( recall that £ is a fixed element of Fp* of order r ) .
From a direct calculation it is possible to see that <Cj> lies in t  if and 
only if i lies in the set (2 ,3 ,4 ,6, 7 , 8} .
Proposition 6.4.8. Suppose i lies in { 0 ,1 .......r-1} and i 4  0 ,1 , (r- l) /2  .
Then we have
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Om(Ci) * c^Cj) for every m , n -  1,2, 3 , m ^ n .
If also i # r-2  , then we have
l a m(ei ) l - r  for every m -  1 , 2,3 .
Proof : We have a ((e|) -  , (^(ej) -  , Ojfej) -  &** .
Then we get the result observing that the solutions in {0,1 , . . . ,  r-1} of the 
equations : 1 - i ■ 2i+l mod r  ; 1 -i ■ 2+i mod r  ; 2 i+l ■ 2+i mod r  ;
1 - i ■ 0  mod r ; 2 i+l ■ 0  mod r ; 2+i ■ 0  mod r are respectively i « 0, 
( r - l ) / 2 , 1 , 1 , ( r - l) /2  and r - 2 . «
The next proposition is the crucial step in our construction .
Proposition 6.4.9. Let X be a cyclic r-subgroup of T such that Q(X) is in 
8 . Then every generator of X satisfies (**).
Propf : There exists a unique i in {2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8} such that Q(X) -  <Cj> . 
Let i« be the order of X , and choose q  in Kx such that q 1""1 -  Ç . Then 
there exists a in Z such that X -  <diag(q, q \  . Call s this element
diagOi, q*. V lH)  • We must have a ■ i rood r  , as s**"1 -  es.
Now ajisy“"1 -  ajis*“' 1) -  OLfa) , and so Oj(s) is a root of the polynomial 
X1*’1-  Oj(ei) , which is in FptX]. Hence
Uj(s)l X1**1-  OjiC;) for every j -  1, 2, 3 .
B u t, from Proposition 6.4.8. we have a ¿*0 + for every j  , k -  1,2, 3,
j  * k . and so we get Hj(s) + m(s) for every j . k - l , 2 , 3 , j * k .
We now prove that I a / s ) !  -  I si for every j  -  1 , 2 ,3 ,  and deg ji/s) -  
deg Pkis) for every j , k -  1 ,2 ,3 . From Proposition 6.4.8., we have 
l<*j(ei)l-r for every j  -  1 ,2 ,3 , 
and so we get
I(Xj(s)l -  r« forevery j -  1 ,2 ,3 ,
as a / s y * '1 -  a ff id . Hence we get I a^s)! -  I si for every j -  1 ,2 ,3  . But 
I ctj(s)l -  r« for every j  -  1, 2. 3 . also implies that Fp(aj(s)) -  Fp(q) for 
every j -  1,2, 3 , which means that deg Hj(s) -  deg nk(s) for every j  , k -  1, 
2, 3 . Therefore s satisfies (♦). Now let n be any element of / f (T ) . Then
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the element nsn'1 is a generator of the subgroup nXn-* of T . Let us denote by 
X' this subgroup of T . But then OCX*) lies in t , and so , by the previous 
discussion , there exists a generator s' of X' satisfying (•) . But then , by 
Observation 6.4.6. , every generator of X' satisfies (♦) . Therefore nsn 1 
satisfies (•)  and s satisfies (**). But then every generator of X satisfies 
(**) by Observation 6.4.6.. #
We need now to know the behaviour of finite subgroups of T not fixed by 
any autoprojectivity y w, under the action of W .
Proposition 6.4.10. Let X be a finite subgroup of T . Suppose there exists w 
in W such that X*" 4 X . Then we have 
X °*  X
for every non-trivial element o  of W .
Proof : We can write X -  X t x X2 , where Xt is contained in Tr and (Xj), 
■ {1} . Then we have X2¥w -  X2 , and so we must have Xj¥w 4 Xt . Now 
X ,£ T r 4  X j ■ A x B , where A , B are cyclic subgroups of Tr such that 
A ® Q« , B ai C,fl and a  £  P . We must have a  > (3, otherwise we get 
X, -  Ra  and so Xt¥w -  X 1 , by Proposition 6.4.7.. Also we have A¥w 4 A ; 
suppose on the contrary that AVw -  A . Then Xt -  A x B * R p 2 B - t 
X, -  <A. Rp> But then XjV-  -  < A *-, > -  <  A , Rp > -  Xt . which
is a contradiction. So we have A¥w 4 A , and this implies that ft(A) e f . 
Now let o  be in W , o  4 1 . Then we have A °A A  -  {1} , as Q(A)° 4 
Q (A). Hence we have A° £  A x B , as p < a  . and so X ,° 4 X ,. But then 
X° -  X(°x X2°  4 X | x X2 ■ X  , as we wanted . «
We can now start the last pan of our construction . At the moment, we have 
a family (\|tw)MW of autoprojectivities of T  such tha t:
Vw commutes with the action of W on U J ) , for every w in W 
( Proposition 6.4.4.);
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if X is a subgroup of T whose r-component is the identity , then
and all the 3-subgroups of T  ( Proposition 6.4.4. );
the map given by w -»yw is an antimonomorphism of W into 
Aut LCD ( Proposition 6.4.5.);
RaWw -  Ra  for every a  in II and every w in W  (Proposition 6.4.7. );
T(F)¥w -  T(F) for every subfield F of K and every w in W 
( Proposition 6.4.7. ) ;
Vw fixes every finite subgroup of T which is fixed by a non-trivial 
element of W , for every w in W ( Proposition 6.4.10. ).
We recall that for every n in II we have H„ -  T(Fp„i). Hence we have 
Hn¥w - H ,  for every w in W and every n in W . So we can define X ^  
to be the autoprojectivity of H„ obtained by restricting y w to L(HJ . From 
the properties of y w, it follows that ^  satisfies conditions (i).- (iii). of 
Proposition 6.2.9.. We shall show that X*^ also satisfies condition (iv')..
(*♦). Then we have 
< s > ¥w -  < s>  
for every w in W .
Proof: Suppose , for a contradiction , that we have < s >¥w * < s > for some 
w in W . Then we must have I si -  r" for some n in M , as y w fixes every 
subgroup of T  generated by an r'-element. Furthermore , il(< s >) must 
lie in 8 ,  otherwise we would have < s >¥w -  < s > by construction of y w . 
But then < s >  is a cyclic r-subgroup of T such that Q(< s >) lies in 8 , 
and so , by Proposition 6.4.9. , s satisfies (**) , which contradicts the 
hypothesis that s does not satisfy (**). #
We can then summarize that for every w in W , for every n in N , we
X¥w -  X for every w in W . In particular y w fixes all the 2-subgroups
Let s be a prime power order element of T not satisfying
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have
0). commutes wilh the action of ( Proposition 6.4.4.
as this group acts on L(HJ in the same way as W does) ;
fli). fixes every subgroup of H. which is fixed by a non-trivial
element of .Va>(H-)/H , ( Proposition 6.4.10. );
OH). K.J. fixes every 2 -subgioup and every 3-subgroup of H, ( by 
construction o f  ) ;
(iv*)* if s is a prime power order element of T  not satisfying (**) , then 
Xwj, fixes the subgroup generated by s ( Proposition 6.4.11. ) .
We can therefore apply Proposition 6.2.9. to get the following
Proposition 6.4.12. For every w in W and for every n in N , there exists a 
unique autoprojectivity 0WJ| of G„ fixing every p-subgroup of G , and 
commuting with the inner automorphisms of Gn , such that
x 8«  - x V *
for every subgroup X of H „.
Proof : Existence follows from Proposition 6.2.9. , and uniqueness from the 
corollary on page 216 in [V21 . #
We finally have
Proposition 6.4.13. For every w in W there exists a unique autoprojectivity 
8W of G , such that 8W restricted to LQGJ is 6w>n , for every n in M. 
Proof: Let w be in W . Let n be in M and let X be a subgroup of 0 „ . 
Then we have X0"-" -  X0"-'*1 because of uniqueness of 0WJI ( Proposition 
6.4.12. ) . Then the result follows from Lemma 6.3.9.. #
From the construction it follows that 8W fixes all unipotent subgroups of 
G and commutes with the inner automorphisms of G . We can therefore prove 
Proposition 6.4.14. For every w in W , 8W fixes all maximal tori and all
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Borel subgroups o f  G . Hence 5W lies in T .
Proof: Let T  be a  maximal torus of G . Then there exists g in G such that 
T  -  T*. Hence w e have
r * -  .  a« )8-  .  (t 8*)*
Now let B be a Borel subgroup of G and let T  be a maximal toms of B . 
Then we have
B*- -  < r , R.CB) >*■ -  < r* -  , R.(B)*- > -  <T , R,(B) > .  B . 
and we are done . #
Finally we can say we constructed an injective antihomomorphism of W 
into r  , given by w  -» 8W. In particular we have
induced by automorphisms.
Proof : We know that this is equivalent to the fact that T is not triv ial. We 
showed that in our case T contains a subgroup which is isomorphic to S3 
( Proposition 6.4.5. ). In particular it is not trivial. #
in W , where Z is the center of SLjCPjs) . Hence also the group 
PSL3CF23) ■ SL«3(F23)/Z
has autoprojectivities which are not induced by any automorphism . Therefore 
the same will be true for the group PGLjfFjj) , which is isomorphic as an 
abstract group to P S L ^ ^ ) .
Remark , In fact it  is possible to show that H SI^O ^)) is infinite and even 
non-solvable .
Let us take a closer look at the group R (we recall that R -  Tn  *
Cll-  "  Cn -  > • Wc denote by E, ( -  E E* the elements of Z . Then each
From the construction (but it had to be so) , we have Z5* -  Z for every w
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is contained in exactly 11 cyclic subgroups of R of order 112 . Let us denote 
these by
Ei |  EU 1 , Ej.1 ....£2,11 ,...^ 6 ,1.....E * ,||,
choosing the notation such that
f i iE y J -E i  fo r every i -  1„ ..,6  , j  -  1 .....1 1 .
Each Ejj .will be contained in 11 cyclic subgroups of R as w ell. We shall 
denote these by E y *  , where i c and j , k c 1) ,  such that
for every i -  l„..,6 , j , k -  .
We can keep on with this procedure to obtain that every subgroup X o f  R 
such that ii(X) lies in Z  , has uniquely the form
X "  • whcre x  order p" , i tc  «
{ 1  „..,1 1 } .and
QII. 1(X) -  j  if n > 1 .
Let 0  be the group { (at\  .  I o {c  S ,, for every i -  2 ,3  _ }  . We make 
0  act on the set of all cyclic subgroups X of R such that Q(X) -  Et . Let X 
be a cyclic subgroup o f  R such that Q(X) -  E , . Then we have uniquely 
X “  Ei.«!  .*» » whcre X has order p" , and i2,...,iB « .
Let o  -  (o,) be in 6  . Then we define 
X°  ■
Suppose X , Y ere subgroups of R such that il(X) -  E, and X S Y .  Then 
also il(Y) -  E j , and we have uniquely
where X has order p" , Y has order p“  , i2- j ,  J j . . . . j .  « f l „ U }  . and 
also m 2 n .  i, -  jk for every It -  2,...,n , as X £ Y .
If now o  -  (a,) lies in 0 .  we have
X ° "  E 1.02<'2>.....o „(4 d . .  V ° -
and so we get 
X 'S Y * .
as ok(ik) -  ok(jk) fo r every k -  2 .....n .
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It is possible , with the same argument we used in $ 6.4 , to define an 
autoprojectivity <p„ of T , for every a  in 8  . It will then turn out that
TCSL^F^)) contains a subgroup isomorphic to 6  . In particular riSL^fF^)) 
is infinite and non-solvable .
We also add that it seems to be reasonable that we can extend to 
autoprojectivities of SLjfF^j) also automorphisms of SL(Ts) for other 
primes s , and even that in general a similar procedure can be applied to the 
groups SLjiFp) for every prime p .
ft 6.S Final remark .
In the previous chapter we proved that for simple algebraic groups of type 
A2 , Theorem 3.4.9. does not hold . To prove this we showed that the group 
n S L ^F ^)) contains a subgroup isomorphic to S3 .
With the example we gave in the last paragraph , we actually proved that the 
case A2 left out in the previous dicussion , represents indeed an exceptional 
case among the simple algebraic groups G over Fp , from the subgroup lattice 
point of view .
Nevertheless we underline that we did not consider the case when p -  2 , 
with the exception of groups of rank 1 . We have some results also in this 
direction, even if we are still far from a complete understanding of the situation.
For instance , it is possible to extend the results obtained by Vblklein ( tV2) ) 
for the groups SLft(2“)/D (where D is any central subgroup of SL„(2*)) . 
Also, from the results we got in Chapter 4 , if the rank of G is at least 3 , then 
every exceptional autoprojectivity of G fixes every subgroup generated by 
semisimple elements of G.
The difficulties arise from the classification of unipotent conjugacy classes 
in characteristic 2  , which is usually much more complicated than the case of
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odd characteristic . We were able to prove that if <p lies in T(G), where G is 
a simple algebraic group over P2 , then (p fixes all the subgroups of order 2 
of G , using the classification of involutions ( [Sel) .
Finally I would like to mention the problem whether the projective image of 
a simple algebraic group G over Fp is isomorphic (as an abstract group) to 
G . This is very likely to be true . It has been possible to prove this in the case 
when G is of adjoint type .
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